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Foreword

. _ ,
IN THE 1970s Congress enacted a niimber_of flexible; broatggauged
grants-in-aid to state and local governments that were intended by their

-Republican sponsors to be instruments of decentralization. The largest
and most notable of these-grants Were forgeneral revenue sharing (1912),
employment and training (1973); and community develOptnent (1974).

ach of the 'dice has been the subject of field-evaluation studies by mem- -
'-beri of the Gbvernmental Studiesstaff of the Brookings Institution in col:
;laboration with field associates. This study, whit& presents the findings of
-Cine of these efforts, analyzes,vatibus ahiectX of the publiC `service jobs

/component of the Coniprehensive employment and Training ActOf 1y73._
It_ciplores wheilier federal funds merely reblacedlisie:and local funds
(a matter of Central concerti to COngress); what the pilblie service Wjalt-*---.

ers' did; the extent to which the programyeasiocused on the-niciit -dis.:
advantaged _workers; and the extent to which thbprograin provided train--

'int& and roppOrtwilties for transition to regillaeemphiment.'
The study' was directed by Richard P. Nathan, a ten-year veteran of

the irookings stiff who jOined-the faculty` of the Woodrow Wilson
of Publie:and International -Afftairi at Princeton Universiti in 1979. He
rittaini- a member of thi BioOkingi- Aso-dated- `_staff -and -cohtintiO.,..-Ao,

direct field. xesearch- on public service,omployment. -What is reported on
lieges are two _rounds _ Of -field-.Obiervatioris completed in, 1977 -*under_-

1.3rookings'atispices.IIiathan'S coauthori are Robert GoOk, formettly a
Br okings research associate andnoiia resedich economist at the Prince-

_Urban And Regional Research Cenier,,.and Y. 'Lane Rawlins, pro-'
fesaci3Of economics a Washington State University. The laSt-Chaiiter. (In -:-
theztblb Oenonprofit'organizatiobi tinder the 'public service jobs prograni,--
was written by= janet -Galchick,-- a staff member ofthe_Printeton Urban
and Regional Research Center;andMichailNiseman, associate profes_

-= sor of economics at the UniversitY of California at Berkeley,iiifiticlings



viii _ FOREWORD

presented are those of the field research associates listed on pagesxiiixv.
,Their on-the-scene,obSilvations- are the critical element in this -research.-

A number of peo le ade important contributic to the work pre-
sented here At theN ional CommissiMi for Employm;nt Policy, which

--suPporied the study under catracito the Brookings InitiOiChair-_-
man Eli Ginzberg, Director ,Isabel SaWhill, and staff mernbc,r5 Patrick

4: O'Keefe and Ralph Smith"cOmmented on reports that.Were submitted Jo
tie commission._,The study also benefited from comments by Seymour
Bratillwein,-direaor of _the Office of Evaluation, p.S." Department, of

_ cLabor; Martha Derthick, directSfof the Brop' kings Olyemrtienial Studies
program; lotallializtAiiiiMIState i2J1/frsity;Susan-MdcManus of the

.

_University of Houston; and Steven Stcib Of_the:University of Tulsa." 1,

Richard, W. Long, Jill Ehrenreich, Linda IlOok,' Judith Aisen; and
'Laura Hicks ;worked on this project as_Brookings staff Members. Com---

- puter support was provided by David Stevens oc Marketing Foiethoitght,'-
Inc., . and' David Padgett of -the Brookings SOcialScience-CoMputation

',Center; Dinah
were

and Thomas-Sornualf,' alsq of Brookings; prepared
drafts, Which Were edited:by David .4.iken-Of Editorial kipeits, Inc. Elaine I
Levkoffwarid Michael Paclulo*M'Princeton University prepared the final
inariuSeript, which was edited by Tadd Pishei of_Brooakings.
-_ The-. authors' findings-and 'conchsions are_ theirs- alcine, anti do-not -

represent the position of the National Commission for__EmplOyment or-.
the'U.S.',;Department of Labor, nor, should they be= ascribed to the

stees, officers, or other staff members of the Brookings Insti4ution.

BRUCE MAC 1.-AUR-Y

President
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CHAPTER ONE
G

The Public Service
Einploymerit Program

(
THE PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT '(PSE),program of the federal
government, enacted by COngres's in- 1973-and since revised several times, .
has three main goals. Like the Works ProgreSs Administration of the de-
pression era, it is _supposed to provide: jobs in -a time Qf high unemploy-
ment. It is also intended to give employment experience to, and thereby
increase the long-ruti, job prospects of, the "structurally unemployed,"

. persons who have tremble finding jobs even in the best of, times, because'
they lack skill and education. And it is intended to help local governments .

proyideneeaed services. .

The need to halanee :these three Major. 'objectivescountercyclichl,,
structural,, and public service= -haicaused,controrsi in Washington as
well as friction between the federal ageney that distributes the money
(the Department of Labor): and the local and state governments that use
it. State and locale officials are most interested: in providing needed, ser-
vices, both thraughlaiernment agencies and private nonprofit agencies, \

.

' whereas federal Officials, generally focus . mainly on the goal of reducing-
tineMployment,.eSPecially among those with low leYels of education and

skill: Thbalarice that is "eventually reached reflects, in 'effect, a bhrgain

amP"thel,differerlevels
of government: local, and state officials,

"wiilinniAto':Pend_theextra.time and effort needed to supervise and train
hard-to-employ persons if mcy See-some benefits to their jurisaictiOns in

.

theforin of Maintaining* expanding needed services;
pecatise:corigress did not specify what priority should be given to

eacirof- thefObjectiVes. of, the public service emplbYrneht:. program; this
,'bargaining process gives`theprograin its shape..The prograin is constantly

.;-changing'as changes in ectinciniii`and political conditions le-ad officials to
shift the, emphasis of it Not Only, is the program 'different froM year to_

-:')Fear; it is alsb different from place to place,- fOi it is highly decentralized
. . /

D



\ 2 - atIC sEav`tc EMPLOYMENT
in forth. More than 450 state' and local government units receive PSE

.;,.=. money and, parcel it out to government and nonprofit agencies that em-
plOy PSE workers. No one knows/the exact number of. theip employing

L.

agencies; in thc forty jurisdictions studied 4thdcr our project alone, the
number of employing organizations ran into the thousands.

-History and Characteristics of the Prograth

.

. Publicly fUnded efforts, to increase employment, initiated during, the
depression andended**hen World, mad :them Unnecessary, were
revived in the sixties as part of th antipoverty effortsof :die Kennedy and.
JohnSon administrations. Durilig is period the main emphasis was on
providing' training, and work expen nee 'for the' econoiniCallY. disadvan
taged. This was the g id of the Ec omic Opportunity Act of 1964:- The
Manpower Develo ent and training Act of 1962 likewise authorized
skill training for employed workers, although amendments later shifted

?f,
the emphasis t reducing poverty. Some programs in this field were aimed

.7;
at particular eograPhic, areas such as Appalachia, while:others provided

:.workexperipnce for particular segments of the poverty population such as
'. heath' of farnilies receiving welfare; older Workers. in rural -areasu'and

young persons. .

Following arise in unemployment in 1969 -70, the Emergency:Em-
ployment Act opl 971 iuthOrized atwol ear Public Employment Program
that provided furids to loCal governments to hire, temporary workers The
groUPs singled out for -emphasis under PEP were members of familieS with
incomes heloW the pOVerty level; Vietnam veterans, and Younger and

.1%.:
older Workers. PEP provided $fbillion in 1972 and $1.25 billion in 1973;
this;nioney paid wages for..in aVerage'.of 128,000 Personslin thoie. two

Congress passed the ComprefiensiYe Embloyinent and Training Act =:
the. foundation of the contemporary-public service employment. program . -

iiiDecember:1973, -and the: act took effect in July1974. CETA was
designed primarily to consolidate prograrris aimed at vatim reas and
population groups into a single block grant. This approach y74 consistent i

with the Nixon adthiriiitiatiOn's goal of simplifying grard-in-aid programs
and giving more discretion to state and local gov eriiments,' Which were to
decide for themselves-how to spend employment *wic training money.
PEP was to be-phased out and replaced by, title if cf CETA, which pros.

_



THE PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
vided for a Public service eniplOyment program to combat structural un-
employment. A state or local -jurisdiction or part of a jurisdiction was
eligible for a titlelt grant if it was classified as experiencing "substantial
unemployment"=-a rate Of, 6.5 percent pr more for three consecutive
months.'People were eligible, o articipate if they were unemployed or
undereinployedthat is, workin ly part time for economic reasons or
working full time but earnin ess an a perierty-levelincome: The funds
were to be paid toiorganizations th t the act refers to as "prime sponsors.'"

In DecernlIer 1974,.just half a year after CETA went intcieffed, Con-
gress responded to the deepening recession by adding a new section to the
act. The Emergency Jobs and Unemployment Assistance Act Sf 1974
estatiMcd-tiircYlmtcETA as-a-temporary coytercyclical program of
public service employment. To be eligible under title VI a.person had' to
have been unemployed for thirty days (or fifteen days if the local unem-
ployment rate was more than 7,percent). By June 1975 title VI of CETA
was providing jobs for 155,000persons.; the total of titles II and VI, plus
the remainder of the PEP program thfit was still not Phased'out, brought
the omerall enrollment to 310,000 persons. i

In 1976 Congress agalh made major chayges when it pasiedthe E
gency Jobs-Program Extension Act. This act extended title VI- an1.in

--___ effect -created. two- tYPes of title: NI positiZns. One, known as -"sustain-
ment" positions, was designed to allow governments that hi'd been allo---,

certain , . , , :---------74cated a certain number of PSE poSitions under the 1974 a t td keep these -

positions. The second type was"projecr_positions. AlLn PSE workers
hired under title VI had to be assigned to special projects at would last_--
one year or less and that vvottlik not have-been undertaken with local
funds alone. Moreover, all new, participants assigned to project positions
and half the new pfticioants assigned' to fill vacancies in sustainment
positions had to meet new eligibility requirements thatlimited title VI
funds tosersons who had been unemployedlor fifteen of, the prior twenty

I. 'Prime sponsors" usually have been states or general-purpose local govern-
- ments serving an area with a population of more than 100,000. Many';prime spon-.

- __sors, however. are consortiums of several cities or countias or both:COnsortiums are._. ,
especially common in suburban areas. In many statesjural areas are served by
prime sponsors that cover all jurisdictions that do not run their own CETA prograwsorbelong to a consortium; in such cases the prime sponsor is referred tto as the

."balance of state" prime sponsor. Each prime sponsor designates a particular operat-
ing department of The government or governments involved to administer the PSE
program: They in turn'allocate public service positions to other departments.within
participating governments, othkr governments such as school districts,,pr rionprofit
ocganizations that, serve the public./ ,o,



PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT
weeks, who had exhausted- theiruneMployment compensation payments
or were receiving aid to families with dependent children (AFDC), and
who had to ;incomes (defined as up to 70.percent of the lower-living-
standard budget set by the Btreau of Labor Satisfies).

The changes in 1976 were ;deilgnecl to reduce the' mount of job dis-
placement and fiscal iuhstitution,that is, the use of PSE funds by local
governments to replace local positions and funds. The net effect, ironi-
cally, was to give title -VL--which inOctober;1976 supported 260,000

*sosilionscomparedwithohly,S0,000 for title-IIthe eligibility require-,
ments of a structuralli-T:iiented program and to leaVe title II with looser
criteria. In 1977, wrien the observations- reported in- this volume were
made, the PSE program was operating under the regulations issued afer
the 1976 reauthorization of title VI. .

Congreskmodified the program again in the fall of 1978 when it re-
. authorized. the CETA legislation. Fiscal., conservatism- was 'rising at the

time, and :the PSE"trogram. was1 natural target of economizers fOr sev-
eral reasons:, was one of the biggest and fastest growing of :all federal

, grant7in7aid programs. i:ocal:neWs media were uncovering instances of
mismanagement, such as ineligible participants or cases of nepotisni. And
critics continued to suspect that funds were simply replacing local
sPendin8-,

lInder the law enacted that year the PSE progra at had been known
as title II Wis:renumbered title II-D,and aimed more narrowly at persons
suffering long-term uneMplOyment for Structural..reasons.. It was also
modified tO put more emphasis on trainfingand placement to help partici- .
pants find permanent jobs in the private job tiarket;11- -person couldpar-,,
ticiPitte in this program who had been uneMployedr o at least fifteen of
the previous twenty weeks or who Was receiving. C n4 was econOmi

"CalbidisadVantfigedTWhiehiiiiiiiiienerally that the erson came froth a
family earning less,than 70 Percent of the lowerlivin standard).

Title VI retained the distinstigz betWen pr 'ect an sustainment jobs.
Half of the titre. yi Participants had 'to be assi to rojects icheduled
to last eighteiii-MOnths orlesi; the other half ad to be ssigned to entry-
level job in legular governMent departinents or nonpr t aencies: Per-

- sons would be eligible for. title VI jobs if they htfd been u employed for at -_

least ,ten of the pre,vions twelve weeks and if, their,famil s had incomes
no larger than the lower-itariclard:of-livinq budget or recei ed AFDC.

The 1978 reauthoriiation also set limits on the wages that-Could be
paid to PSE participants fOr any position ($10,000 maxim 47,200 for
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the average of all poMtions) and on the length of time a person could
remain in the PSE prograni (eighteen months, although the Department
of Labor could grant waivers to individual sponsors for all orpartof their
participants).

In March 1978 enrollment in titles II 'and VI reached a peak as a result
of being bolster,ed bY.President Carter's 1977 economic stimulus package,
which added S4. billion tO the fiscal year 1978 budget' for PSO. Overr
750,000 persons were employed, equal to 10 percent of all ufiemployed.
persons '111 tie labcu' force. Outlays reached $5:6"*billiOn in fiscal year
1978. Since then the size of the progratit hai been reduced, The.average
PSE enrollment in 'fiscal 1978 Was 680,000; the average for-. seal 1979
was 557,000. At the end of fiscal year .1980, 328,000 persons were .

enrolled.. 4tt, .
.. .

Approach of This Study .. . .
.

.0f. . . .This study concentrates on the PSE program's intergovernmental ef-
t,

fectsvather than its effects on individnal jobholders. It addresses- such ,

questions as whether the program creates jobs in local governments, .
whether local governmerits give preference to the disadvantaged, and
what kinds of services are prOvided.'Succeeding chapters deal With public
service employment as countercyclical policy (chapter 2), as: structural
policy (chapter 3).,and as a

ipubliceededvidinvehicle for prog n puc servCes .at the state and local level (chapter 4): The final- chapter considers non-- profit organizations
:

Ons as employers.of PSE. : -
. The study was conducted in a representative sample of jurisdictions by

_..___tea. of field researchers in cooperation with a small central-Staff-
based, in Washington at the Brookings-Institution. The central staff chose

1the field staff members (designated "associates") for theirknoWlediflof
local public finanees'and institutions and of the particular areas of.:gov-
ernment activity under study. gone of the associates were officially con-
nected with the juriidictions in the iample. All were residents of the area
they studied and devoted an average

.
of-thirty to sixty days 'to their par- ..

,
,ticipation in the field study. Half a the associates' political scientists
and half were economists: Their names and jurisdictions are listed on
pages xiiixv. . .-.

I/ .* .Associates worked, with the central staff in, develoPing ommon ana-
lytical framework 'and research design. Using this design, the associates
then Teportedtheir observations of the effects of PSE in their jurisdictions.#

A
c.
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° ' PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT
Members-Of the central staff maintained conflict with the associates, re-
viewed and coded the field data, and analyzed,and compiled, the overall

= resnli.s:2-This study is based on firidingi from observations- in July 1977,
lvhen:P$E was being expanded by the added fiom President Carter's;
economic- stimulus' package, and, in tieceinber' 1477,--Wnea the buildup'

. was nearly complete'.' -:
,

We used a representative rather than a random sample of OVernrciental
jurisdictions for several reasons.' One reason is that there is no list of the
universe of governmental jurisdictions receiving PSElundSlrom which a

---. - -- --
several ., ..,

- random sample might be drawn.' Ivro6over,. we wanted to inehide in the
._ .

cross
_.

study a cross section of, types of recipient jurisdictions.large,Cities (body;
fiscally' ,distressed and economically healthy), Subnibalf sdietions; and *-.juri,

.er al jurisdictions: Finally, to make (for efficiency's sake) for
mos fieldassaiiateitOcover mote than one jurisdiction; it was necessari
to choose sample jurisdictions that were cloie.to each otherfor example,
a central City, and its overlying county, or three or four rural towns Tea/-. ..

'sorkably near_a university haVing an economic or governmental research ,-
center. Because a number-of large jurisdictiOns weraincluded,ihe sample

= juris "ctiOnst as `a for approximately-10 percent of PSE

Using-the-,same general techniqueon field studies group, in the Governmental
Studies program at Brooking has studied general revenue snaring and comiriuniti4
development block grants as well as the PSE program.--For a more'detailed descrip-

°firm of the Method; see Richard 13--Nathan,,The_Methodology for Field Network'
Evalnatiati,Stadies, in Walter Williams, 'ed.; "Studying Implementation'
4..:,Chithim HOUle:forthcoairg); chap.-4. For findings from the piOgrams,
see 'Richard P.=Natlian; Allen D.'_Maavel,- Susannah E: and -Associates,
MonitOring° Revenue':Sheritte(Brookings Institution,- 197S, )-;' Richard- Nathan,`
CharlelF.-Adatas, Jr., and Associates, Re, ale Sharing: The Second Round .(ptook-,-
ings Institution; 1977);,paul R. Doriunel others, Tareetirig-romotunity Devel-
opment r an-Develcipment-,-January-1980-
Dommel and others,-,liCenfralitliig-CoMmiknity-Divelopmeni (1.13:_Department,Of

z_;Housing and yeban,:evelopment, 1978); and Richard P:Nathan'and other- s;4/ock,_ -

-'Grants for Comniunity' Devel4pment.(US. Depnrtmentofliousing and Urban
valopment, 1977).-_ An earlier report'-'cif 'ME findings is contained in Richard P.:-

-Nathan and others, lifonitoritig the pnblie ServiceEmploymeitt Program, Nitional
POMMissign, for_Manpowere Policy, March 1978)::

Field, studies of PSE have CO-nliaitad at the prOjeCt's new_ base, the Urbarkand
Regional_ 44:lurch; Center_ at the -:Woodrow-Wilson School of Public, and Inter-'.
national Affairs, Princeton University: X third roand of observations wan line in
Decembei-1979 and a fourth round in December 1980. See note_l_oLthe_ipilogue



CHAPTER :,1'W6,1,

Coriibating CS/clipal Unentloyment

e,,VNE fitkmdfr importint purposestif not the predominant purpose,
k of the publib service emPlo ent program under the Comprehensive

*EtiiplOyment ai\d'Trainiiig A t' 197.3 has ,been to:'create new jobs in
Order to,PutuneniPlOYed pe to-Work diiiing times of recession or

economic, growth. BeCauseCETA puts most spending decisions in ti
thelinncfs'Of lOcatibierrinenti, -ther been' understandable concern
that these gOverninents'inight simplyriplacelocalli,nniced_positions

. with federally tundOd ones. If localities were to:do th is;the result would
be more like revenue sharing tii`ati atjob,creation program.; Congressional

-:%,:concern9'ver this issue hai been so strong that _hi 1977'aftef a lengthy
debate 'centering, around this issue displacement, the Senate came

thirteen, iotes' of deleting an increase-of 415,000, public service,
job's the Carter ncbitifi' Len's $13. billion econamie stinnilus. - ,

package.
T

, -I

The concern about n arises frointhe nature of the PrOblem
arecisiion=and the nature f the solution-4a decentrallied program.:

,
During recession- sinte' and 1 Citiovethinents face,deciines tatere-,

to look: for- ways to save ,inehey-
,1y, in :Ways that 'do' net rectuirejlegislative-legislative

eipersonnel'bidget;!Which in most jurisdic--
n major: part .of the g4einnient's expenses, :Many focal

govetinnents put, a .fiolcl cinl.rievijiiiings-or,cUt_1* the number of em-
plOyeeS through layoffs or attrition, At the'sanie time; the federal -go:Vern:-

=7::.inertia:Pr-oviding neW'.Of/AdditiOnal fUnding that is supposed' to create.
jOhi Local : gOVeintientknii*ea'great deal of
leeway on how to spend that money: The result is'a.potential.con

between the.fecleial gOyernment'S'gOal 'of-job creation and:the,loat --

overnitenes'

wo prunigy upstions arise.Tiist; to what exienthave local of state'
T; overnments eariaili_Created- noir:positions and:hiked uriimplO d per-_

Governmentceipts.
-'relatively short time,- prefers

action. This o teninVolves
tions makes u
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sons Who would not fiave been hired without federellnndii as opposed
Using 'federal money-to fill jobs thit WOnld:haVe existed anyway? This it':
the primary,_ we will:deal`with.-The second_ question, related,to-
the" first, is how jurisdiciioni-haVe used the local -money that has
freed by the:reeeiPt of federal `Public service employment funds: the first

-L.-question deals with the 'employment effecis':of PSE, the second question;
with itiiilited'hiCaleffeets. This Chapter 'co":,ers the first at some' lerigth
and the siecond more briefly: -.
.;Before We disCiiss thes two questions, a third: one should be men=

tihned:'"DOei- the PSE PrOgrerrieanie'goVernriThenistoihiriWOrkeg:such
as WorneiCiiiinOrities and people` with ;limited `educlition, whom :they 7

Would not havehired:in tfieabSence cf fideral funds?, That, is, wilt PSE
have along-inn effect-on tliecOmpositioh of -thethe work force? We tried to,
wither inforthetion on this tOpic,iin our'. two rounds'
entangling the effect of PSE from the -effects -OfOther factori is difficult
et best,,bntsoimie generalizationserepoiSible.- _ '.!

know ihrit in the short term- cities are quick-tOnclude the many
women and-minorities among' PSE workers in the statistics on municipal
einployeeS, thaf,"they,iend:lotheEqualEniployrnent Opportimity,:Corn=',

that they; are iMpiOiing the -Opportuthiei for these:
grouPs:* to:.the longer term, We'lknow that Many:of she-PSE,Workers:
who "make-Tthe- transiiion,i6:regnlari jOhs, in the government :stay in the':

(lafPPcie;Yylaib:t4pyVvem first. assigned:1We Can_,:cleduce that eventually
ihise.peoPleiwkgrow;in numbers and :will, effect= the :comp-minOn:of
these:'atienCies,',hut_ WO cannOt,Sho',ther Changes are -caused'bk ASE be-

J.--eatise affirmative aetioh programs arealio having
WehaVeelsei found" SomeeVidence. that 'dealing-with pSE;eMployees

as led some jurisdictions fo cliseovei that they earl usefully employ many`
.;people-eligible-for subildized'poSitiansitE-regularjobforekample,-that-

aler'ion-,dOes:,nOf :need a high diplometO7WorkOn Sanitetion-
truck. Here eiCeiptS of reports Mint in -two that '
s'ftrate,thiS` deVeioOrtientV'

_
In our opinon;,CATA hasdeiOnstrad tOthecWthat hirinidisedvrnta

,-workers if attention is paid to problems
'Mint inetiMPOitant=_SerVice hprovided, b? cEI-4-hiti? hoh-the
"sensitivity" training: p ogram which has ,been_prOvided:for.:Mariagers*d:

'foremen on the WOrkiitesiin-WhiehtETkerriPloyeilhaie been looarted.,,This
tiaing, according to"'Obieticiii,- Over".'itirfigeiieratik. improired
attitudes toward ininarityand

e,Ciiripolicy regarding new hi forentry-10e1 positiOns is that only PS
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participants are hired. Every entry-levet position is filled with PSE participants
moving to perrhanent city employment. Consequently, the

/

composition of the
new hi/es is alinost identical to the composition of the PSE labor force.

Research' Approach and Definitions

---,The field associates gathered information on the employment and fiscal '
- /effects of.pSE in forty jurisdictions'and were asked to use information

`obt-._ / ,,,ained .-- r.'
in fiVe Ways:_ '- , -- '

.-, I. Interviews with officials of the jurisdiction. This source was of/si,JuniSed usefulness because the federal government's legal ban on the'lise
o f f u7dssfor-disPlac,tnent-inhibited Decal officials frOmrtalkini -candidly;

. ,,even houghthey)vere asiureduncrer our agreement with the Department -,
of Labor thatye -would not publish data on displaCeMent,for;,any par-
ticular . %jurisdiction and that the information gathered would not be used

-
:- for enforcement purposes. Although many officials remained reluctant to- .

i
-7 disCuss the--d4plecementisine, others provided _important' information

, ,

and insights on ;he program's net employment effects: -J./
2:- Observationsof the actual tasks performed by PSE participants and

interviews with first-line superVisors at job sites. _ - ',_

IL' Examination of overall' hicrget 'end "employment= conditions and-,_,-,
trendi: ;---: :_,. _ - - -.. ._:. -,- /- --; --,- -- -7 -- : :' " ,-,;-:

4. Examinition _of- budget/and "eMploYmenf-data' and trends for the . .
.,_, .agencies-ifivhichPSE particianii Were-employed: -- ,' -,

, ...,
-,

_ 5. Assessnient of any changei ifil3ubliC demand for the services being..,
.'provided bythegOVeriiment:

''--_ "i- - .',-,:

In some of the larger-2Jurie..4 ietions the large ni.mber of agencies and
-2-projeCts employing PSE workers made ii :impossible tikobserve_thelasks
--..- of all-workers or to interview =all supervisors: Instead, we used a-sampling

. Itechnique that is described in the appendix. ,*- -- -.

Deicribing an _aPproach, that was fairlV typical of that of ;the othei
associates, an associate in alarge,city.tOld how he gathered information: '-

...

'The_impcirtanceliteach type Of data liasVaried de-pending Onthetype of em-
'plOying agencies,- availability of daiai:and:sini'OwaexPerierice.,- ..., '

:WitlyPSE'positioni in .c4departineMi*dplaced a heavy emphisis on the
Ovefall

- fiscaltconilition i al O ng.: vith inkr_,n neion on bUdget- and employment °_ _
_

patterns InkisseSSinents by= local; the latter twOtypei given equal but_
"secondary/Weight:,Pinally;-we took the overall fiscal eondition-info account.:
---`',-.-I-Foriihe-imalleenot-for-Profit ageneiei- and -neighborhood 'Organizationi,-_-.. _:---_-_,OU'r, evaluations relied heavily on theipecifie'tesks performed by PSE Partici---,

-pants andlhe demand for servicisf"DisenssiCnisvith agerici personnel helped
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- , ,' 'Clarify data questions and aided in'identifying problems in subcontracting pro -` _

endure. Finally; patteens of employment were also considered:77:'
Before research began, field.associated and central, for the reL-,

search project agreed on t4 following definitions-of what constitutes,
_ _=creation and displacement _ : _ .

_
JOB CREATION

I

= New pmgrams and services. Cases in which-additional programs or
Seivices'Were'Provided with PSE finding that-would not otherwise have
peen undertaken.. = =

SpeCial projects .:New, one-tiMe 'projects lastingone yeattr less that
were undertaken with'PSE

Program' ixpaniion.' Cakiiri Which the level of service was raised or
services wereimprOvid under existing programs by using P SE funding.

Pragrarn Maintenance: Cases id-which PSE- employees were used to
inaintaiiiServices that would have been curtailed without PSE funding.

JOB DISPLAOEMENT
TranSfers. Cases involving the transfer of existing state and local goV-

ernment positions to/PSE funding.
Rehires-. Cases in Whiclithe'government laid off regular employees and

then rehired.theiriwithPSE funding.'" -;
Conrrait redriction.' Cases in which PSE pirticipants were used to pro-

-vide se iyices or to Workouprojects,t at had been, or normally would,be,
VoritractedIO an outside organization or private .

Potential Cpses in whiCh l!SE were_hired fill po-
- , _

.-sitions:thit otherwise Would,have been funded with other revenue.
Our definition 'of,"ipecial projects" is more restrictive than the 'defini7i:

lion in' /the law:-_Undee the law,-_as of 1971 all title. VI pUblic service etn--_ _ _ _ _ _ _

above the initaininent level had to be devoted to Projects with ,_

duration of one year or less. LOcal_officialscould use_- ,
hoWeveE, to expand OrmaintiiikprOgrams Where they could demonstrate-
that the progrims would_ otherwise havAbeen -cut or kept at a constant
evel. _In this 'stUdY 'we limit the definitiofi of ipecialsprojecti as

*/ categoryof job-creation to new activities; this definitiendoes not include
projects that expand or avoid reduction in ongoing prograins.

.

Change; dunn' g the Observation Period

=

e period between the first obseriationin Jiffy: 1977 and the second
-UbserVatien in December of that year 'was a time of growth And change

,71
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fOr the PSE program nationally the Carter_eiorioillibstimulus package- , _ , ,-

analysis_
I _was iniplemented.- The takes into account the following develop-

ments in these six Months: -
-. _ , :-4

7-1'he.himber of positIons Med with PSE funds more.than doubled,' -_
froM, 3.10,000: to 626,000 nationally. (The jurisdictions "covered in our
research'employed a totalof, 61,828 PSE ivOrkeits in Deeimber,'or abOut
10 percent of the national tOtal:)_ ,... _ ,-:,:-' , '-y-- ' = ,.'; -- ,_.

increasedncreased _their- share of the total in the sample; ..-=. -
,_,:fripe about one-fourth in inlY to-, about half in December.. The-let ------

"PrOjeit'!'isitsia herein llle-Way it is-used in'pe laW=anything thiii-Pi.o: --,
-vides ari--eniPloymentevel -Or -enrollment beybnd whiti existed in tit1es--,

II and VI befOre the-eipansicincif the Program:',' -- -- - -,, --,.._
, . ,The 'principal goVernments_-that is,, governments ,that directly' re- '''!2------,-i

ceived PSE money -'retained a' smaller, share of all PSE workers for their _ _ -..._.;---'-
oWn dePartnieritsAn July they, were_ keeping -70 percent of all positioris;
iri December-, they were retaining only 52 percent:This increased practice-

---..--. --::-, .
:of subcontracting PSE,Wtirkers to other agerieica affected bOth sustain-- '4.':,,inent and project' pbsitions.- The ercentage of sustainment -positions re-
-,tainedbythe piii4CiliaigOvein ents in the sample dropped from 79 per- ..

--- cent to 65 percent; the of 'project positioris, frOm.59-percent
to 35 percent. ,,-- ,-,`;' :.-'' i --.--,--' , -- ,':.. -----'.---- ------ -'-,.',,,, ,. -, - - ., , . ,

-;;=7,MaWysif the positions the Principal governments did not retain went';
-- to nOnprollt.OrgariiiatiOni;:whith in the jurisdictions studied increased

heir averal,lrSharebfPSE positions from 13 percOrit'iriJuli to 25 percent ',i_
. -

December ..WOricers'asaigned tononprofit organizations aCcoymted.fOr
Mori-diid .twciAithi-.(43, Percent)-bfAhe Project pdsitioria in December.: _-

,- r _ _., _ _-_
- r- ..-&hinii-slistriCti idth incrcased.their Share of PSE workers, froth 7..-. - - _ - _ -. , _ . .., - -----in Jidy (when the achoolaWixenotifiSession) toll Orcent in

lhelPrOPOrtion of : positiips:asSigned-Ibbther employing -iiiinciek.re7---
maned Ossentially_ constant between: bid two observations. Table 2,1
shoWS-Where the PSE workersin Sample juriidictionr)wera-assigried-- , .., - 4, . - . -fin Deceinber. ,-:-: ,

pro
...iFactors other,than the changes in composition "of the program noted

above were affecting PSE during this.perrod. At the time of the December'
observation haniafficials-of local and -stateioveriimenti Were inCertain-_, .,-- - .. ,

and state ..., .., _ - ,

a-' bb i'-_iiie_iutiire cif: thi ligE*iliimiiOlicCguse-.41itingfitiat ft!lconi1-of .6L7n7
u

"

tikle:117-6*elfar-e-:-refc?717!: --17:

sk: irito;=ii- progr,F1'..-_0.:-...,-,---,..,,,/,.
ticin in the spring -609j,S,'"and,--_

nie--inembers a Congress were
oreoVerilettA*4s .!T-719rFe;'!_!',_

a!"dr-1,tocatult-iIiiiiingidrestie Chipiej in.
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Table 2-1, Distribution
_

ofPublic Seriqce Employmenii Participants, in the
Sa ple Jurisdictions;- December 1977 - '
Percent -

PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

Agency
Sustainment

positidns

PiinciPal.governments -t -65:---
, School districts :.

14
" 6Other local governments

State agiincies ,

--- Federal agencies _ -..z*,_ -
Nonprofit organizations . ' 10

Total, 100

Addenda: ,
Number of positions t '33,785
Percentage of total 1 ,54

Prpject
positions

35
12
6, 3

1

43
_

100

28,043,, '751,828
100

. Source* Data reported by Brooangs field assocates. Figurer rounded.
Less than 0.3 percent. _

the program or -reducing or even eliminating it because of concern over
'.,-the issues of displacementeand ineligible participants: _In this situation
-.. many local governments,Were hesitant to rely On PSE to supply workers, _o

-2- for basii services and consequently were more likely to subcontrict work-
ers to other agenciei.' : '

J

"-EmploYrnent Effects
t

Asa result of the changei in the compos thin of the PSE programand
_ the uncertainty abOut its future,_theprop -on of all jobs due to job-

creation increased and the proportion cdue4o displaCement accordingly.
decreased betwe July and December 1977. =

Following e the pereentages of all PSE jobs (both thosesetained by
lprindipid gov rnrnents and those, farmed out) t the field associates
found represented displacement in the sample jurisdictions for each
obserVation: ,

Sustainment Pr ject _ _

positions po tions Overall
1 18_ _

10 i(CIS.
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--iTable 272:: PO! ibzition of Public Service Net Employment Effects by

yie of Posiiipti; beee'm ber:1977 ==.--

Percent

Suitainment Project
.,-'Effect--1 positions -.positions vverall.

-\

aPatiod -: 01. ''' , 90 -, 85
,setificei`:: ' - \ -91 19'. , -, 14

pension °foisting services r- 47 : , 44
mint piOjecti-.; ;I - 3 24 13
osrain maintenance 22 6 15

19 10 L \ , .-Troia- 5; ,, 5 3_ ,
eldrei '.-;-:` - t.

.' - lioifiritial hirc.s --,! /12 0,,--'- 8,, -Id__
,Contmat reduction ,I- //- 1

_ -Other; ,, 1 , . ,
Total:::;. 100 - `: 7! - : 1_100 100
Srunr.e: Data ieported by Ural-ging bald associates.Figures are rounded.Las than as percent.". - I -

;
yen' though thesrate of displaiement increased slightly, among Projacr,

positions;-this tatelemained loweithanjliatlforisustainment positios. -.-
eia-uija-inucfclarget share went to' project. poiltioaS

thatijo:sustfuninent positioni," we overall . displacement rate_ dropped
---

of Decembct1 7; then_,7When thcPSE. program-Was well -into a
eriOdOt_iiiiiiendita growth resulting frbin the", Caiter

noinia"s ulpiiakage; 85 percent of PSE jobi in our
ictiont- cpsented job-creation and -15:percent were classified as dm-
ate t. 'The.ratO at displacement W4:about.,tivice: as high for Sustain-

pOSifiiiiia=tonefrifive;=:4-foi project pOsiiicins--t-anain
able .24 indicates what tOntiibuticl;th:theii- overall rates. It ShoWs_

Whai'.i)rOpOitiOns of PSE jobs fit into each of the-four categories of job-
d of 1

Freatiod and our categon-s of isp segment ginento the fi
-soCititesi --"- ,

----",-1.'7-LAlthOughmostlauitainthant positions hid been in place for-the ldniiik period
of tinieljnicist -:tif -the title ,vr siiitainnient positioni- had kein",fill:(aince at least:,
VatOtiii;19761,--titlelt size during thi-linildu-p-and me-part-of the ,--title II Vlsistin- Maim'positions- included here are reatiVelireCent
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,

The most `Oontmop ppe_ of job creation was the expansion of
aSliontier)toUrkior a'- government office. More than two

tiOna'oui:,4 4ye,,t44 percent) weii-nsed for purpose in the-,4-
sample jariSdictiOns:at..the tinie,Of the Derintbirobseryation.: This fait
is not surprising; at-a_ tittle:whin theTPSEprOgratO was adding many new=

ry

participants, giOrfin!Cnis.finind ipetisierlo add ivorkdras to agencies' and--
incrattielhe 10'010 services,/Alloa4 ,agenciia;provideil 'thin to- undertake'
!.-1iL*41eoi. to San'tiew prOjecisindsOrvices:::::2,-,=7.

-This_rePort fraiya field 'asiOciiti in 'a desin
prOntb of many juriisdiedhris; both lame and

rztloi w_ holly deVi,,agrvicet's,wire provided *kW pliaittolp,, and no positions
!,iveretited,tO maintain sityreei hdye be-in raduced.-11C,
.:tOiat-sidopted.h fild*itrOundjob-ereatiohiiiategy: create jobi that involve
the performilice,Of: important taskilyeith identifiable -Points:150i
not estatilish,new-iierliges:iervices:*hiCh 'additional "auperviiori;

-,-SeryieeivihichiMtiaCquireiheir own ebnitituency of supporters.-Atiii,:doOot:'
use,?Spitci niaihukinServieti, because in the- absence ofTSE, resistaficeio re
icing ssyvici leyplivOuld be Substantial:

Giiernontsised a ifialler proportion of ME: workers Lto continue
ar.00Sting lhi-Okieryiee-(prOgraknaintenance'Yinbedanaer,tidn:1
dey, had tiiihrtiOn:Of7
project Positions; whch-governnrntsseldom,used surlily to atnttuncurr
rent service-levelerilt also-reflects the increase in the-pro 'on Of sus-,
tanment-positiont that gbi:aintnentistibiofititiii to thitside-1

The 'use of PSE work_era to exPar:d existing servicisicarls'fill _Other
2, uses for,both sastnininent and project y9ilieri.,--The Spires- for thCother-,,
Luses gineraly.:COntornitiieiingresliohal intentions for each type of posi4
7,tion:-,dovernnients tiSed-"ksignifieant- share of iust*MnentlXiSitibits. to

maintain Proglinni- it:their current leyels;:and used sizable prOPOitions-
-.;.of OrtijeCt positions to prOvide'n6w- services or to help =with ;.vhat-eid
.7reicareheit-defiiiild as social that were die to end in a:

frOM that-Of tiiepepariineiit:rjf LabOr; :What the got-
ijositiOns actually -Ito assigned7tO ;we call -t--rT.;,

-1 n'

ThOfdllowing*frOniTtin lisociate in iiiiitreisedl40"eit-
Created Pit 41114 invested seems tb.cliffet: dramatu
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i.5
between suitainment and pruject'PSE.The job creation effect is particula'rly

thigh in CBO [community-based organizations] projects. The fact that govern-jnent projects have a higher rate of job creation-than government sustainmentPSE, but a lOweircreation rate tha CB0s, is not at all surprising. Certain cityrtdepaments, particularly the ones ith ielaiively small numbers of PSE par-ticipants, 'distinguish carefullybetween project and sustainment workers. Thetwo types of wOrk,ers often perform strikingly differenhasks. These projects,
1such as a new computerization project or outreach of social service agenciesto a new neighborhood, represent the bulk of job creation in the city govern-ment. However, only a small percentage of PSE project workers are involvedin projects of this nature in city government, the vast majority (in our sample)

are in projects nearly idiunical to the work of sustainment hires. This is cor-roborated by the fact, ail) there are so many intertitle transfers. The workers,i bare viewed as homogeneous or. 0a On the other hand, most CBO projects (inouz_sarnple) either represent a true expansion of services to a broader clientele
or consist of workers who are deemet.:1 so marginal that the sponsoring organi-
zations would need to curtail their activities only very slightly in the absenceof these workers.

Our finding that governments often use project. PSE position.s to ex-
pand existing services rather than assign them to special projects may
explain the-increase in _displacement for project PSE employees. The
following' excerpt frElpf a report by an associate in a large city illustrates
this pattern:

The result of the PSE in the city thus far has been job creation. The,

types of PSE jobs created within city, government have largely been laborer,
clerical, or service, jobs. Most of the job creation within city government hasbeen in the primary service areaspublic works (sewage, garbage), street re-.paifThnd parks and recreationand has represented expansion of servicesrather than creation of new,services or special projects.-(This applies to both
title nand title VI--surtainment and special projects.) This is the case becausethe city has traditionally been understaffed and its normal rate of employee
growth has.basically -allowed the city: to "stay even with service demands,
to maintain existing service levels, but not to "get ahead." Thus., many of the
PSE participants are put to work doing things that while they might not seen;
like expansion of services to the outside observer, repreSent eXpansion. They
are services that have often been planned but have never been implemented
due to lack of funds' and personnel. .This is largely attributable to the local
political environment which dictates thatsthe city maintain a large budget sur-
plus and a stable tax rate at the,expenge, if necessary, of increased service and
personnel levels..:

Job creation, within the CB0s has increasinglY represented expansion of
services rather:than special projects or new services. The reason for this is
that the pressure from the PSE-coordinator to meet hiring quotas has been
hest achieved 'by contacting and then contracting with larger, established non
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profit Social service-type agencies (who are traditionally Ahort on funds but
more than willing to expand services if funds or personnel become available).

Displacement

The, most common kind of displacement is the.: category of potential
hires, both in the sustainment and the project pajits of the program. The
associate for a large city reported what obtaini in7many jurisdictions:
The effect of displaceMent is to hold down the number of personnel which the
city would otherwise hire to expand or maintain services. .There are no dra-.
Matic effects that r have been able.to discern. Mostly ;' agencies seem to begin
by buyiug'it:little temporary budget flexibility. Some appear to cross/the line
into displacement quite inadVertently.,

4;-
From another large city:

In most cases, displacement in this sample seem/to be a result of hiring indi-
viduals for, jobs which would have been crea\tedjwithout PSE. Several subcon-
tractors of all major types, for example, have used PSE particiPants to staff
new facilities or programs which would have required regularly budgeled em-
ployees in the absence of this funding source. In other cases, hiring of clerical
and other workers for projects-which are not fully underway and/or assigning
them leis than full time to PSE activities and projects has produced koMedis-
placement; This latter type of displacement seems partictilarly easy with cleri-
cal, maintenance and, similar position's with easily transferable skills.

While of these instances seem likely to be consciously planned displace-
ment, more obvious forms such as hiring' of former employees and transferring ,
workers to the PSE payroll were not observed. But, considering the city's
literal interpretation of regulations and fairly careful monitoring of eligibility,
it seems unlikely that the city would have allowed any of these more easily
traceable forms of displacement. In addition, given-this monitoring, rehiring
or transferring would require a chain of cooperative conspirators from the
level of department superxisors to the PSE unit.

The'rates of displacdnint in table 2-2 are for all PSE positions, those
retained by thegoverninents in the sample as well as those assigned by
those governments to other agencies. Below are the displacement rates .

(in percents) calculated separately for the PSE workers the governments
retained for their own departments:

Sustainment Project
pOsitions positions Overall

July 24 7 21
December' 23 18 -22

e changes among retained positiOng basically parallel those aiming
E position's. Displacement rose among project position's but re-
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mained lower than-the rate among sustainment positions; because project
Positions,took a large share of all poSitions, the overall displacement re-
mained essentially the same for the two obseivation periods.

In evaluating these changes, we kept two things in'Mind. Firit, the July
and December observations occurred in the same fiscal year for many of
the jurisdiCtions in our sample. Other researchers have suggested that
displacement is likely to increase with each new budget cycle as govern-
ment officials take stock' of the services PSE workers are providing and
decide whether or not to hire more regular workerS or to keep existing
ones. If this suggestion is true, and it at leist makes good sense, then a
later observation likely to shoW a higher displacement rate, other things
being equ .

The second point is that because the figures for the sustainment part
of; the Program include positions authorized under titld-II Owen as the
sustainment portion of title VI, the rate of displaCiment for sustainment
positions is affected by the large rise in tke number of title II positions
during this period- The increase inape nu mber of new title II positions
mdy have held doWn the amount of displacement observed. Again, in -a
stable program diSplacement seems likely- to increase over time.

Employment Effects by Class of Juiisdiction

In this section the date are analyzed separately for each of the folloT
iiig four classes of jurisdictions for the PSE positions they retained for
their own departments: !

. Distressed large cities. Central cities with more-than 250,000 residents
that rated relatively high on an index of urban distressr developed by
members of the field study group.2

-

Other large Cities. Central cities with more than 250;000 population
that rated relatively low on the urban conditions index, that is, were relar-
tively well off.

-
. -

Suburb h. Smaller cities (the largest being a suburban city of 112,000)i
and subur an counties:

-2. Fora disiussion of the urban conditions index used to rate urban distress see
Paul R. Dornmel and others, Decentralizing Community DevelopMent (U.S. Depart-
.ment otHousing and Urban. Development, 1978); app. 2. A distressed large city
was defined as one with a rating of 250 or more on this index. The index is con-structed by multiplying a standardized percentage of the population in poverty by

I} the standardized percentage of pre-1940 housing and dividing thelproduct by the
. standardized percentage of population change from 1960 to 1975.

.
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Table 2-3. Distribution .of Public Service Net Employment Effects by
Clais of Jurisdiction, Principal Governments Only, December 1977 .

Percent '

I Effect

Distressed
large
cities

Other
large
cities Suburban Rural Total

I-
Job creation V-4.1 69 89 81 .82 78 .
New serviccs 'A 16 ,--. 10 4 11

Expansion of existing services 24 . 51 45 52 . 38

Sp-mini project 7 12 12 17 , 9

Program inaintensoat 30 10 13 9 20

Job diaplicement 31. 11 19 18 22

Total 100 .100
I

100 '100 100 r
Source: Data reported by Brookings field associates. gums are rounded.

Less than 0.5 percent.

Rural. Rural cities and towns mitside metropolitan areas with popula-
tions otless than 50,000; counties Outside metropolitan areas (the largest
with a population of 105,000), and a state agency in a balance-of-state
area.

As indicated in table 2-3, the distressed large cities had: the highest
overall displacement rate; as of December 1977 they used 31 percent of
their4SE positions to avoid hiring more regular, workers or for other
purposes classed by the associates as displacement These same tities

sed another 30 percent of their PSE. positions to maintain program
leVels.This.rate of program maintenance was three times higher than the -

rate for the other arge cities in the study. Inthe distressed large cities
12 percent o th project positions and 39 percent of the sustainment
positions were considered to be maintaining existing services..

Tjtese figures are not surprising; we expected that the financially .
pressed large cities would most readily yield to the temptation to use PSE.
funds for fiscal relief. These cities typically also have high
rates; however, and thus have ihegreatest need for job creation through,

Ac a r -ogram PSE. We included a disProportionately large number of
these cities in Our ,sample precisely because we wanted to see how they
were responding to these conflicting pressures.

_ Here is an associate's report on a financially pressed large city:
The most iMportant Victirlto recognize in analyzing the- PSE job creation
effort is thessvere financial conitraint which faces the city, its quasi-govern-
mental.agencies,and CEOs, 'The-basic fact is that the city would have to
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back in a number of areas without the assistance of PSE funds. Other agen-
cies, such as the Housing Authority and /03bs, are in essentially .the same
situation. Those organizations have limited budgets, or in the case of CB0s,

'virtually no funding whatsoever. It follows that programmatic needs attendant
on financial hardships exerted a. significant influence over the types of jobs that
were created under PSE; again, here, as noted above, PSE slots were oftelkused
to maintain or provide basic services.

The high rate of displacement in distressed large cities compares with
rates of 11 percent for large cities that were not financially distressed,
19 percent for iuburban jurisdictions, and 18 percent for rural govern-
ments. Foi all classes of jurisdictions'taken together, the rate of displace-
ment among positions that the governments retain for their own use was
22 percent.

19

Employment Effects by Degree of Fiscal Pressure

The sample. governments were also divided into groups according to
the degree of fiscal pressure they faced, that is, to what extent local tax
receipts were drOpping while demands for services were;rising. The four
levels of fiscal: pressure we used are "none" (shown by three jurisdic-
tions),.."relatively little" (shown by six), "Moderate" (shown by ,thir-

-teen), and2 extreme" (shown.by fourteen). Because the classification of
fiscal pressure is for the sample governments, only the PSE positions
yithin the governments are included:

In assessing the degree of fiscal pressure a jurisdiction faces, associates
--Were/asked to consider two kinds of inforMation. First was the objective

fiscal.situation as shown by trends in year-end cash balances, rates of
growth in taxes and expenditures, the presence or absence of furid deficits,.
the use of short-term borrowing, increases or decreases in the tax base,
bond rating, and increases or decreases in nominal tax rates. The second
kind of information was more subjective; included here are. assessments
by local officials of the capacity to expand activities or add new programs
or services; evidence of increasinVemandslor services, either from- the
public or from mandates from other governments; signs of a local tax
revolt or refusal to pass a tax or bond referendum; and constraints on the
ability to increase taxes.

'Fiscal pressure," as used here, is thus not flit same as "distress," as
. that term is used in connection with indexes- of urban distress: A city

could be expanding its population and tax base, and thus not be distressed,
but could nonetheless face a great deal of fiscal pressure. This cod hap-
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Table 2-4. Distribution of Public Service Nci Employment EffeciS by
Degree of Fiscal Pressure, Employees of Principal Governments Only,
rides II and VI

Job -displacement

Degree of fiscal pressure on jurisdiction

Total 100 100 100 100
-

Addendum:
Number of governnients 3 6 13 14

Percent , ."

Relatively
Effect None little Moderate Extreme

. Job ereation / 72 87 81 77
New services / 11 11 10 - 10
Expansion ofexisting services 45 41 45 31
Special projects / 11 24 17 10
Program maintenance 5 12 ', 9 , 25

28 13 19 , - , 23.

Source Data reported by Brookings field associates. Figures Eve rounded.

pen if new residenti and businessesWere diManding exPanded'ieivices
, and new facilities while,voters-Were refitsing to approve any increases in
tax rates_that were necessary to pay for those services and facilities'.

As table 2-4 shows, the highest 'average:diiplacement rates ,occurred
for jtirisdictions with fiSCal pressure (28 percent):and those with ex--.

.treme fiscal pressure t23 perCeht). The displacemebt rate among those

- .
With relatively little fiscal pressure was fiPerceni and amolig those with
moderatefiscal pressure 19 percent." . _ ."

The results of the study of the general revenue sharing:pi:Cyan! show
a similar U-shiPeci pattern for the' substitution uses of revenue sharing ._.

_ _ _ .

funds`' Jurisdictions facing extreme fiscal pressure would be moSi:likely
to regard PSE funding as 'a form of Asial:relief,:that is, as a means of
lowecringstabiliiing taxes-, At-the other,euiOf the -fiscal pressure spec:
triun,thegoverninenti in this study that faced no fiscal pressure tended,
to be very conservative on fiscal Matters.- Theseittrisdictions gauge their'
fiscal health not by theexistente of a surPlua but by its size. Under these.::
conditions it is not surprising. that officials would be tempted to use PSE,

3.' Richard P. Nathiin, Chirles P. Adams, jr4'cand AS;O elites, Revenue Sharing:'_
The Second Round (Brookings Institution, 1977), pp. 33 IL_'
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'funding as an alternative to raising,taies to meet a increasing level of
services required by popUlation growth.

Creating jobs forpurPoSis of program maintenance is clOselY related
to fiscal pressure: The rate of Program maintenance was highest (25'per- .
cent) for those jutisdictioni that faced extreme *al pressure and loWest
,(5 percent) for 'thciSefacing no fiscal pressure, although:aimost half .of
the prAtions -)n' jurisdiCtions:- with extreme fiscal' pressure _represented:
either program maintenance' or. .disPlieernent. In contrattiljurisdictions

°with no. fiscal pressure tended to -eoficentrate their PSE Positions on the
expansion of existing activities (45 percent). JUrisdictioni facing rela-.,...
tively little or moderate fiscal pressure tended to use; considerably more
of their,FSE positions for special projects than did other jiirisdictions.

According to an associate in <a suburban county : facing '. no' fiscal
pressure: ,

The special projeCt job 'creation activities under title VI. really_ are different
from sustainment positions in most:of the public agencies. There,is a. clear
intent to set 'up jobs that will be self-exPiring sihen a particular task is c661-

..

are a great-number-of data Priiiiiiiiii,:recitaioging, filing, receding kinds of

.-- ----m---pleted. But, without access to; capital.and with Iimitations-on supervisors, there
is a difficuay in dreamingup new ideas thardon't seem totally ludierous. There

...

projects that ate related to improvement of the 'way information is handled..

Some tealliMits'are being reached because of the lack of.office space, desks,
and other i quipthent. .

JurisdictiOns facing no fiscal pressure were more likely to. cause dis:-.
placement by transferring- regular einployees to PSE funding than were
other Liiy.isdictions,(14 percent of PSE workers in %he jurisdietiOns facing :-
little Presstire, 5 percent in those fading moderate pressure,,and 4 percent
in thos acinging extreMe pressure): This is_because 'when the field asso- =
Mates cided:that local funds would have been availableto continue to
sitipport transferred jobs, they classified suCh.useof PSE positions as dis-
placement: In contrast, a jurisdiction 'facing extreme fiscal pressure might
transfer positiOni.that,had_tieen suppOrted locally as an alternative to,
abolishing them; the associates classified such shifts as..program mainte-
nance, and thus job creation.

Other Types of Employing Organizations

L,ocal governinents used two kinds of arrangements for PSE partici-
pants ,employed outside the sample' governments: subcontracting and
"outitationingl" .
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A PSE Worker who is "outstationed":is paid by a government, and
counted as an employee of that goYerntrient:bit fat works'for some
other entity or agency: Generally this-is

.
an administrative arrangements

that'Allows smaller organizations lac i g payroll pystems to employ PSE
eniplOyees but have their WageS paid by the governMent that does the
outstationing. In -other cases, particularly ii\ft\he smaller jurisdiclions; it is

Midone asi matter of administrative convenience. *In the second round of -
.

the field ltddy 4 percent of_ the, PSE ,particiPantin the sample jurisdi&
tions were outstationed by the. sample governmen t\ t 4-` '

more 'common :is, the praCtice of subcontracting positions to other
govoimentand nongovernment Organizations. Under sUbcontriating ar-
rangemenis, PSE participants are employees of the subeontracting agency
and are 'paid by that agency,,whiChii reiniburseclion'ai contractual basis
by the sponsor government .iOrtY,fotir Percent,- of the Positions in the
sample jutisdietiOnil'Were subcontracted to. other organizations in the
se-6°nd rOunci=30Percent of the su.stainnietit positiOns and 60 percent
of the project Positions..

An associate destribed how one large'city handled placement in other

+c
Both sorts,of arrangements come up. By and large the' CETA office operates,
with'outstationing arrangements withriedeialrand_state offices and the hcinsing
and redevelopment authorities. All CEO projects are conducted on a subcon-
tracting basis unless they are e4tablished in 'city agencies BasicallY whatzsub-
contracting

sub-
contracting- ioes to transfer the responsibility for selecting employee's to the
subcontracted 'agency: For other positions the outstationed onesthe CETA _

offiCe directly intervenes in the '

As pointed out i-earlier, notablechango,froni the first round to the
second was the increase ifi subcontracting and outstationing of PSE posi-
666. Although thisize of the PSE'program roughly doubled in this six=-

-

_ month period, a large part of this increase occurred in the number of
poSitions assigned to organiiations,Outside the sample governthents. Be-
tween July and Pecember some of the saniple -jurisdictions actually re-
ducecrthe number of PSE employees in their own departinents and ages-
cies. Insteadohey-subeontradte4 dr:outstatiOned their positions tOother_
organiziitions. ThiS-Was particularly ink for project Positions.

The governments in this study Thcontracted PSE positions to several -
types'Of eiriploYthent organizations,other local goi,ernthents; nonprofit_

organizatiOns; school diStrieti, state 'agencies,. and federal agencies:This-
Spreading:of PoSitioneemong(govpmment.and, more important, non-
government agencies that has occurred with growth is an important pro-
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". gram'effect that Ind not been widely noted in the literature. The sections

:that follow discuss each of these Other types Of -sponsoring organizations.
OTHER LOCAL GQVERNMENTS Many goVernments in the study ,sub-

contracted positions to other local governments,_both general-purpose
units and special dEtricts and atithoritiei: The geyernMents in the study,
it should be recalled, were either jurisdictions thatarethemselyies .prime
sponsors or are part of a larger prime sponsor (Conseil-Hum or balance of
state), and receive a direct allacatiod bf positionifrom the sponsor. .

Arthe timebf the second observation the jurisdictions in the study had
assigned percent of .their total ps4 allocations to other.irniti of loCai
government. This was the same percentage as in th# first round.:13ut- the
overall number ofpositions had morelthandoubled; for project 00siti011s,
the number had more than triPledThe extent of subcontraCting to Other
local goVerntnentS-1,ariedbhi4peof samplejurisdiction . Large citie,

-subcontracted less thanS.racent. Of their total positions to other: units 9f

'closely related to the .subcontracting jurisdiction Many ,of .theSubtir

governtnent; often these units were =park and Water ,districts, which;
an

--,and-rnraliurisdictionsin-the-sanipleare-counties-and-hence-tendl ave
more units of general purpoie governinents withiniheir bOUndaries._ hese _

jurisdictions subcontracted slightly more than pa, percent of :hey PSE
2 position to other units of government.

Of th more than-3,406 positiOns assigned to other units of local gov-.
&mien< largest *piortons ere. i to cities and; towns by
count governments: Almost as many positions were aisigned to housing,_
authorities, although these poSitions were. concentrated. in the housing
authorities of a fevi large. cities:.: The activities of :these worters in-Chided

,maintaining public housing units; clearing and boarding. LILO vacant hous-
ing, and cleaning 'vacant land owned by the housing authoriti. -These two
categories, along with universities and community_ colleges,' accounted
for 80percent of the POsitions in other units_of ideal government -Other

,_types of jurisdictions included sewer and water districts,-transit authori-
ties; and park and planning districts.
= Ten percent of the positions' in other units of local government we

classified as displacement: The increase in 'the ,ntimber of newly cre.add_

positions in these -agencies apparetitii,held down the tligplaceme:::, rate.
="Inthe first round of the study, the disPlaCement rate among othr..1:units of

local government was almbst the as in the sample
,

.4. Universities in this casewere most Often city and county institutions (colleges
and jimiti- 'Collegei2 organized on a special district basis. t;--
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,

ORGANIZATIONS.' _By December the recipients of the largest
number of subeentracted-PositiOnfwere nonprofit oisaniiatiOns, accinint=
ing for ode-fourth of all PSE Paiii-ciPanti in the_second round of the study,

_==--- including' 10 percent of the sustainment positions and 43;percent of the-
projectoositions. In all,=,almost 1,800 nonprofit organizations had -PSE

, - .. _ _ _,
: ; positions. The average number of participants in an agency was eight, biit

. thisiliffered bytitc:'Anieng'sasiainmept positions thaaverage was slightly
-'

-_ r - .

thmore-an.three.f.per, agency BY coritrast,;,,the:aierage number of -PSE _

lparticiplints'per,_ agency -in title VI ' piojects" wai found, to be higher ,

,-.= approximately ten, In any agency the range was from one,to 120. _ -..-' hi
:------Iii considering-the data on nonprofieorganizationi ieshould be remein

, tiered that at the time-of-first-ftelii7Obiervations-projeet positions. yed
...

-fieen inglaCe for no_ more than two monthi: Although some of these par-
ticip,37-were-still, employed in pecetnber,' most PSE positiOns in -iyon.-_

., profit organizations were'reCent additions and had been in place less than ,

tieien-mOnths._,T :t _ `- ,, ,-- -.-.., , -
_,. , - , ,- _

,-- -For nonprofit organizations as a whole, the displacement rate ior_the
ii "secand-round--was-4-percent; much less than the 22 percent rate for PSE

Ji , -_participanti employed directlybygoVernments in this_study., project eiii.,,--
,

.: ployees in nonprOfie-organizations were more likely than project par-
tieipents emplOYed *the governments in this study'-to be engaged_ in :-

providing
,

. - //new_ serviceS 420 percent -and,24 percent, respectivelY) -and
, ii.7- expanding- iervieesi(25 percent and 43percent; respectively).., -,-'

,-; Relatively- fevi employees in- tionprofieorganizitiOns-,woried in what-
. ..

. , . -

-:-- we define aispeCial_prOjeCts:For both sustainment and project positions
r_--: in nonprofit organizations, ihpproPartions in sPecial,projeCts'Were loWer

than for-PSE-pnkticiptiiit:s- employed irectly by the gOveininents in the:, _rsample. hat these indicate; and what the associates repOrt, iithat i

:most. jobs` were created Within nonprofit organizations bye expanding ac- , _

tivitiei-rather- -thniehi adding new'' aetivitieS.. A drug 'counseling agency, . _ -
I

`-:- -'- for ixaMple, was likely _to use PSE, 'FOXitions.to expend the amount' of
-,-,'cotiuseling it doia`Or-te p r.o'Vtiile the service in new areas- rather thin to,

provide entirely new serVices:-,"-, i--_,.. 1' , *

- Th6 associate ida large city reported: / -,--,-- , -7--
. , . , ,

_ . _ , -7,Tr- _,:11In the- eategoly o_ f non-eity,PSE are neighborhood organizations, the Urban- , -;

Lesigue,-_and_the Salintion: Army. As 'a general rule!ihis'typibf agency will.
---,-7.-deCrease,-"-niaintaini expand, -or- develop its:services', depending:On-the_ aVnil- -----
' --. ability-of- fiinds.-- Althougli-inany- of....theqdr-igenti6s Would. finpato: continue:
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projects or.servrces begun under PPE funding, virtually none would be able to
do so simply because of the lack of money

Although the associates did mlit collectdata on the topic, they saw some
indication that in some nonproOt ,organizations 'part-time unpaid volun-
teers were replaced-by full-time PSE participants/ In some cases these
were the same persods. We considered such replacement to be:job cree-l.

'tron because it does provide ai paid job where none, existed before.By
standard sponsor definition,-someone who has been doing unpaid work
is itheinployedpr underemyloyed and hence eligible. Whether- this Con-
sistent with the spirit of theact is another matter.

SCHOOL DISTRICTS. December 1977, SChool 'districts were second
only to nonprofit orgaidiationi the recipients of subcontracred PSE
employees. More thun,8,000,PSE participants worked in school
in the sample jurisdictionS..As in the case of other units of local gckvern-
ment, the extent of clisPlacement observed ip-theis'edond,round (6 per- -
cent) was lower than it was in the first round,' apparently because of the
large increase in the number of new Positions aigghed to the schools._

It should b_ e noted that the first-obs4vation took place in thesurnmer.
When school is not in session, cpwhile_the later. seryation was made,dur-

:ing the school Year. In- addition, canuse large numbers of
PSE participants quicklya highly prized ability:when the emphasis of
the program -is on a rapid increase in enrollment. These individuals are
used as hall monitors, crossing guards; maintenance and lunchroom work-
qs; and instructional aides. The dining of the buildup corresponded
closely with the schhOl year Participants in school districts, however, are

:often given the standard nine-month:Contract:
STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES. /State agencies accounted for 4 percent

of the PSE positions allotted to-the jurisdietions in this study as of De-
.

ember 1977.- State agencies arc unusual4n that they havemore sustain-,
_enient positions than projectpositions. iThe probable reason is that state.,

ageheies tendedth beinvolved in the PSE program' from the outset and
so receivedullocationsofsustainment pOsitions..A substantial number of
these-positions are assigned .to itate.emPloyment services. In return for
helping to Oniinister. the PSE.prOgram with verification, placement, and
iefehil services, State employrnent services often are allocated PSE par-

..ticipants, and these tend to be sustainment positions.-
As in the case of schoor ts,districts, PSE participants assigned to. -

state agencies were involved in expanding existing service levels; almost
o
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00Percent,wire in this,category.-Four percent of the positions in state
agencies were judged to be displacement._- . _° _

For purposes of analyiing PSE_ employment effects, atate" agencies can
, be divided into two CategOriesAn the first, PSE positions are assigned by
the state government directly to state ag ncies.-One such,aisignment_wits'
actuilly made by a_ subcommittee of th state legislature. Under?suth
circumstances displaceinenf can 'Cosily 2 urAn the secondnd and _larger

positions are
c

cotegOryi po allocated by o local govemment,_and state agen-
: cies, like siibgOverimients_or nonprofit organiiatiOns; must submit a pro:
poSil for pOsitiOns. Under these ,circunistances the decision-on the alloca-'
lion of-PSE positions far removed from budget 'decisions regarding the
agenti,' &id the PSE PesitiOni invOived are tar more likelyo be used tor

"`job ereationT This sicond.type of circumstance' was also fOund to apply
to federal' agencies_participating in theTPSE piogrant Fedefal agencies

T-v4received a total of 259 positions in the second round from local sponsors._
This is less than half of 1 percent of the pOsitions in the sample jurisdie--
tions.-In-virtially every case the associate judged-these-positions yo have
a job, creation effect, Suggeiting that the separation of budget decisions
from PSE illOCatiOn decisions richicel displacement ,

--,-Overall;:the degree of displacement was lOwer than 'had been aptici2
gated and probably loiver than we Would have iitio-1:-.5-ed at the-Outset. This
was true avid-though the 'sample was overly weighted toward those types

.
jurisdictions .that were thought to_ bethe most likely_ to use PSE for

displacement and fiscal Oisg-metlied Might be-inherently conserva-- '
tive. tire area number of local institutional reasons, however why inir

-

retrospect OUr finding of low disPlocement might have been anticipated.
:----Unions 'mid civil ,service systems-rboth- of which -would prevent_ cities
from displacing regular workers if the cities toed to do soarethe most

Less_obviOus:is the deiiie Of, local officiali avoid providing',
services with PSE that might have to be continued later out of-locOl funds.
Finally, there is the tthenonienon Of program- inaintenance discuised later
in this chapter. -

Fiscal Effects
_

The, fiscal effecis of the PSE program are a separate_ issue from
rogram's employment .effects, eved though the_-two are _related.
loymen' t effects"- refers- to hoW Many. jobs were created or displaced by
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PIE. "Fiscal effects" refirs to what eventually happened; to the money
that went to governments 14-the PSE program."
_There are threekinds Offiscaleffectsi

.-- Expenditures effects refers to direct spending of hinds on the wagei
of workers holding newly created PSE positioni or on administration; or
the use of funds released through displacement for expenditures in other
areas: = .

Tax effects stabilize or reduce locEtliates' These .effects do not put
money directly into-public employees' hands but do lettaxPayers, both

,cindiViduals and bitsinesses, keep a little more of their incomes.
balance effects occur, when a goverment decides to hold onto

any local Money lerliai save by-letting PSE LppOrCiome positiOns. The
government simPiYi-, builds up afisutiplusgtouSel-ater.

Both expenditure effects and effects help to stiMulate the economy
by giyin people money to sindax;expenditure effects do so directfy and
through the public sectors W:assinne, however, that both apPreaches
sult,in an increase the federal deficit If local- 40' not us:.

' the increalein fundsirovidetbyPSE-bilfmg-ad-hold-Them in fund bal-
ances, there is no fiscal stimulus ar no employment effect either..

The first question is a basic one. Did governments spend their PSE
money? The ansWer:is yes: Although as of July, 1977 governments were
leaVing 11 percent of their allocations unspent, that figure dropped to only
3i5 percent by DeceMber:1977.. -

_,How" was' the money "-used ?. As table 2-5 shoWsi'very little went.into
--- idle fund balances. Eighty-six dollars out of .100 had a direct expenditure -

-effect in the public sector, moit15 thiOugh job'creation, while only about
8 dollars out of 100 were used to help stabilize taxes.

Table 2-5 'shows that 10 dollars out of 100 were used to administer the
PSE program; this is counted as an expenditure effect. This, figure prob-
ably' mderstates slightly, the amount spent for administration, for two
reasons. First, this figure co-tints Only federal money %pent for salaries of
regular administrative eMployees and excludes PSE -participants assigned
to the offices that administer PSE. Secon, the sample includes some small
jurisdictions_that do not administer their own PSE piograms but instead
are essentially subcontractors to larger jurisdictions that handle adminis-
illative tasks. 7

Our conclusion is that most money spent on PS.ewinds up helping to
stimulate the' conomy directly, and almost all helps to sfitylate the econ-
omy eitherdirectly or indirectly.
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e'nt Distribution of Expenditure' Orld Tax Effects of
4jublici'Sejivife Employment

Effect '4

Expenditarieffccts
Job creation:-
AdMinistration
Displacement

-Tax chi:cis
Tax-reduction -
_Tax stabilization

Inirceicd find balances
= Unallocated

Total

Addend:on:
Nunibri of gOvernments

'Use offunds
(percent)

86
75
10

1

8
_

_ 8

-2
. 4

100,

Saute: path reported billrookinp Said associates:
Lett t n 0.5 percent; actisi\ily 0.4 penult in this tabulation.

Th? PrograniMaintenance Effect -

field associates reported that iciernments used, a sizable share of
theirpg*iiiis for what we define aiiiidgr- -ern maintenance^ =that
keeping public airiieei at-A.0r priyirius levetrather_thin:redUcinifthent:

Shortage of local inoney.:We consider' program maintenance -.
's. 'to joh'ereation. since $ho number of jobs -Is- greater than it other wise
vrO d bc:Vir.e COnaide4 it to bi-:displaceMei-ft, because displacement

thatthk.city never seriously '.4;orisidered'cutting hick' cui Services
t simply yiolt advantage of federal inOriefio_ replica local tax efforts.

arliii; associate's 'oftha flpid titudigigrmip Brookihgi found that many:-_-_
4041 governments were using revenue sharing funds for the same purpose. :,

_ These findings raise two iniportant questions:' Did; attituriesiv-s,
toward government spending begin to change in the last half did 1970ic

I ore'loeidievernmenic starting to ski* down the rata: af:Whick they-
added ,tevi,-warkeri4O:the'icieal,payrolls,': perhaps., iiis#;resul of ,iroter

;These_9uestions arc iitiportant because the answers wilt help-determine
^o w whether,our`e:stimates 'of PSE'Setiiiiliiyinetit effects- are realistic. When _
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the-field-associates deeida that PSE positions were being used to'mainl.
tain services at their previous leyels, they counted those positions in the.

job creation column rather than the displacement column because they
determined that the local government would have abolished those posi-

- dons unless PSE money had come along at the right time. As noted, one
of the grow cis' A'n whicil the associates make this deterniination_ is infor-
mation on changes in demand for public serviees.

.For example, the associate in large, fiscally pressed city reported:
An examination of the ratio of job-creation program maintenance positions toall job creation positions indicates that approximately 25to 30 percent of the,..

., , . .

city's creation positions in titles H and VI-stlainment ^Are program mainte-nance; on the other hand, none of the title I-project positions are incategory. This indicates that the city clearly treats the programs differ ntland, beyond the guidelines is not about to create a possible, problem by filling
a long-term need with (strictly) short -term Money. Virtually all of the posi-tions we classified a s maintenance would have been classified as displacementif the fiscal iressiire W-anot so extreMe. Title II and VI-sustainment mainte-
nance positions tend' to .be necessary for high-demand services which would
be cut in Rh-emergency, but are now, used to maintain services.

By contrast to our method, an econometric or a simple trend study
would have determined the rate at which locally funded employment had
been increasing in previous years, predicted the increase in subsequent
years based on tbat same rate of increase, and determined whether the
actual rate of increase in 1i:wally funded employment followed this pre-:

diction.5 If the rate were lower than predicted, the difference would be, .

ascribed:to the displacement'effect of PSE.
The California vc4ers' passage of Propoiition 13 in June 1078, forcsing

state and local governments to ho own spending increases, was of
course a major event that brottght me is attention to the "taxpayers'
revolt"' But several researchpfrhav noted that even before that um
growth in local public employment;had begun to slow. For example'
George Peterson of the Urban Institute testified in July 1978:
For the quarter century ending in 1975, local public spending rose year in and

.

5. 'Trend study" refers to tztroola s of emploiment data as a basis for analyzing the impactafederalliiided job program& Comparing the trend in state, and
local employment to the change,in the leVel of PSE, Robert a Reischauer of the
Congressional Budget Office estimates that'hetween May 1977 and February 1978,
when the PSE program was being expanded, the displacement rate was 42 percent.
See Robert D. Reischauer, "The Economi, the Budget, and the Prospects for Urban
Aid," in Roy. Bahl, ed., The Fiscal Outlook for Cities (Syractie Univeisity Press,
1978), p. 104.
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year out relative to national product, but during the present economic recovery
city expenditures have groVrixat a much Slower ratc,han national output. Cities
suffering economic and. population decline have taken the lead in restraining
expenditures .°

SiMilarly Michael Borus of Ohio State University and Daniel Hamer-
mesh of Michigan State University reexamined the results of an earliei
econometric study of PSE displacement, and William Mirengoff and
Lester Kindler did a stud_Or the National Academy of Sciences that
used two diff.erent approaches to estimating displacement. Both learns of,.:
researchers found that equations that-allowed for declines in the rate of
growth of local employment fit the actual rate of increase better than did
equations that predicted a constant rate of increase.?

Further evidence of a change in the structure of government employ-
ment comes froin a close look at figures on-theoverall number of State and
local. employees in the nation, excluding employees of public schools.
Between October 1970 and 1978 the total rose froM 9.9 inillisto 12.6
million public workers, an average annul rate of increase ofi:62 percent8 .' j.

This figure masks the change that occurred, however. Froni 1970 to1975
the average annual rate of increase in state-and local noneducation em-
ployment was 3.9 perc.mt; from 1975 to 1978 it was only 1.7 percent.
This latter figure includes PSE workers as well as regular local and state
workers. Everfif after 1975 governments began to displace their regular
workers with PSE, workers; the rate of increase for total employment
would have remained the same. Instead, the overall rate of increase

.

dropped, suggesting that governments were cutting back on growth in all
public emPloyMent.

6. Testimony by George Peterson in Local`Distress, State Surpluses, Proposition
13: Prelude to Fiscal Crisis or New Opportunities? Hearings before the Subcommit-
tee on the City of the House Committee. on Banking, Finance and. Urban Affairs and
the Joint Economic Committee, 95 Cong. 2 sess. (GPO, 1978), p. 76.

7. Michael Borus and Daniel HarnermesN'Study of the Net Employment Effects
of Public Service Employment: Econometric Analyses," An Interim R -port to the
Congrvss of the National Commission for Manpower Policy : lob Creation through
Public Service Employmeni, vol. 3: Commissioned Papers (NCMP, -1978), pp. 89.
149; George Johnson and James Tomola, The Final Substitution Effect of Alterna-
tive Approaches to Public Service. Employment Poljcy,", Journal of Human Re-
sources, vol. 12 (Winter 1977). pp. 3-26; and Valiant Mirengoff and Lester Rindlcr,
CETA: Manpower Programs under Loc-aContrOl (National Academy of Sciences,
1978), app. B. Borus and Hamerrnesh used a nonlinear functional forra; Mirengoff
and Rindler used a log functional form.

8. Survey of Current Business, various issues.
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We find even more evidende that a simple projection of local and state

employmenedoes not reflect changes in the structure of that employment. -when we look at differences among types of jurisdictions. Between 1970and 1976 the total number of noneducation public employees in all the
laige cities in the study sample rose by 4 p4rcent (thisThgure includesPSE employees). There were big differences, however, in large cities that
faced:a great d.P;'A of fiscal distress and large cities that did not Total
public employment in the latter went up, by 13 percent, but dropped by4 percent in.the former. Examples of distressed' cities in the sample are
CleVeland, where total public employment dr,opped by 31 percent; De-troit, where it dropped by 8 percent; and Rochester, where it droppedby,'

As a group,
distressed-large_citieslare_aided-disproportionately-underthe PSE program because allocations are made largely on tjle basis of the

extent of local unemployment, which tends to be related to the degree,of
financial stress. The distressed large cities in the sample accounted for 4
percent-of all PSE enrollees as of December 1977, but only 1 percent oftotal state and local employnibnt. This concentration of PSE positions in,

governments that appear, in other respects to be departing from the trend --line of city employment adds to the difficulty of conducting econometric
or trend stUdies of the program's employment impact
a_We found that small as well as large' cities in the sample were cuttingnck on local employment during the late seventies. For example, the

associate who studied one small city reported that-the onset of "a period
of fiscal austerity" hardened atti odes against the use of PSE positions for
displacement purposes.
By 1976, the climate had cha ed d matically. Most of the major projectsthe city council,pernbers wanted ac ievethad been completed. Taxes hadincreaSEd substantially and the city was beginning to experience its first realpressure from the .suburbanization of business. The 1976 council election re-- volved around the issue of taxes. Conservatives won two of the three seats upfor ejection. The remaining three members Wad gensed the attitude of thevoters before the 1976 election and the election outcome confirmed their inter-pretation. A period of fiscal austerity ensued, presided over by the same citymanager? who had been' an expansionist in earliefyears. As the next electiondraw& near; economic development and stable taxes are the main concerns of
the elected official& The city manager's policy toward PSE has been consistentwith the council's stated intention of not raising taxes. Thus the political-
administrative climate is against converting PSE positions to unsubsidizedpositions.
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--,,- T-Implieatiqns '
-1

The PSE program is supposed to do any things. It is expected to pro-
vide large numbers of jobs and to smut to the economy quickly; to assist
persons who had been without jobs for a ong time by helping them obtain.

,---- skills needed, to get private jobs; and t' provide needed iervicee .4o the ,_

community. Moreover, it. is supposed o do, these things Wit, ut con-
tributing to inflation, requiring gove ments: to spend large amounts of
money on administration or supervi on, or encouraging governments to
substitute federally supPOrted pos. ionsforlocally_supported ones.

Two of, the questions 'ire sou t to 'answer were whether PSE'Was re-

7sulting irfthedisplacenient of riy local job§ by federally supported jobs?-and Whetlie it was helping t timulate the econo .'We found that dis-
placeme t was not, inconsequential but was lowe than many persons had
thought: 'Roughly: one PS1E worker in, five W: doing a job that would
have been filled even if the local -government-had7notreceived PSE--
money. We also found that 86 PSE dollars out of 100 were stimulating
the economy directly by proviling salapes, and another 8 dollars out of
-100 were having an indireet stimulus on the econorii"-"through the private
sector by, stabilizing or reducing taxes. Another 4 dollars out of 100 re-
mained in local fund balances andwere doing little to stimulate the econ-

_ olny; while we could not classify4he effect of the last 2 dollar out of 100
(table 2-5).. ,

Our findings, especially those related to displacement, are at variance
with those of some researchers, particularly those who use econometric
methods. Our results are consistent, however, with what other researchers
have said might be expected from a program of thii type and with the
results of research/On other block grants, such as general-revenue shar- '

g-. Moreoverythe results of econometric studies can v ar)Pwidely de:

9. BOrus and HaMermesh have called. PSE a Closed-ended categorical, grant=
closed-ended/hi that a formula determines how much money goeS to each jurisdiction:
and categorical in that PSE money can be used only to hire labor. Edward Gramlicir
of the University of Michigan and Ittirey, Galper of the Treasuly Department have
suggested: that with .a closed7ended 'cdtegarical grant hicat gOVernMents can be ex-
pected to actually Spend betiveen 65 and 90 Percent of the grant money they receive.
Grtimlich and Galper estimated that-a:program such as general revenue sharing
would cause. more Sabstitinicin than would a program like PSE. The field studies
group fOund through its revenue sharing research that governments were using
36percent of those funds for substitution {when program maintenance is not counted
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-----pending-on-theparticular assumptions used andif,Ethave wide confi-

dence intervalsthat is, the actual figures might fall within a broad range
, ot possible analysis outcomes. Our results-lie-well within the' pOssible

range of values reported by these studies:
Several factors are at work to hold down the rate of displacement. We

cannot say exactly what the rate would be if each of these factors were re-
moved, but taken together they certainly have an effect. The most impor-
tant are the following: . ,

. As noted in chapter 1,, shortly- before our observations Congress
.

tightened the eligibility requirements for the largest part of the program
and required governments to place one-half of the new .participants in
positions related to identifiable temporary projects. These changes were
intended to make it more difficult for governments to use PSE positions
for displacement; they apparently had the intended effect.

From the start .CETA has contained a "maintenance of effort"'
clause that bans the use of CETA money for displacement purposes; and,
the Department of Labor 'has issued increasingly stringent regulations on
this point. Except in the most blatant cases, these regulations:are very -
difficult' to enforce. The field associates did report, however, that local
government officials generally were at least aware of the ban on displace-
Ment.

Local officials themselves are unlikely tck,..w nt their government to
become dependent on PSE workers for basicYe1vies or for continuing
fiscal relief, because. if Congress were to curtail or eliminate PSE these
officials would be faced with a choice of raising taxes or curtailing ser-
vices to make up for the loss of federal funds, and neither choice is palat-,
able.

Many local officials in areas facing financial stress are likely to agree ,
with federal officials on the first priority foruse of PSE money; to reduce)

We found that local government s. responded to the new eligibility and
project requirements in three ways.

as substitution). Thus our finding of a 20 percent displacement rate is well within
The limits we mighttheoretically expect based on these studies. See Michael E tiaras
and Daniel Hamermesh, 'Wow Much Fiscal Substitution Is There in PSE? r Indus-
-:rial Relations Research Association, Proceedings of the Thirty-first Annual Meet-
ings, August 1978 (Chicago: IRRA, 1978), pp. 180-97; Edward Gramlict and'
Harvey Galper, t'State and Local Fiscal Behavior and Federal Grant Policy,".

. -
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, 1:1973, pp. 15-66; and Nathan, Adams,-

. . , .and Associates Revenue Sharing, p. 310.
-
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, First-,--- they-developed projects- that'were -.different from the gOverti=-
ment's regular activities or that inclUded activities otherwise wouldities that
not have been don . Under the law, however, governments were able to
expand activities of to; undertake new services that would last more than
one year and still call these activities projects. Only one-fourth of the ac-

D .
tivities that governments undertook wit the project portion of the pro-

( gram were 'really what the associates tletermined to be new activities, that
vould last one year.and then stop..
. Second, governments concentrated more on hiring low-incoMe persons

,

remployed for long periods W
- .and persons who had been u.e will discuss

this effect in detail in the next chapter.
"°. Third, governments subcontractedMore positions..to outside agencies,,
especially nonprofit organizations. This increase appeared to be caused
not only by the, Ntricter eligibility requirements ancithe projeq require-
ments, but also b, a srccific requirement in the regulations that one-third
of new funding shonid go to nonprofit organizations, and by the inability

. of regular goyernMent-departments to supervise more PSE participants
they already had. Our findings Showed less displacement in positions

fined to nonprofit agencies, so the net effect of -this change was to re-,

ce displacement.
These results take us back to the theme discussed in the first chapter

the trading off of obiectives in the program. Although changes in the pro-
gram have .reducecLdisplacement, yvhai is the effect of these changes on--
the -value of the on-the-job training provided? Do the jobs in nonprofit
organizations provide experience that is lesslikely to lead to unsubsidized
employment? Does the use of projects make the program less useful to --
local governments to theextent that officials may, stop paying much atten-
tion to it? Are the agencies that can fill slots quickly the ones_ that provide
the best work experience? As the program concentrates on the more dis,
advantaged does -it- enroll- people Niho require more training, supervision,
and supportive servicithan are likely to be available in a program of
public employment?

We doriot.yet.know the answers to these questions, but the associates
have followed recent developments in PSE and have some idea of the di7
rection in which the program is going;According to a preliminary assess-
ment based on the discussion at a meeting of the associates in October
1979, the of the changes made by the 1978 reauthorization of the
legislation has been that the program now serves an even more disad-
vantagedvantaged population than before, provides jobs that require lower levels
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of skill or no skills at all and that pay less, and places more workers in. .

nonprofit organizations. The combination of 'stricter eligibility require-
men)s; lower-wage jobs, and increased use of nonprofit employers.prob-
a5l means there has been less displaaement than there was before: 'But.
as the program puts more and,. more emphasis on the structurally un-
employed, concern about displacement should lessen: Because Congress
has imposed a limit on indi&al tenure in the program, what was dis-

_placernent.in.a/aountercyclicaTprogram may be seen as,-an effort to stimu-
late .transitionhe unsubsidized employment in a structural program.

',Although the revised pregrarn is likelyto create more jobs; many of
thaie.jobs pay-lower- wages, require less skill, and in the case of trainees
or aidbs,:less direct involvement with the regular local government work
force. As a result, persons in these jobs will probably receive lesstrain-

, .:,..ini on the job and fewer of then.Will move to unsubsidized eMploymeht.
It is also probable that the value of the services provided by the program
participants, particularly ,as?.viewecLby the' local program Operatois; has
been r

.

educed. ' :: .

.

1:

-a



CHAPTER THREE"

tructural Unqmployment

: _

IEtE'PRIMARY emphasis of public s rvice employment-at the timc of the
,41nlyanclpeCernbc( 1977 field observations Was,countercyclidal job, cre-

ation.lituf the sttuCtUrat,objective of Wuhan' capital' deVelopment was
, - _

never veryfar from the surface and reethergedas-thedoMinanIPSE goal _
inthe '1978, amended .version 'of the CoMpiehensiVe- EMploYment and
Training Act.rint 977 :the program was expanding tepidly:Moit of the
participants Werein,projects, mid'lhereasing numbers were placed with

PSE,Miglif again_ be :called; on ,in:ccianter tiJ
--recessiOns :it iy -h6Ortant to consider vShether a program' designed for,'

`..z-thet purpo can also-serve structural objectives.
Mire things-ere neteSsarifor PSE to succeed as a structural program.

i_ must target prOgrant activities to the appropriate people: Second;
it must create trainingtraining opportunities for_thosepeople where they can

_ tairi skills needed to get' and hold decent jobs:- Third,' it must help those '
people mukc.the transition from' subsidized public jobs into tO un' subsidized,
jobs.' This _chapter_ an examination of. how asPSE has_

_.=three things:

-,Targeting

Congress has decided that the positions funded the PSE program-
shOUld fecuson pIrsons who have been unemployed for long-periodi or

rrivlio :IOW other evidenCeof labor Marketailure. This pOlicy-festi Onthe
that the streCtureO0bdijoiecononly_ with

that akin-
chincry: People

th
vho,,de

e -nnet

have such skills have trouble finding jobs even
When e economy general is healthy. Differit theories suggest ;norny in

nr
differ

ent reasons fcr the disparity of unemployinant rates between skilled and
unskilled workers, but most' agree that itexists.'Thus the un--
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,

Skilled inarketody halve a pool of "slack" labor, while the skilled market, , _. . . ,

is relatiVely tight. , - -, , , ,r .

Because, of the' different employment co'nditioni in the skilled and un-
skille:dIaboiinarkets, targeting to thounskilled minimizes the danger that
jobs 'created by a public program will push Wages'UP foi skilled jobs, or
that these-jobs vc-;,,L draw skilled Workeri into thePrograril -7mleis there is,

`excessive overall unemployment. Moreover, such a employthent
program will benefit the people for it is designed by poviding them

. with job experience. Targeting to those who have low earnings and a his-
_Itory:_of uriemployinent'therefore is sUPPortable regardless of the,state of

, \the economy.

Defining Target Groups

Even when targeting is' clearly desirable, phrases such as "structurally_ _

unemployed," "unskilled," Of,"disadvantaged" are not adequate for 'de-
:fining-die, target group. Nor,,slioidd the foexis simply be on such demo=
graphic groups' as minorities or women; because not all therithers rittliese
groUps need help. The operational problem is.to define The:target group;
so that PSE- participants are drawn-from a population needing .human
capital, development while ,assuring that the program does not directly
compete witknontubsidized job opportunitieg: No targeting"criteria can."_

\, perfectly the PSE program to the appropriate group, so it prob-
abli best to focus on indicators'of individual labor market failure. In that
context it is useful to thirik of four labor market layers; which can
sCribed (though not Priciseii defined) ns,

top layer consists of persons Who-hold steady jobs and need no
special labor market

,

SecOnd:lay`consigti Of WOrisers.With definite skills who usually
hold goo jobs but nb-e-taitt offtra-reiession7Porezriniple., they-may
lack, geniaitty\or_ may work-in industries that are most, sensitive to ,Ceo-_,
fidinie -downturns, such construction. 'They ,typically_ need
-short-term relief thrOUgh income transfersor temporary imployment.

third layer is made up of persons with more lang-terth prOblems
thoie who cannot find sitisfaCtory- jobs beeause they haie ihadeqUate

skilli, face irliscriiniriatimk or lack information abOut the labor Market.
They are likely have lOwificoMes 'and to be jobless for- long stretches'
even in piesPermig times,-.'These persons need .teniporfirijObi and train-
ing and exposure that _will help, them move to more stable-employ-_
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The bottom layer consists of persons who lack basic work and com-
munication skills necessary for holding jobs -other in temporary un-
skilled Sothe have>nttituclinal or -motion problems; while
Others may lack the ability to follow direCtions and Wor independently.

:These -pers-oni may benefit from a highly structured progr m of remedial ,
eduCation, training in' basic work habits and --dimentary j and
counseling; ratherthiin PSE.1

The third labOr market layer, includes those people for wh- PSE is
an appropriate structural program: Those in the second layer ready
have greater !aim' market skilli than those likely to be developed PSE:
Those in the lowest layer are_not currently prepared to fill the typ of
positioni-that- are :typically:- -created 441.6110- the program;-ther need r=
Vices in addition to employment.

Defining the target group is much easier thatPreaching it. Targeting re
Strictioris are set by the-federal government, but states and, localities actu=
a* -create _the jobs and select the participants. In that process there is

_considerable- conflict,- since focal employing- agencies try -to, hire, good _

workers, while the federal gOvernment constrains their choice through re-
.serictions on the jobi and participants.z c _

-We cannot determine how well PSE, actually reached the target groupi
its first few'rearsbecauAe data on participants' ,employment and earn-,

- ings before they, enrolled in the program are incomplete. PrOgrain'opera-
_Lf_torsidid,colleci-data_on_demographiccharacteristies;_these_data_suggest

,

thatthe PSE participants were not much different from the rest of the-
populationsemployed POpulation,

'We can gain more information- on-.the characteristics of PSE
pants;from.theT, tinuous Longitudinal Mgnpower Survey, an evalu-
ation effort y the _U.S: Department-of Labor.--,The survey =takes';
unnunl 'plek*of enrollees under the Comprehensive EmnlOY-
nient,and Trai Act and it -collects information on amploythent, earn=
ings, and Ancoinelorthe year preceding program participation-line--

. for up to three rears after prOiram entry. These data, presented in table
3-1, show-that many of the participants had expenence d a great deal of

:--#1.Theuse of labor _market layer's is it way of looking at program target groups.
It is not intended as a theory of labor market seipnentatiOn but as a-way of categoriz-
ing the Work-relited needs oPworkers and potential hibOr market Paiticipants.

z PSE objectives of local are explored in chapter 4. The posi--
tion taken there is that public -seivicenrovision is an important local_government____
objeitivi aid that as a result local governments often attempt to hire the best avail -, -

--able workers into PSE maid*
. _
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labor market d Culty. Foe example, considerably more -than half of

------those enrolredi the quarter of fiscal year 1975 were either unem-
ployed or not in the labor force immediately before vogiarn-entry, and
almostthree-fourths of theM had earnings of less than $4,000 in the pre-
vieui-year. This is not the expected labor market experienee of those in
the middle of the skill distribUtion. Nevertheless, the participant char-

,acteriitics indicate that the PSE program was not drawing heavily on
_--_minorities,--youths,-or- women",--the groaPiConsidered to-experience the

.

most difficiilti in finding lasting jobs.
Shortly after PSE began in July 1974 Congess-and the administration.

began to receive reports'on the characteristics of participanta. AlthoUgh
.

the program' _regulations for 1974 required that participants be.Unem-
Pioyed or UnderemPlOyed, the charaCteristics of enrollees tindeisAhese
rather loose guidelines did not differ substantiallY froM those in the Pub=
licEmployment Program, which had been criticized for lack of targeting:

As noted in chapter 1, Cohress in beceMber 1974 responded to ris-
ing unemployment rates by expanding PSE,inPariby adding a new PSE
vompanentiunaertitle VI new PrOgzarnWas to aim at a more disad-
vantaged group in PSE by setting lower ivage ceilings and requiring that
new enrolleei had to haYe been jobless for thirty days before program
entry (or fifteen days if the local unemploYment rate exceeded percent).
With tineinployment rates reaching new,. postwar:. highs in earl?- 1975;

.1__;.,however,_ eligible- participants-were abundant:Most Of:the major libor
Market areas had uneinplOyment rate:sin excess of percent, many work-_.

ers had few-job alternatives, and ttheaigeting paCkage did not prove to
be very -restrictive., In. fact, PSE was touted largely as a Countercyclical .

prograiaduring this Period. The characteristies Of participantssuggested
to many observers that the bulk of PSE participants would find jobs

'--:,--,-Sheir--owrkwhen4henenimprovedAlievro Ldr-
gated to workers in the second layer of the framework described earlier, _

these who needed only temporaryrelief:.
The character of.the program in this period also attracted theattention

of government officials: The 1976 Employinent and Training Repiirt of
the President was somewhat apologetic in noting that "the economic situ.;
sztion led to an emphasis on service ernploynienitthat temporarily _

diverted program attention from the basic' developmental goal of bOth
titles I and II of CETA.'?3 But as there *on_waned, 'another probleth

3. Employment and Training Reppa of the resident (Goirernment Printing-
Office, 1976);p.96. 2 -- ,
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. bee:me evidentthat of getting the layer two workers to move out of-
PSE Whetfjobs'were available in the Private sectoiegombination of
rather loose restrictions oniocal supplementation to federally paid PSE

-wages and the lack of any specific limit on t.44 length of time a person
could remain in PSE meant that 'there were some stable, well-paid PSE,
positions ihatfarticiiitints did not haVe much , incentive to leave. -Local-.
governments that had taken an interest.in the services provided, and thus A

--in the quarty:of thaemployees,--did not want to push these people out.-
Although these waiters May liave: obtained Considerable-job training,
they probably did not need it to locate and hpld unsubsidized positions:

Because of this :situation some policyrnalteri end analysts became ,

concerned about whether 2 single job creationprogram could both coun-_
ter the effects of a recession and combat- structural-unemployment, A
program that accepted anyohe who hid been jobless jUst before entering
the:Aprogram would -take in tivo ',types of Persiins: those" who were only
temporarily. unemployed and those who were chronically disadvEntaged.'
As we see it, the needs of these- two groups, also
,asked a second question: Could a program operated by ideal goyern-,
-ments,'who presumably wanted to obtain the most productive workers to -
help provide services, successfully focus ;on helping low-skilled persons
who had bcten unemployed freqUently or for long periods? =-

.Congress, tried to provide answers to these questions in 1976:As'noted
in chapter:1; the-reauthorization laW passed that year created short-terrh.
project-S. to which some new PSE workers would be assigned and further
tightened eligibility, requirements to concentrate on persons with low-in-,
comes and jofig historiesof.unempkiyment. '-r: f=

-

The project portion of PSE was roUghliequiYalent to the expansion of
theAire grantiivhile-the7Prev% -1--wastiffbi-sustairitirent
Half of the vacancies arising in the sustainment positions'were subject to
the same participant eligibility requirements as the projects. The-net effect
was to create a two - tiered programf-iiveffeet,..COngresswasoffering local
govenimenti a comprOmise. IF the local jurisdictions would operate part
of the prograni under fairly rigid participant restrictions, they could have
more latitude in theiest of the program.,* 4

. The-participant data for the last two qiiiers of calendar year 1977, as
shown in table 3-1, suggest that the 1976

Th targeting provisions moved the
. PSE program tovjqd those who had experienced more labor market diffi-

culties.- These data_are
,

:for new prograft-efitrinti only, not for'all en=
-

r011eas. Froth the last quarter of calindar year 1976 to the last quarter of
-1977 there was aigrowing proportion of newly enrolled:participantswho
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Table 3-2. Public Service Employment Participant Characteristics,
Study Sample, by Class of Jurisdiction, Titles 11 and I, D'ecember
31,.1977

Characteristic _ _

Male
Minority
Under 21 years of age
Less than 12 years of education
Nnemployed 15 or more of

previous 20 weeks 77 69
AFDC family member 20 10
Economically disadvantaged:, 73 73

-Addendum:
Number of g6vernments

Source: to reported by Brookings field associates. The percentages in this table arc the averagesthe mean for all jurisdicdons in the class. This is the equivalent of treating each jurisdiction as a sam
a. t the time these data were gathered an economically disadvantaged

person was defined as a singlePerson or member of a family receiving or eligible for welfare payments whose income did not exceedthe poverty level or 70 Rcrcent of the lower living standard, whichever was higher.
AFDC = Aid to families with dependent children.

Public service employment participants(percent)

Distressed Other Small cities
large large and suburban Rural
cities- el ties - - counties areas

in the year before theyrontered PSE had very low earnings or had been
unemployed for long periods, or both. This growth is most evident in thee.
datafor OctoberDecember.1977. Persons who entered the program in
the third and fourth quarters of 197, especially those assigned to project
positions, had lower incomes-and had been unemployed for long periods
more commonly than had participants in previous years. On the basis of
these data, we can conclude th'at in 1977. the program moved toward
helping, those with serious structural labbr market:problems.

The first two rounds of the PSE study focused on the program during
this period of change;the last two quarters of calendar year 1977. During
the July 1977 observation the program wr.s under pressure to meet the
expansion schedule authorized in May of that year as, part of the Carter
administration's stimulus program. At that time most of the project posi-

. tions. were still to be filled. By the end of the December observation the
program had enrolled about 600,000 persons, a figure equal to roughly
80 percent of the eventual peak of 750,000 that was reached in March
1978.

Some` of the participant characteristic data gathered in December are
shown in table 3-2 by cliss bf jurisdiction and in table 3-3 by type of Po:



Table 3-3. Public Ser ce EmployMent Participant Characteristics, Study Sample, by Class of Jur
Position, December 3 , 1977

Hti .1"

diction and Type or
O

Characteristic

Distressed large cities

Public service employment participants (percent)

Small cities and
Other large cities suburban areas ,Rural areas

Sustainment Project Sustainment Project Sustainment Project Sustainment Project
position position position position position positron

position position.

Male 69 65 58 59.r 58 63 63 62
..

..0
Minority 61 73 64 23 20 26 "35 1. .

Under 21 years of age 19 16 18 1

Lcms than 12 years of
education

Unemployed 1'..; or more of
previous 20 weeks

AFDC family

Economically disadvantaged'

:Ada

.75

5 8 4'

83 58 64.

! z

. '1of governments 8 7 7 7 11 10 Y7 4 i

_Source: Data reported by Brookings field associates. The percentages in this table are the averages of the means for all jurisdictions in the class. This is the equivalent of treat-, ing each jurisdiction as a sample member.
a. At the time these data west gathered, an economically disadvantaged

person was defined as a single person or member of a family receiving or eligible for welfare paymentswhose income did not exceed the poverty level or 70 percent of the lower living standard, whichever was higher.AFDC Aid to farnilies with dependent children.
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sition, that is, project and sustainment positions. Participants in sustain-
ment aid project positions were different in several respects, especially
in tip pi-gportiolis who had been. unemployed fifteen or more of the pre-,

.,vious twenty weeks and those who were economically disadvantaged.
This difference appears in all classes of jurisdictions, suggesting that the
PSE program projects were targeted heavily on the lower layers of the
labor market.

The program expanded quickly and shifted its target population;but
not without resistance by some local governments. The field associates
fourid.that local officials in some areas were reluctant to expand PSE un-
dpr the stricter eligibility requirements, and many lot they had enough
PSE workers. Some officials opposed the '1976 eligibility requirements
because they felt that the ,ligible population was too difficult to supervise
and could not adequately perform the kinds of jobs the local government
had created, especially given the speed of the expansion in the last' half
of 1977. A number of officials said their agencies did not have the super-
visOry personnel, .work space, or training capacity to effectively use un-
t ined, disadvantaged employees.

ost associates said they thought the locals governments would have
prob ms in trying to expand PSE under the eligibility requirements.

Foy example, an associge for a large city reported that "local officials
are about at the end of the rope in terms of creating new projects and jobs
that will work using the current eligilzility requirements." .Sitrilarly an
associate reporting on a rural county commented: It would be difficult
to accommodate an increase in PSE slots. The current* targeting on the
hard-core unemployed would have to be liberalized Considerably."

Such reports introduce another question about targeting:, Can it be
pushed too far? 'Between 1975 and 1978 tightened eligibility require
ments, along with restrictions on wages and project duration moved the
program in the direction of conceptrating on those with serious labor
market problems. On balance, this is an appropriate shift. But we should
not overlook the costs associated with it nor assume that these costs will
never outweigh the benefits. It is difficult to assess all the costs because
PSE has many objectives; gains and losses may appear on different ba
ance sheets. For,. example, gains in targeting may be accompani y

-losses in the production of local public services. We must talk about how
much targeting is appropriate in the.contextof all the objectives of PSE
and of the nature of the bargain between the federal and,local govern-
ments.
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How Far Shoidd Targeting Go?

Local resistance to tighter eligibility requirements seems to stiffen
when local officials perceive that they are dipping into what we have
called the ibattanayer of the labbt market:-The provision of lOcal pub--
lic services does not dominate all the decisions about the program i
jurisdiction, but there. are few white it dOes not have some importance.
The greater its importance the more the local governmenti is.concerned
with the performance capability of the PSE participants. 1 .

Many of the participants sampled in the field study held jobs similar
to those filled by. regular employes. They worked directly with perma-
nent jobholders and, as the legislation requires, were paid comparable
wages. One indication that the.program was valuable to local officials was
the extent, to which :these poSitions were judged to be program mainte-
nance, meaning that .they allowed the continuance of essefflial services
that otherwise would have been curtailed. -PSE participants, however,
need not be employed/in regular, government activities to do work that
officials feel is important. In fact, the criteria for selection of projects and
nonprofit proposals often include the value of the services..

One option open to local governments that are unable to hire goOd em-
ployees for/these positions is to refuse to create PSE jobs. As noted, the
1976 targeting regulations led some local officials to resist; it is possible
that efforts to push targeting further may threaten the federal-local part-
nership necessary for a successful program.
/OurOur study has found that the PSE program has moved steadily toward -

serving long-term unemployed and lovAincome people, belying the myth
that PSE is largely- made up of high-ig&paid -jobs for highly skilled partici-.*
pants. But they also show that local *grain operators try to avoid the
bottom layer of the labor market. This interplaY..and balancing of objec-
tives is Characteristic of the PrOgrarn. Furthermore, even if PSE is consid-

. ered only as a structural prograM, it should focus on those who can make
the greatest training -gains..Based on the proposition that PSE is not the
most appropriate training program for bottoth-layer workers and.that in- .

creased eligibility requirements may threaten local cooPdation, we con-
dude that targeting can go too far. Certainly the most disadvantaged need
job experience and exposure to the rules that govern the world of .work in
ordinary employment. But they may also need, constant supervision and
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basic skill training that the -employing agencies at the local level are not
willing or able to provide.*

Training
.

TradiliFn-CatITComprehensive Emplymentand Training Act programs
have stressed institutional or formal training for particiPants. In, assessing
these.programs analysts generally determine the cost of training, duration
of enrofinient, and skills to be acquired. The chief characteristic of PSE,
however, is that it provides jobs to the unemployed.:To assess the training
effectiveness of PSE, we must consider the training impact of the work
experience. Through such 'experience, participants may learn specific job
skills and good. habits and improve general skills such as following
directions andcommunicating with fellOw workers.' , .

The best way to determine whether such training is effective would be
to test the participants' skills before and after they had participated in the
program; an alternative would be to co pare participants' later earnings
with those of a control group. Local g vemments generally do not give
before - and- after, skill tests. however', nd a comparison ith control

mgroups is expensive and requires too much- time for i mediate policy
feedback. The approach followed here is to set up criteria for the most
appropriate approach to training in a program like PSE and to assess how
well the progiam meets those criteria.

Factors that Determine Training in Public Service- Employment .

In judging_ the effectiveness of training in PSE, we must consider the
participants, the nature of the jobs, and the extent ofisupplementary train-
ing.

. PARTICIPANTS. The people who are most likely to gain from training
in PSE are those in what we have called the third labor market layer.
Those in the second layer already have adequate skills; those in _the bait --

4. The 1978 amendments to the Comprehensive Employment and TraininjAct
Include new participant_ eligibility requirements, job tenure restrictions,:and wage
limitations that haVe focused the 1979-80 PSE program on a more disadvantaged
participant group than' enrolled in 1977: While local reactions to these-changes
are mixed, preliminary field observations show that many local governments havecurtailed their PSE involvement, citing the new restrictions as a primary cause.

.1
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torn layer need either additional preparation before they can benefit from
Job experience or more joikelated services than most employers are
willing to provide.
- JOBS. A job that provides useful training is one that 'requires skills that

are related to those used in regular uniubsidized positions. :This is most
likely to be a job that contiibittes to a needed-service, so that the
ployer and the supervisor are concerned about the quality of the work.
Deadzind jobs that no-contact/rip-the regular
work force line little relevance,to future employment and may even stig-
matize participants.

The best training opportunities appear to be in the regular government
.

departments: Managers in these departments are concerned, with getting
results, and thus are more likely to make some effort to train and super-
vise their workers. Further, PSE participants in Ithese departments can
learn job skills from the regular employees with whom.they come in con-
tact. Many local government managers view PSE slots as trainee posi-
tions for regular openings that will occur as a result of expansion br turn-
over. In these instances the "trainees" are actually doing the same thing
they will eventually do_as regular employees. An associate in a large city
reported: "As the Title II workers .- seem to hold the most responsible
positions of all PSE participants . they- also receive the greatest amount
of training."

Because project PSE is restricted to tasks that have a limited and defi-
nite duration,' participants in these jobs are less likely to move to jobs that

.use the skills they obtained in PSE. One associate concluded: "Relatively,
speaking, the least amount of training is provided tinder Title VI projects.

-,... In a project listing 1/ 008 months the costs of training andtime lost
is too high to warrant spending.-any effort in training Marginally skilled
workers." Another associate had siMilar reservations_ about the prOject
employment: "There is a real question about the prenili.e.of such project
activities as a training ground for future employment in th4ublic sector.
The 'project: while discouragint displacement, has the effect
ingirreievance,

_Paiticipants in nonprofit organizations also tend to be involved in, spe-
, cialized activities with little opportunty for direct transition. TheseSpar-

i ticipants may receive significant s cific training, butmost field asso-
ciates felt that this training is not a applieable to other. employment as
that obtained by PSE participants in regular government departments:
Participants in project positions or in nonprofit organizations may receive
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significant training, but it is not as likely to be applicable to other employ-
ment. As the associate in a suburban county observed: "Many nonprofits
cannot provide unsubsidized p,.sitions and therefore, even though PSE
workers ate needed and acceptable, they cannot be transitional [that is,
transferred] into nonexistent positions."

The worst training opportunities occur when local-governments:treat
PSE as a throwaway program for the unskilled and assign participants-to
cleanup jobs or, faint them out to service organizations to work in jobs
that have few counterparts in the tutsubsidized job market. In a large city,
the associate reported:.."The general attitude is that-with these lower-
skilled jobs, a person doesn't need special training beyondthe work expe-
rience itself. Title VI special project positions should go to the least
skilled personsand of course these positions arc thic ones that the de-
partment or ageticy has no obligation to train [people for . . Another
associate reported that in one balance-of-state plime sponsor,. title VI
special projects are almost a disaster. "It is hard to keep them [employees]
around at all. We don't give them much training, because it is not worth
it...."

Legislative.restrictiOns on PSE in the interest of targeting may also
limit the training bpportunities. For example, the limit on 'ages restricts
participants to low-paid jobs; as a result, supervisors may expect less from
PSE workers; and regular employees may feel threatened by "cheap _la-
bor" and may refuse to cooperate in training participants. t --

SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING. Some persons who have had serious prob-
lems in finding and keeping jobs in the regulate labor market may need
some help in addition to what they learn on the job.. This help may take

_ the form of extra supervision, some classroom skill training, or job coun-
seling. But these supplementary activities should not be the chief form of
training; participants are most likely to obtain the skills they need by
working on the job. Where extensive training is needed before employ-
mentit should be done through some program other than PSE.

-,

Deco Public Service Employment Fulfill Its Training Potential?

-If we judge PSE On.the criteria listed above, we can conclude that it
has a great potential for training participants. The participant data sug-
gest that most local jurisdictions are now, enrolling more partiCipatits from
flit group that can benefit from PSE on the -job trainingthose in what
we call the-third layer of the job market--rather than from those who

c
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already have significant job skills. A large portion of PSE jobs are in de-
partinentS and funcilonal areas where loCal-governments are committed
to providing services. just_ because_ PSE has potential for offering train-

, ing; however; does not mean that it fulfills that potential. How will. are
participants' training needs matched with training: opportunities PSE pro-
grams offer?

,Reports from our field associates reveal a wide disparity in the at-
.

tention-to training among4he jurisdictions in our sample. Most jurisdic-
tions-had no discernible.' training policy. So_ little supplementary_ training
was offered_that, overall, it was judged to be insignificant.*

In flick in the vast majority of the sample jurisdictions the training of
PSE participants was not a major concern of thosendministering the pro;
graM: While this is an important finding, considerable informal training
on the job -recurred even in jurisdictioc: where it was not an important '-
objectivel-t

. Some'of the best training opportunities were in jurisdictions that had
-both fiscal problems and a largepopulation of persons with chronic labor
market: difficulties; -as shOvbil by high.unemployment rates and large num-

, bers of persons with low incomes: Due to extreme fiscal pressure, local
officials in these jurisdictions; used; PSE positions:for essential services,
thereby creating "real" jobs within- regular departments; Aanwhile the
heavy c ncentration of unemployed .`and low-income perseoa inthe pro-,
gra reed managers to deal with the training needs of participants

Th_ training in these jurisdictions occur precisely becauie
of the primacy of government service production as a local PSE objective.

From one large city an associate gaVe this report: _ _

-Where governmental'units employ additional people they-behaVein a 'pre---
dictable and. understandable. fashion. Within the enforceable constraints' im-
posed by the law, they hire thehisi people fin' the jobs. When they 'design the
job; no prior thotight,is given-tO the needs of the persons who may be available
for'Work, at the allowable wage..Consequently, the two-most frequent. criti:
cisms of PSE'are that workers are not qualified for the positions that are open
in the loc"al area-and thai the allowable wage is too low. These are two sides of
the same complaint and reflect a'conaernwith the job to be done rather than
ihe worker.

.

. .

Another associate described a similar attitude on the part Of local
gram officials in a large City:;n)SE participants .are selected to meet the
demands of the jobs:- jobs are-not developed to reflect the skill level or
characteristics of eligible participants:. This Situation is true for 99yer-
cent of the snatching of jobs and clients."-
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This extensive attention to the jobs rather than to the participants is

consisterift with the'lack of trainingpolicy and supplementary training. The
training gains were often judged to be substantial in these areas, however,
because training was frequently required to: improve the, workers' per4 . .

formance.,,In many jurisdictions these gains occur as a result of the ten-
sion, between federal and local objectives. The federal mandate to enroll
the long-term unemployed directs the program to those With training
needs; while the local interest in public services creates the job's from
which training gains are possible \

. The opportunities for on-the-job training will decline if the targeting
otiOctives are, bypassed. Some jurisdictions successfully avoided 'enrn11-
ing the people who can most benefit from PSE, even under quite stringent

.
eligibility requirements. Others fired or pushed out the participants who
could not perform well on the job. Still others had, two tiered progra5is .

where the good jobs were reserved for. thl participants .who were most
job ready and the participants;most in need of training were shunted off
to jobs with littltraining potential. In. spite of these cases, however, the
training picture in areas with-ho training policy and little concern for
the training needs of participants were better served than it seemed at first
glance. The training is just as effective when it` is done becguse the super-
visor is concerned with output as it is when it occurs because someone is, . .

concerned with participant needs.
In other cases the local go' eniments serval the appropriate target pop-

ulation° but did not create jobs with training potential. Local officials in
these juriidictions saw PSE as simply another federal relief program for
the poor. The PSE jobs required little skill and provided little opportu-
nity.

The following excerpt from an associate's report vividly portrays just
such a situation:

The extent of PSE training is very limited and consists of nothing more than a
brief orientation session: In fact, one of the most common complaints ex-
pressed by city department virsonnel administrators is that the program pro-
vides for' no training. The, hard core unernployed are suddenly plunked into the
job setting with very' little counseling other than the brief discussion of work/
habits, etiquette expectationsetc., that occurs between the' PSE applicant and
the counselor forthe- city department in which the aiiplicant is placed. These

i:ie-ssions usually last about 15-30 minutes. There is virtually no supervision or,
on-the-job training. One personnel administrator summed_up the situation/as

/follovis: The program started out as La good idea---a way to train people.
Howeier; the way being done is, 'Here's a body: Put it to work doing/any-

.

7.
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thing you need done: They don't even check to see ifthe person is doing the

--iiVork his job description says he should be doing. Wean use them any way
we want. They wouldn't know, or care."

According to the associates some local officials felt that the restrictions
on- eligibility;-,vvages,7 and duration of erriployment were so constraining
that it was not fruitful to life PSE participanti in regular function31 activiT
ties.-These officials de'Velop*Vneintenance and:cleanup projects and SO;
cial community services that offered little training.

Even within a single, jurisdiction. praFtices' vary among departments
and employers. Top local officials may ,set guidelines and, objectives, but
they seldom make the actual hiring decisions or-take a direet role cre-
atingjobs: As an associate from one large city reported: "There is built-in
tension between the manpower agency, which Wants the positions de-
signed to fit eligible participants, and hiring agencies, which want partici-
pints to meet the deMands of the positions... Another said that "PSE
positions are most likely to be designed to fit the characteristics of eligible
participants, in title VI special Projects; city departments, and' departments'
and agencies with experience in participating in federal jobs programs."

To sum up, training situations in PSE vary widely' among and within
jurisdictioni.,The targeting restrictions have promoted training in most
areas by pushing jurisdictions' to"enroll those with training needs; although
in some cases the push may have gone so far.that cities stop creatinijObs
with Valuable training content. It is clear that the interplay of participant
needs and job content must be.g,iven 'careful 'attention in designs to im-
prove training output and that on-the-job training provides the most sig-
nificant gains froM a job Creation program.

.

Transition

In considering how well PSE participants make the,transitionifrom
subsidized to unsubsidized jobs, one must also comider what kind of per7
son enters PSE and what economic conditions prevail in the jUrisdictions
that use the greatest numbers of PSE participants. Moving partici:a Mving PSE
pants to jobs in the private market would IN easy if those participant's al-

,

ready had job skills when they-entered the program. Similarly, transition
-Would be easy if the local economy were healthy and plenty of private
jobs were available. But PSE is aimed at peitans who labk nprketable job
skills and at areas with high rates of unemployment. If transition' were
easy, PSE would not be needed.
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At the time of the second field observation the federal regulations for'
title II encouraged local governments to try to place half of all partici-
pants in unsulffdized employment. The title VI regulations also set such
a goal, adding that it should be met "to the extent feasible." Because most
jurisdictiOns targer_PSE to the long-ternr unemployed, a goal of placing
most participants directly into unsubsidized positions seems ambitious; -

especially in the distressed areas. Few jurisdictions met this goal. Most of
.thy jurisdictions we studied did not set specific transition goals..

In a..major metropolitan city the assotiaie noted:
The transition to unsubsidized employment has pot been' ood. .,.,. Tfiere seems
to have been created a pinnanentrcadre of. PSE subsidized individuals. Little

. effort is made to place these employees Into unsubsidized job's bnause there is
no cost to failure and no incentive to succeed.,Transition is not the concern of
local officials; their concern is securing more PSE positions (the countercycli
cal mentality). There are not significant differences by title.

Local officials appeared to be unsure ab u the local employment possi=
bilities and the future state of the econo n addition, some local offi -
cials noted that they were unable to k k of participants after they
left the program and thus could not a ely report on placements.
Some were concerned that confirmed placement rates always give the
minimum transition rate and understate program success.

Although few jurisdictions had specific transition policies,. this does
not mean they had no interest in what happened to participants after they
left the progre. In fact, supervisors often gave PSE participants paid
time to look for regular jobs. Managers also freqOehtly regarded PSE
participants as candidates for vacant positions that occur in the depart-
ment or agencywhere they are employed.

, ... .

For example, the Associate in one large city reported:., . .

-There is no policy within the city with regard to a particular rate of transition.
Officials pay lip service to the principle and provide good anecdotes of success-
ful transition,.but they:are unable to delineate a particular transition policy or
to proVide good:data to help us understand current transition rates. It should
also be noted that the city does encourage transitionand provides ample notice
of vacancies in permanent positions as well as ongoing counseling:for PSE_
employees to apply for and be tested for regular city pOsitions.

tocal officials' greatest concern about transition from PSE. to unsub-
sidized employment is that it'oes not entirely, on how well the\program is operated. Even though\targeting may be appropriate and some
training accomplished, transition maybedifficult.
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:Each jurisdiction had a number of reasons for lowtransition rates.
Among the most frequently cited are that state and local governments
had imposed general hiring limits on agendies; participants lacked private-_
sector conneCtions, and private employers resisted hiring those whose

_ past ethployment record in the private sector indicated an inability to
--__ -- -hold a job;` participants failedto pasS civil service or other employee ex-

.

aminations; and the region had few job vacancies. None of these reasonsand
...--

1 indicatei a direct failure of the program to target or train:
Sothe of the more, concerned local_ officials, made vigorous transition

'.. efforts. An associate in -a large city co- mmented:;"Attempfs to maximize
%

transition include efforts to 'improve relations with Empldjunent Security,
efforts to improve the PSE image with Ideal firms ... and with local labor
leaders,-end a policy of hiring only PSE participants for regular entry-
level positions in city government.'.! , . .

Another city planned to make ntransitio and training-a -crucial factor
in awarding contracts, to closely 'Monitor transition efforts, and, to with:,
draw PSE slots from city agencies that did not meet training and transi-
.rioobjectiya.

- Thus transition, the last step in the successful sequence of structural
policy, is the most difficult tb attain. The structural program aimed at
training the unskilled catfonly sucdeed if there are jobs at the end of the
process: That step requires-% healthy economy and the removal of some

4, hiring restrictions, conditions that neither ttie participants nor program
_

operators can bring about. Program operators do, however, have the
power to emphasize the potential placement of participants and to train
with that end in mind.

Implications and Conclusions
-

In this chapter we have looked atPSE as a structural program by con-
*feting its targeting; training, and transition potential. Conclusive judg-

- ments about the success of the actual operating program are difficult to
make for several reasons, including the fact that some of the factors that
may indicate success are beyond the control of the program operatois.
For iexample;proiram-operators usually must simply assume that partic-

- _

ri
.

pants are trainable and that pvate:sector jobs.will be available for_those
:IfO complete the program. Another 'difficulty in assessing the success of

PSE-ii-ffiat, as noted several-tithes in this Volume, it is a_progiam-with
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multiple and sometimes conflicting objectives. PSE could undoubtedly be
a better structural program if all o:her goals were sacrificed. General
conclusions about trainin&and transition are difficult to draw because the
program Aiffers' among areas` and program-segments and-because it has
changed in size and purpose several times in the past half decade.
-2 n- the- absence of spitiflemdicators of success, we have tried to con-

sider .the conditions`. under which PSE is Most likely-to offer long-term
labor market gains to participants and havecompared the actual program

= , to that ideal. In doing so ARE have given attention td tice interaction of
. structural and other program objectives, taking into account some of, the

political factors that shape the eventual outcome. A major theme of the
field study of PSE is that the PSEProgram is a policy bargain among con

*dieting interests. Nowhere is that more evident than in the analysisof. PSE
as a structural policy. _

One of the most interesting coneltitns reached here is that the ten-.
sion between conflicting interests. may strengthen certain aspects of PSE
as a job-training progrhm. For instance, federal officials want PSE to fo-
cus on thssost disadvantaged, while local officials want to use-PSE par-
ticipants, t provide useful public services. The result in some areas has
been that the program enrolls people. with real labor market difficulties,
'though not necessarily thoe at the bottom: of the labor market ladder,
and then assigns them to jobs in regular government departments. As.
noted, it is just those departments that offer the greatest training and
transition' potential: Even though the local governments must limit PI_

workers to low-wage jobs, this result shows that a workable compromis
has been reached that has considerable promise as an element of stnic-

4

tural policy. . te.

Of course, not all-jurisdictions, nor all program compon&nts within
jurisdictiOns, have reached Such-a productive compromise,-Some areas
use PSE funds yrithout generating the-training Opportunities that Willtelp
participants find permanent ntriployMent.- That can occur either because
thelurisdietion hires persons "who do not require training or because the

- jobs require little skill and offer little training, or both.
In any case the PSE program constantly responds to changes in fed-

,

eral restrictions and priorities- as well as to changes in locaL conditions.
These changes may improsie or daMage PSE as structural policy. The
problem is that because a successful structural program depends on so
many interrelated features, any particular change may not haire the in-
tended effects. Specificalli; the field study shows that federal restriction
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on wages, durition of program enrollment, hnd participant eligibility may
harm PSE's ability to combat' structural unemployment. If federal rules
require grwerriments to.pay PSE participants less than regular govern
ment workers,-the local jurisdictions_ may not hiable to create-jobs-with

' a valuable training coMponent., These -wage limits, in combination with
--stringent-participant eligibility"recluitements;--courfnake-PSE"more of a

work relief program where the skills used on thepob bear little relevance
to unsubsidized employment. In' that case training and transition would
be sacrificed for targeting.

The workability of PSE as structural policy depends on the objectives
and incentives of the federal government, local jurisdictions, and partici-
pants. These are shaped and constrained by the law, the state of the econ-
omy, local institutions,, and some strictly political concerns:Because the
process is so, complex, and because the program differs from place to
place and from time to time, we must be cautious in" making conclusionS .

about the success`or failure of PSE. Nevertheless, the research results in-
dicate that for Many jurisdictions the balancing of interests has resulted
in a targeted structural program with considerable potential.



MOST PREVIOUS studies of public service employment have focused on
the countercyclical and structural policy implications of the program: Yet
the services provided by the hundreds of thousands of PSE participants

-are of considerable consequence to the states and localities where they
work. This chapter is a discussion of the types of services provided and
the importance of this aspect of the program to local officials. We find- -

,, that the provision of services-is not only an important objective of PSE,
but that it also has implications for the program as countercyclical and
structural policy. -...

The analysis of services provided through Pst is criticaL to our view
of how the program functions. When seen as a federal-local transaction,
PSE clearly depends on the cooperation of both Parties. That cooperation
is assured when both parties move toward'meeting some set of accepted
gdals. To the extent that local governments r more interested than the

.federal government in the services that P articipants proVide, these
services, are a key element in underitanding how the program is iinyAle-
mented. For example, we noted in the previous chapter that targeting
PSE positions to the most disadvantaged is resisted by some local govern-
ments,because of local attention, to the quality ofemployees and the value
of the services,they provide,.

We have maintained thattargeting is important t6 the success of PSE
as 'countercyclical and structural policy and that the ability to target is..i.limited by local cooperation. If these premses are valid, then the role of
public service provision in forming the PSE program is a vital one

Our field study strongly confirms this point. Because services are an
irriP-Ort4nt PSE objective, we asked several questions about services. For
example, to the extent that PSE creates new jobs, what services do the new
jobholders provide and-why are these services important to local com-
munities? Another line of questioning deals with compatibility-among
PSE Objectives. Is local attention to services consistent with a program
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designed to alleviate.the labor market difficulties of- the disadvantaged?
Do the federal constraints on the program give local governments enough
latitude to operate the kind of program they are satisfied with? Ho are
the locaLinstitutions, such as public m loyee unions and personnel
tems, treated in the creation of a government jobs? In discu-ssing ihese
queStions we draw heavily o the reports from the network of on-site
observers.

58

Public. Service Provision'-as a Local Objective

PSE grants usually constitute a substhntial increase in local govern-
ment funds. Although local governments may -be tempted to use these
funds to provide local fiscal relief (discgssed in chapter 2), we found
that governmenri'used only a small portion of the funds for this purpose.
The Major portion of the grants was used to expand local services.

In both rotih4s of the field study the local interest in the' quality ofthose
services was directly evident from the program designs of local gov-
ernments, which stressed the public service output. Such interest is also
shown in the local attention to the quality of the participants. In approxi-
mately three-fourths of the sample jurisdictions, the associates felt that
participants were selected to meet the demands of the jobs created rather

.

than the jobs being designed to meet the needs of the participants. In
most jUrisdictions the sequence of PSE employment begins when the local
officials select positions and projects they think are most valuable to the
community, often with the counsel of community-based advisory groups.
The governments then list- or advertise the positions, and government
managers select the most qualified persons from among the eligible appli
cants. In this process, the interest in public services shapes both the types
of jobs created and the types of participants hired.

What Services Are Provided?

The most direct way to assess the kinds of services provided is to look
at what participants are doing, and one of the best means to do this is to
examine how participants are distributed among different types of ser-
vices. The field associates found PSE participants in almost all kinds of
government departments and agencies as well as in hundreds of nonprofit =-

organizations. Within local-governments the distribution of PSE partici-
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pants across serv. types is quite simit.i. to the distribution of all jobs in
services regular] ovided by those govern ments.

The following series.of excerpts from the reports of associates indicates
the variety of services that are provided.

In the early days of PSE the positions were deployed to stabilize primary
services (i.e., public works, parks, real property) but the new project money
is being used for more social services. Child care, drug treatment; and elderly
care are representative of this branching out into variable services.

*

Some educational services .would,be cut back without PSE. In the school
district we find teachers, teacher's aides, and-clerical workers in PSE slots. At
the community college, PSE participants run special programs in drama,
music, and vocational training. At the university, many PSE, participants are
research aides or clerical wo ers.

Brush clearing, plArk and recreatip area improvement, record keeping, .
library services, and ?ocial services requiring extensive client contact have all
been visiblyimproved by local PSE employment

* *

Two PSE, projects have served-as successful pilots which may lead to re-
gional programs. One is a cancer screening and education program. Eleven'
other municipalities have shown an interest in 'sharing in this project. Some
qualified personnel have been trained through this project- .

* * *

PSE has been a stimulus for the creation of many nonprofit organizations
in the county which now provide residents with a migrant health center, home-.
maker services, crisis intervention centers, and numerous other cultural and
social service programs.

Distribution of PSE Participants by Functional Area

Table 4-1 shows the distribution of participants by category of service
or functional area for the field study jurisdictions in both July...and Decem-
ber 1977. Both observations-are shown-herebecause there was a rapid
buildup in PSE, especially in the projects, in the interim. The PSE data
are presented separately fqr distressed large cities, other large cities, small
cities and sublirban counties, and rural areas.. Also shown is the distribu-
Lion of regular government positions in 1976 for major cities and counties
in the United States. Functional areasare grouped into the following gen-
eral categories: 7149,

Primary service. These include protectiVe services, public_works, .



-:Table 4-I. Distribution of Public ServiCe Employment Participants, Sample Jurisdiction's, by Functional Area at Classof Jurisdiction, July and December 1977, and Regular Governntent Positions in Major Cities and CoUnties, 1976
Percent

Functional. area

Public service employment participants

Small cities and
Distressed large cities Other large cities suburban counties

July December.

Primary services
Protective services
Public works
Utilitis and sanitation
General adininistration

Social and cultural services
Social services
Health'
Culture and arts

Parks and recreation
--Education
Miscellaneous

'56 44
17 10
29 '11

4
9

July December

Regular
government
positions,

Rural areas major cities
and court-.
ties, 196July December Jul); December

47 37 30 49 40 54 51
12 5 8 8 g 24 21
11 16 12 17 17 16 8
11. 9. - 4 10 3 3 10
13 7 .6. 15 11 11 12

32 29 25 20. 21 17
22 26 16 15 5
4 1 8_ 4 5 12

2 1 n.a.
15 17
8 8
3 5

14 8
10 19
8 5

12 11 4
16 14 19
14 2 19

Sources: Field data reported by Brookings fieldassociates. and U.S. Bureau of the Census, Public Employment in 1976. Ser. GE76No. (GoveU.S. Census Bureau functional areas were changed slightly to provide greater comparability with field data. Figures arc rounded.na. Not available.

5
21

ent Printing Office. 1977).
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ties and sanitation, and general administration. Is category roughly
parallels the U.S. Census Bureau's definition of "common functions" for
municipalities. Primary services are almost always provided by local gov-.
ernments and are funded chiefly from local revenues.

Social and cultural services. These services include health care, ser-
vices for the elderly, museums,nd theaters. Although most cities and,
counties provide some of these services, the levels and combinations of
ervices vary considerably. In most areas the state and federal govern-

ments are more involved in ihe funding and administration of these ser-,

vices than they are in pritnary services.
Parks and recreation. For purposes of the PSE proghm this has been

separately classified, even though the Census Bureau counts it as a corn-
mon function. Many of the PSE positions in this classification are used
for services that are more like recieational.and social services than pri-
mary services.

Education.'Education is classified separately because it is generally
provided by school districts, which often have a high degree of indepen
dence from the local government, both in financing and administration.

The July field data and the data for regular government positions show
very similar patterns, particularly in the heavy emphasis on primary
vices. These are the services most often performed by local governmen ts.
Most of the projects were implemented between July and December; a
comparison of the two periods shows a significant decline in the large
cities in the percentage of participants in the primary. services. This drop
is undoubtedly due to,.federal restrictions on projects. These restrictions
included' requirements that projects last one year or less and that they en-
roll participants with greater- labor market difficulties. As a result the
project positions were not so easily,used in slots- that were !ske regular
governmeiat jobs. Even so, the number of participants in primary services
did not go down over the period; instead; the program growth was merely
concentrated in other areas.

The picture is more complicated for the smaller sample jurisdictions,
where the percentage of participants in primary services appears to have
increased between July and December 1977. The high Pei centage of un-
assigned positions in the earlier period, however, makes it difficult to be
certain whether any change occurred in the provision of primary services
in these areas.

On the whole the project expnsion apparently accomplished the in-
tended purposes of limiting displacement and toirgeting the program to



Tab1e-4-2. Distribution of Public Service Employment: Participants, Sample Jurisdictions, by Functional Area, Type ofPosition, and Clais of furisdiction,:-December-1977

Public service employment paeticipant((percent)-

Functtonal area

Distressed largcvities

Sustainment Project
position position

cities and
Other large cities suburban counties Rural aieas

Sustainment Project Sustainmeni Project Sustainment Projectposition position position position position position
Primary services 48

Protective services. 10
Public works 10
Utilities and sanitation 17
General administration 11

Social and cultural services
Social services
Health

--Culture and arts

ParksAnd recreation.
Education
Miscelleaneous

35 47 29 56 45 55 . 43
7 2 9 25 2

20 14 4.
117 17 15 24:

9 11 12 8 4
11 2 18 11 11 16

33

23 .
7
3

19 13
6 10
3 9

:Saarca, Data reported by tookings field associa

22 41 21
IS '` 29 15
4
3 9 1

27
15

10

2

10 6 - 12 11-
15 19 10 13
6 5 1 1
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more disadvantaged participants, but it also had the unintended effect of
altering the mix of public services. Some local officials saw the project .

limitations as aserious threat to local autonomy and a blow to,PSE as a
valuable leical resource. The differences in functional -area distribution
between the project and sustainment portions of the program are quite
large (see table 4-2). At the time of the December observation Congress
had not yet set a limit on the'length of time a participant could be en-
rolled in the sustainment positions, and there was considerably more flexi-
bility in choosing participants for sustainment positions than in choosing
participants for project positions. Consequentlygovernments used a largec
proportion of :sustainment positions for primary services. Tfius in the part
of the program over which they had greatest control, local governments
used PSE most often to provide services that ;.'.re traditionally more im
portant to them. ,

The sample data also show the relationship between fiscal coriditions
and the types of services provided. The discussion in chapter 2 showed
that jurisdictions facing extreme fiscal pressure were most likely to use
PSE for combined program-maintenance and displacement activities. This
kind of use could show up in a concentration of -prograM positions in
those functional areas that officials regardas most critical.

The field.stady results do not show any clear pattern of servicessorre-
sponding to different degrees of fiscal pressure, however. For the large
cities the differences in functional area distribution are not great, although
Cities under extreme fiscal pressure deboted more of their positions to
.protective.services and fewer to social services.' In the smaller jurisdic-
tions the afferences are much greater; areas where the fiscal pressure was
great put more emphasis, on primary services...But the number of juris-
dictions in this category was too small for us to put much emphasis on
this fi. The effects of fiscal pressureon the types of services deliv-
ered do not iear strong and seem jo differ by type bf jurisdictions The
effects do tend, however, to be in the expected directionvmore emphasis
on primary services where fiscal pressures are greater. /

Different types of employers use PSE participants for different types
functions. As table 4-3 shows, the majority-of participants who work di-

'rectly for the sample governments are employed,in the primary services.
The same is true of participants who work for other local governments

1. The functional area distiibution of PSF participants in large jurisdictions is
of the sampled agencies, not all agencies. This may be one reason why fiscal pressure
did not show a more consistent effect on service mix.

g



wTable 4-3. Distribution of Public Service Employment Participants, Sample Jurisdictions;- by 'Functional Area, EmplOying
::,4iency, and Class of Jurisdiction, Titles II and VI,, December 1977

Functional area

service employment participants (percent)_:

Large cities

Principal . School Other local Nonprofit
government district governthents organizations

,Pritiny services
Protective services
Public Works
Utilities and sanitation
General administration

$ocialand cultural services
T Social services

:Health
Culture and arts

?Arks and recreation
Education
Miscellaneous

Addendum:
Number of governments

58
10
22
14
12

17
8
6
3

19

6

16

,. 52

.

7
36 , .

4

.
S

33
29
4

1 3 ,

.: 990. 12... 1

14

6

71
SI
7

13

6
6

10

14 _

smia cities; suburban and rural areas

Principal
government

School
district

ptherlocal , NonProfit
governments organisations

67 60 5
20 ... - 15 1

20 11 . 3
7 9 .

20 25 . 1

.

18 1 19 86
II ... 16 69
6. I 2 14
I

r-
1 .3

14 ... I I 3
1 . 99' 10 5
1' ... 1 . I

17 10 11 12
Source: Data reported by Brookings field associates. The total number of positionsallotted to state and federal agencies was too small to be reported here.4.1Note: The figures in this table areaverages, by sample jurisdiction, for those governments where data on the employing agencyare complete.Las than 0 -5 percent total. .

. 2
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with whom the sample Iiist;""" suhcOntracting "arrangements.
(This,concentration tios workers as shown in
table 4-1.) By contrast, Jai igned to-nonprofit organiza-
tiOns work in social and cultural services, =

/
_Local governments are especially likely to /use PSE for public works,

reflecting the tendency to use PSE for repair,and' construction work that
may otherwise be Postponed..Governmentx using PSE workers for such.
purposes get needed work done and at the sometime avoid the danger
that a future cut in PSE funding might disrupt operatarprograms. Ex-

- _

aniples of public works, undertaken by PSE employees include repair and
maintenance of airports, streets, and ,harbors; beautification of buildings
and highways; and housing improVements.

The concentration on social and cultural services in nonprofit orgarn-

.
zations is not surprising, since-many of the nonprofit organization in the
country are devoted to social and cultural activities. Some of thes orga-

. nizations are virtually creatures of PSE, arising in direct response to the
availability of funds and positions.

Occupations of. PSE Paiiicipan&

'Functional area data show whaf kinds of services PSE workers pro-.

vide, but he occupational distribution of participants provides more in=
for tion about what they actually do. That -is, even if we, know that a
large rtion of participants are engaged in public works, we do not know
wheth r they aft engineers, laborers, or clerks..

Table 4-4 compares thenational distribution of all employed persons
by occupation with that of somplejurisdiction PSE participantg. The latter
are shown WI), tr ^ in the lOW-skilled occupations. Tables
4-5 and 4-6 iriclicat.. jabs in the PSE program are. mostly in the
categories of labor 1, service, clencal and paraprofessional:Generally.
these are the types, of jobs that require. the least skill and pay the least
money.

There is little difference from one clas's of jurisdiction to another in the
distikbution of occupational categories. The patterns aresimilar even for
distressed large cities and rural areas, which are quite different in other
respects,The percentage of PSE participants in the lower-pay 'occupa-
tions is slightly greater fof the project posit!ons than for the sustainment
positions. _ r.

7
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Table 4-4. Distribution of Public &Tyke Employment Participants,
Sample Jurisdictions, V Occupation and Class of JiL isdiction,
December 1977, anu ,d U.S. Employ. . 197'
Percent

Public service employment participants

Occupation,

Distressed
large
cities

I

'.

Other_
large _

cities

Small cities _

and Suburban
areas

Rural
areas

All U.S.
employees

Managerial 1 . 1 1 2 12'
Administrative 3 4 6 7 0
Professional 7.

.9.
8 6 4 17b

ParaProfessional 9 14 8 7 n.a.
Technical 11 1 3 1 _, 0
Technician 3' 3 -, 5 3 n.a.:
Clerical 13 19 22 24 20
Craft 7 2 ._ 3 2 14
Operative 4 2 4 10 17
Laborer 35 30 35 27 6
Service 17 16 7 13 14

:Addendum:.
Number of goy-

: ailments 8 11

Sourees: Data reported by Brookings field associates; and U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statisties, Handbook of ,Labor Statintc.r, 1971: Bulletin 1966 (Government Printing Office, 1977). table
18, p. 61. Excluded are sales workers, private household workers, fanners. farm laborers, farm alarm-gen, and fart[( supervis.ors.

a. Includes both managerial and administrative occupations..
b. Includes both professional and technical occupations.
n.a. w Not available.

_

Even when one arrays the pd7pational data -by type of employing
agency it is seen that a majority of he participants employed by each type,- -
are in the lower-pay dccupational categories. School districts and non-
profit organizations employ relatively high proportions of paraprofes-

, sionals, -perhaps becaUse of the large number of trainee and aide posi-
tions. toad governments hr,,ve theThighest percentage of laborers. But
regardless of how the data are displayedby class of jurisdiction, pro-

gram segment, or employing agencythe bulk of the participants are in
- the occupations recidiring the least skill.

The Value of Public Service Employment Services

Because providing services is an< objective that shapes the PSE pro-
gram, it is important to ask whether these services are really valuable to



Table 4-5. Distribution of public Service Employment Participants, Sample Jurisdictions, by Occupation, Class o
Jurisdiction, and Type of Position, December 1977

Managerial
Administrative
Professional
Paraprofer;sioital
Technical
TechniCiart
Clerical
Craft
Operative
Laborer

"- Service

Public service emplo'yment participant's (percent).

Small cities and
Distressed lair, . cities c it ,r I 'Pi' cities' suburban counties ,

.Sustainment ., Project SlataillfIle It I oject .514.,taimit*.tia Prof. -t Sustainment Prtdectpositions positions positions positions ' 'pocitions positions positions 'positions

Rural areas ,

1 2 2 1
5, ,. 3 4 7 4 1

11 7 9 6.
4 3

6 --II-- II 8' .5. I ,I 2- 6 5 - 2
6 . 2 4 . 7 . I15 11 25 , 12 27 19 284 9 5 4
5 4 2 4 4 1

33 , 32 . 28 33 27__ \ 39 2S ----43----.---137 21. 15, 16 8 \\. 6 . , c13 8

Source: Data reported by Brookings field associates.
Less than 0.5 percent of the total.



Table 4-6. Distribution of Public Service Employment Participants, Sample Jurisdictions, by Occupatiop,kmplo;ingAgency, and Class of Jurisdiction, Titles II and VI, DeceMber 1977
.

Occupation

Public service eMplOyment partkipants(percent)

Large cities
. -

,Principal . School ,Other local Nonprofit
.government . district governments organizations

..Small cities, subuiban and rural areas

Principal School Other local Nonprofit
government district governments otganizations

Managerial
AdmipistrIltivc
Professional
Paraprofessional
Technical
Technician
Clerical 15 19
Craft
Operative 0
Laborer 43 9

'Service 14

Addendum:
Number of governments 16 14

Source: Data provided by.Brooktngs field pssocratss. Figures are r
.
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the community. The previous-section revealed- how local governments
tend to use PSE positions in the primary services and that a majority of
all participants are in occupations requiring the leist skill. The Value of -
the output, however, depends on how much is produced and whether the
services meet community needs.

Qu'antity of PSE Services

The field study associates compared the productivity of PSE partici-
pant§iiith that of regular government workers. In a majorityof the sam-
ple areas' PSE participants were reported to be about as effective as regu-
lar emOloyees working in similar jobs. In a few cases associates reported
that the program participants were less effective because the eligibility
requirements forced the local jurisdictions to hire untrainatoworkers. In

Anther instances, however, managers thought PSE participants were actu-"
filly superior, sometimes- becausethey had the added incentive of trying
to secure regular employment. Generally PSE" ei"nployees appeared to
Carry out their assigned 'duties in an'acceptable way. While this is not a
startling conclusion, given ,,what we know about the functional area and
occupational distriLtion of participants, it presents' a picture somewhat
different &OM that often developeti*, the popular press--La picture -of
PSE as an income transfer program for people who are unwilling to ac-

'tively seek regular employment. a

e.

Community beinand for PSEServices

If people express demands for government goodsas they do for private
goodsthat is, if they order their preferences and buy first thos items
that yield the greatest 'satisfactionthen the services prbvided thr gh.

PSE are likely to be of 'ess average value than those funded by loca
raised revenues. OtherWise taxpayerswould have provided the additional
services before PSE-fnading was available. The results of the field study
provide no c,onip elling cVidence totontradict this hypothesfs. Under cer-
tain conditions, however, PSE services are highly valued by the.commu-.

nity;perbaps wily slightly less than those provided out of local funds. We
saw three types of-cases where PSE services, werevery important in sev--
eral of thOsimplequrisdictions.

2

i,-
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First, weJound thr la many jurisdictions a largc share of PSE posi-
tionstions were used for program maintenance. These jurisdictionsoften fis-
cally distressed cities where the tax base is decliningwere-unable to fund
the existing level of services without relying on- PSE. Such-citigneed
greater protective seryices, sanitation, education, and/Parks and recre
ation. The fact that the community is not now paying for these services
may, be largely due to an inability to eiay tather-than to a judgment' that
the services are notAmportant. The potential value, of PSE,-funded ser-
vices in such areas appearS _quite high:That is not to say that these ser-
vices are as highly valued as ,those funded from local revenues in these
localities. Bui 'ti fisi ally distressecncomm-Bnities PSE- may be used tp.Pro-
vide service that are funded out of local revenues in more.affluent coM-

. ,
munities. he associate in a large fiscally distressed city reported: "PSE
has.enab ed the city to maintain (and in some.eases, improve) the level

I a '
notableof serv.i es provided to citizens. . . . Most notable haVe been protective,

health and sanitation services. WithOut PSE, the level of services in these
.

and 9 her areas would surety have deteriorated further."
second, PSE proVides highly valued-services where "absorption' oc

curs as a result of a "demonstration effect," that is, a PSE service that was
,.

originally not Considered tct,be a permanent-rotivity-6ecomts so impor-
tant that it would be maintained OuTOftegular-government funds if PSE -
were eliminated.' -In one example of absorption, an associatc.'repOrfed:
"There islittle doubt that, froni the.point of view of the city coon 'I mem-
bers and City administrators; a portiod-of the PSEservices coul not now
be eliminatedabsorption at some rate is the inevitable cones ence of.
successful PSE." Absorption ocurred in diverse activities, including ptdi-
liC safety, library services to the aged, sanitation, and public works.

The following examples from the reports of the associates may help to
clarify how the absorption of PSE services.actitally occurs.

At the time the PSE-sign painter was employed it was felt that the position
would be only temporary. However; the work performed proved to be of such
utility and quality that the city concluded it had a need wlich it had not pre-
viously recognized and decided to retain the position permanently.

The 100 Spanish-speaking public safety aides are all PSE; there are no city-
funded positions of that type to which they can make the transition, although
some do become police riffice4 These aides are now probably indispensable
and most would .be hired on city furids-if PSE were terminated.. . It is not
clear however; that the city would rage taxes to pay for PSE personnel who

9 °
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have become indispensable. It is more likely that the city uld find money bycutting back on services with lesser priority.

. * *

So far, we have moved three CETA [Comprehensive Employnient andTraining Act] employees into regular positions. One was a newly created posi-tion of dispatcher which was'a direct result of CETA fundir&-The citizens'ofthe town were able to see that this service is needed.

Absorption can be seen as inddced demanti and, depending, on its extent,
may be an important consequence of PSE. But at the timecrthe second
observation in December 1977 the rate of abgorption was probably,quite
low. Most associates reported that it was not very important in their juris-
dictions and none indicated that a majority of the PSE activities would be
absorbed.

A third way, in which PSE services appear to be very important is
where community demands for services are changing am] the inflexibility
of regularly budgeted functions prevents a speedy response to those
changes: .Governments are sometimes unable to adapt to changes in the
needs and prekvences of the community because of the skill mix, of em-
ployees or the work rules. For these goveinments the value of added flexi-
bilitmnay be quite high. These governments can use PSE workers to,

expand services in areas where public demand is newly revealed or antici-
pated, even when it cannot reduce other services that are less in demand.

Several 'jurisdictions assigned PSE workers to do things that local offi,cials and department managers regarded-as critical but that they had been
unable to get done because of institutional rigidities. Taking_slots away
froni accounting and adding new slots fOr bike path construction usually
takes time It is equally difficult to bawler positions from the fire, depart-
ment to the police department. We are unable to dgter?nine just how
much the value of PSE is enhanced in these situations, but in many in--
stances associates said that the PSE program came "just in time" to let-
jurisdictions meet more varial service needs.,

In summary, local flexibility to use PSE for community services may
result in services that the community values highly. These services are
likely to be less valuable than those that are regularly funded; but the dif-
ference may be small. The view of PSE as "work. relief" tends to under-
value PSE, much as some analyses of the employment program of the
depression of the 1930s overlooked the value of the public works it pro-

, vided. Furthermore, if_ governments can use PS participanti for needed
_
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services, they are more likely to cooperate in reaching other PSE objec
tives.

Wages,of PSE Participants

The kinds of .created by PSE and the types of services provided to
the community are reflected in the wages paid to participants. CETA re-
quiresquires that PSE participants be paid the same wages' as regular employees

.Working in similar positiqhs, so wage lirnitations alSo become limitations
on serii.ces. These. wage- limitations' are critical, however, to the success
Of the program as countercyclical-or structural policy. The higher the
Wages paid, the more likely that skilled workers who quid find unsubsir
dized employment will be hired as PSE participantSuch a program
would fall short of the PSE,design in two respects. First, it would not di-.
rect jobs to those most in need of employment and training. Seccnd, it
might foster greater wage inflatioji by bidding for the more skilled work-
ers for whoni the labor market is already relatively tight

At the time of the field study observation the maximum allowable
wage payment for anv,'participant f7,7orrEjunds was $10,000 a year, or
$448 an hour' for al-time :work at forty hours a Week. Because slightly

hi of hourlY wage.s 63110:be paid if the workweek were shortened or
ya tion time allowed, tie effective hourly: maximum was nearly $5:00
ari hour. Ifa jurisdiction wanted to pay wages aboye this rate, it had to
use its own money to malT up the $UppleMent.

The Mean-wage by -occupation for the study sample jurisdictions in
ljecember 1977 is shown in fable 4-7. A: majority of those wage rates.
were less than thF...-PSE maximum without supplementation.Moreover, as
shon in-table 4-4, about 70 pereent of all participants in the sample, were

in the lowst---,,yage,occupational categeries. It is'evident that the vast ma-
joritv. of sariele participants' were paid less thah the PSE. Maxirruin,
altuough considerably more than the minimum wage.:

There weke notable wage differences 'among, classes of juriadictions.
In general, wages were highest in the la'rge.distressed cities, particularkin .
occupations that are.rnost likely to be unibnized, and lowest in the rural
areas. Generally these wage differences seem to reflect the focalldiffer-
ences in regular wage scales and Wage levels among jurisdictional types
Table 4 -8` wages in sustainment and project positions'. Wages
arch higher in the sustainment positions, which ar &more apt, to be in the
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Table 4-7. Average Hourly Wages ofPublic'Service Employment
Participants in Sample Jurisdictions by Occupation and Class of
Jurisdiction, December 1977a

Occupation ,.

Average hourly wage, public service
employment participants (dollars)

Distressed Other Small cities and
large cities large cities suburban areas Rural areas.

Managerial
Administrative
Professional .,

I Paraprofessional
Technical
Technician
Clerical
Craft
Operative
Laborer
Service , ,

4.41"
, 5.11

5.35

_ 5:10
* 4.80

4.95

.

_,

3. 12
4.90'
4.86

4.31
4.24

_ 4. 45
3.84 3.96 -.4.20 3.75

4. 225 ,60 4. 56 4.-69-
5.04 4.53 4.03 4.17
4.29 3.66 3.69 3.09
4.78 4.39 4.47 4.59
5.05 4.:35 4.02 c , 3.87
4.27 4.06 3.80 '2-- 3.41
4.33 4.15 3.98 3.18

Source: Data reported by Brookings field associates.
a. Sec table 4-5. The figures in this table are averages. itrY samplejurisdiction. fbr those governmentswhere wage data Were available.

.2%imary services and to be more like regular employment. These posi-\ tions are more often subject to wage comparisons with similar jobs, civil-"' servicepay regulations, and review by organized labor.
Although the bulk of the wages paid to PSE participants in the study

sample *ere within the legislated limift, some wages came close-to the
limit and left little flexibility to lower the wage limit without changing the
types of PSE jobs provided. The 1978 amendments to CETA, which. set____

; a limit on the average,wage a jurisdiction could pay its -PSE workers, re-
quired an average wage that was lower than the ayerage PSE, worker wage
at that time.' The law also requires that the PSE wage be at least equal to

wagethe federal minimum wage and as high as the prevailing local rates of pay
for persons employedin similar occupations.

This combination of federal restrictions on wages, creates a wage
squeeze at the local level, restricting the types of jobs that cansbe created.
In many jurisdictions the prevailing entry wages in most occupations in
1977 were aboVe the allbwable average under the 1978 ainendments and

2 The 1978 amendments set the maximum average annuarfederally supported
-wage at $7,200, with local adjustments up or doWn to be based on regional wage .
indez.es.

5..



Table 4-8. Average' Hourqy Wages of Public Service Emplo).ment Participants in Sample Jurisdictions by Occupation, Class of
Jurisdiction, and Type of Position, December 1977 .

'eliviage hourly .wage, public sen4ce employment participant (dollars).

Small cities and
Distressed large cities Other large cities suburban areas

Sustairiment Project, Sustainment Project

Rural creels)

Sustainment Project Sustainment ProjectOccupation iviLions positiotis....in._

Nithagerial
Administrative 5.48
Professional 5.55
Paraprofessional 4.02
qechnical , :. 5.98
Technician 5.23
Clerical 4.38'
Craft 4.97
Operative 5.21
Laboier,. 4.53
Service ,t, 4:66

_ 4.61 5.20 p -- \ 5.32 4.71. 4.31
4.83 4.91 ,. 4456. \ 4.75 4.75 4.24 *
4.62 5.30 4.69 \ 4.74 4.94 / 4.45 4.93
4.00 4.15 3.96 1 '1.80 . 4:45 3.75 4.12

4.97. 4.02 4.68 4.54 *., /."e 4.64 4.36 4.35 3.89 '' 4.16
4.04 3.62 3.72 3766 . 3.57 3.08
4.65 6.06 4.07 C47 4.39 4.63

4.33 CO3 3.79 - 3.84
3.95 . 3.88 .3.83 3:41 3.62

3.83* 4.24 . 3.86 4.13 .. 3.65 3.18 2.98

.- 4.35. . 4.10

Source: Data rtuorted by Brookings field associates. The wages amunwt.ighted means of the average wageter sample jurisdictions within each jurisdictional class.
So few areas reported wages for positions in these occupations that thewage data are not reported here. . .
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some exceeded the maximum. This leaves local governments little room to
maneuver within the regulations. The 'existence of wage reslrictions'Se-.
verely hamper the ability of loud -governments to use PSE for highly
valued services. If a local government must lower wages, it may have to
sacrifice some local objectives:The difficulty is in keeping the wage level
high enough to allow for the creation of meaningful local jobs while not
allowing it to get so high that PSE becomes a significant inflationary force.

If a jurisdiction were solely interested'in keeping wages low,. it could
do several things. It could place more of its PSE positions with nonprofit
organizations, where wages are generally lOwer. Or it could set up_ more
_special projectsfor unskilled,_create.additionaLspeciaL trainee or_aide
poSitions to avoid wage comparisons, and bring -in- more participants in
the eighteen-to-twenty-two age group. Some of these changes are possible
in some localities, but others are not Even if these program -changes are
accamplished, their advisability may be questioned: For example, should
PSE expand among the agencies at the expense of local govern--

, meats; particularly if training and transition opportunitia for PSE par-.
.ticipants employed by nonprofit organizations are substantially less? Such
a shift might also lessen the value of the public, services provided. More-
over, if all the PSE positions must- be'in the low-pax occupations, does
this reduce the onithe-lob training opportunities anepthe value of public
services provided? Finally, with the hint of other programs now focused
on youth employment problems, is it wise to steer' PSE toward serving
youths?

In some jurisdictions and government departments, these questions are
moot because local governments face constraints that are not directly
under their control or, the control of the federal government. Some sub-
contraCtors may even refuse to create positions that will meet the wage
requirements. The unemployed and disadvantaged may have alternative
income sources high enough forthein to reject jobs at th's pay level More /-
evident is the problem that locat'uniims of public employees.arid person-
nel regulations may simply make it in., poisible to create government jobs
at the stipulated rates of pay. Meeting the wage restrictions will surely
result in notable program alterations, including changes in the quality and
types of public services.

'According to an associate in a large city: "The wage limits and ne*

3. The preliminary results from the 1979 geld study round show that where the
lower wage limitsjeom the 1978 amendments wer-in force, the:program tends to, be
concentrated,i nonprofit organizaiions or in entry-level positions.
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eligibility rules have severely limited the ability of the local government
to use CETA funds to hire the higher Skilled employees it needs." Simi-
larly, an associate in a larger, fiscally diStressed city noted:

The average wage restrictions make it difficult for the city to hire craftsmen,
firemen, police, journeymen, etc. Hiring within the city has predominately
been for custodians, laborers, waste collectors, junior clerks, and dog wardens.
All of these are low skill low wage, enfry.level positions. Withoqt the eligibility
or wage requirements it is likely that the city would fill other types of positions
with PSE funds. The CBOs [community-based organizations] find the wage
regulations to be too low. Some PSEs can make more money on welfare than
1341.vorking in PSE jobs.

And from another large city the associateseported: "The new PSE-wages
are below union wages in the city-governments. Consequentlyi virtually
all new PSE hiring has been in the non-profits.-We doubt that permanent
positions in the, private sector exist for many of these trainees."

Too little attention has been paid to these effects and to the local situ-
, ations to which PSE programs must adjust. While it is clear that wages
above some level may prevent PSE from attaining its objectives, wages
that are too lbw may also threaten the effective use of the program.

Inititutional Effects

Local PSE programs must be shaped and fitted to work within the local
.environment. Excessive conflict with local institutions threatens the en-

. tire prOgram. The task is to create a workable program that serves both
federaland local objectives; while operating within the established boUnds
ror regnlar public-employment. This is more difficult some observers
appear I

to recognize. These persons Often ask why a certain project can-,
not be undertaken when it is clearly eligible under the legislation, or why
some persons are not hired, or why the wage rate cannot be lowered when
there are persons who seem willing to/work, at lower wages. Such ques-
tions assume that the rules, of the work place are suspended for PSE, but
that is not the case.

. Some of the local characteritics to be considered in understanding the
potential forRS.E.;in any community include -the relationship among the
various governments and intaiiest grOups within the community,stlfe local
wage- setting process in public employment, the nature and strength of
public employee,/unions, and the local civil service or perSonnel rules.
Each of these factors can_limit program flexibilltyancLinfluence PSE_in
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ways that directly affect the ea,tent to which its service objectives can be
met.

The institutional setting is difficult to describe and more _difficult to
Classify in a way that allows to measure and test hypotheses. In fact,-
Most data on the, operation of PSE prOgrams do not describe different in-
stitutional settings in even arudimentary way. The analyses provided by
the associates for the field evaluation study proVide advantages over other
research approaches by dealing with these critical institutional questions.
While the picture is far from complete, these narratives indicate the effects
of local, institutions. In particular, they are useful in,shoWing how public
employee .unions and local_ciyil_service_and_Personnel_systems_ influence.
PSE. _

Public Employee Unions and PSE
j

The-effects of public employee unions On PSE Can be both direct and
indirect:A common direct effect occurs Where, as a result of the strength
of the beat public emploYee union in combination with PSE regulations
requiting payment of comparable wages PSE employees must be paid,

union rates .In most cases the participant must also pay union dues, and
in some cases program participants are required to join the union. The
actual wage received by a PSE employee\ .will depend on the job classifi
cation,- and- viages for all classificatiOns are generally higher where the
employees' are union members. Unionm also tends to be concentrated

'in those occupations with higher pay; such as in protective services.
Where u 1 s are strong a PSE. worker in a particular functional area

and occupati n must be paid a certain 'wage, As long as local govern-
ments have exibility to *determine the wage, they can choose which oc
cupations an functions they will assign PSE workers to; when the wage
limit is reached, that element of choice disappears -Because wages and
fringe benefits tend to be higher iii unionizedoccupations, fewer PSE jobs_'

than
\may besreated in those occupations than local goveents would other-

wise want. -Some jurisdictions try to avoid assigning PSE workers to
unionized departments, bOth because of difficulties already encountered
and those anticipated. . .

Here is an excerpt from an associate's report from a small city.
Two years ago, proOenv with the union arose because of the qu ion of.
senforitp.tiiP§E,Pacticiplant in-the police department. The questia ap-q

Iparently arose with respect'to how to count the PSE period of employm t.

1,-,:
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..... -

I inferred from the personnel office that in the future this problem would be
avoided simply by not using PSE in the police department.

A similar report came from an associate in a large city: "One interviewee
belieVed that the city avoids unionized job classifications in order to avoid
any conflict with union hiring arrangements."

As mentioned above,public employee unionization is highet in such . '
( functional areas as protective services, utilities, sanitation, and public

works, that is, in the primary services. Where local jurisdictions have
found it desirable to minimize or avoid direct contact withunions by plac-
ing PSE workers only, in nonunionized agencies, phblic ervice needs may
be sacrificedUsually, avoidanceiof unions.. o re uce PSE employ-_._..w u id
ment in primary services.

. I,
This problem is partly avoided by local governments where wages can

be supplemented or where low-wage, entry-level positions exist. The
tables presented earlier in this chapter show that a number of PSE jobs
are in the primary service sector, even in the distressed large cities. But
further decreases in wage limits would threaten this situation.

Still greater problems may arise if unions or employee associations ac-
tively resist the use of PSE. The large number of PSE participants in many
governments can scarcely be ignored by their co-workers.It ii not sur-
prising that cases arise where program participants are viewed as h threat
or even.may affect both the design of the program and the; productivity
of regular employees. One description of such a situation was reported by
the associate in a large city:

A lot of conflict developed in the department betWeen permanent employees
and CETA people when certain CETA positions were classified as refuse
truck driver positions. This- is a position that regular refuse laborers work hard

to get. Suddenly, a CETA person with only a regular driver's license and no
experience in garbage work apieirs and gets.such .a job=alob that regular
employees view as a promotion.

+, Similarly, an associate from a small city had this to report:

. Until recently, employee associations, especially the ones in the city depart-
ments, have not acted as a constraint on kinds c positions created or persons
hired. However, with the introduction of VI-P (title VI projects), the eligibil-
ity 'regulations and expansion of participfiiou in the pregram, opposition by
these associations has inereased. The program lowers the morale of regular -
employees who resent some of the,treatment gWen to participants'. As a result,
this association feels that it must change its previously passive. stance and. At

oppose PSE participants completely.

In other areas local officials and unions have cooperated in an attempt

.3
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to find some way to reconcile the local effort to provide needed services
with the federal wage restrictions. One way to do this is to create special
job categories that bypass the contract provisions specifying wages for
each regular occupation. Often these special categories. are "trainee" or
"aide" positions, which usually appear in our occupational classification
as paraprofessionals and technieians. In a few cases, before PSE, contract,.
provisions and job classification titles allowed for loWer wages to be paidfor temporary or provisional employees. In some high-wage areas, all
PSE employees were given these job titles even though many of them
were engaged in the same tasks as regular employees, but this cannot be
successfully accomPlished -without some agreement with the union.

Some unions and employee associations have cooperated by allowing
the creation or expansion of such job categories, even openly agreeing
that PSE employees will be paid beloWthe usual scale. These agreements
foster the creation of the low-paid, temporary emploympt envisioned by
the legislative architects of PSE, while allowing local governments to' pro-
vide services in the functional areas where they see the: greatest need.

In one large city with strong unions the associate reported:
.

A deal was cut in spring 1979 between city personnel, the unions and CityCouncil, which resultellin the Council passing supplemental legislation whichsPecified the following: (1) PSE will be used only for entry-level jobs; .(2) no
Civil Service status will be given for PSE workers; and (3) seniority does not
accrue untillicople are absorbed onto the city payroll.
The associate in anoiher large city reported:
An example of an important union co ession was an agreement reached bythe city with several unions which pe Opening of a pre-apprenticeship
training program for wastewater treatment personnel at the CETA maximumwage. The civil service system-vial-Yore to adjust the regulations to be con--

sistent with CETA (regarding layoffs of CETtA. employees, causing them to
be eligible for, open city jobs).

- s,
It is understandable, however,that employee groups have not glen.

their, wholehearted support to all efforts to create special wage and job
classification provisions for PSE workers. Any arrangement allowing low
wage workers to perform essentially the same tasks as regular`egular employees
is likely to be viewed as a threat. If unions or employee associations sus-,
pect that regular employees are being displaced by this "cheap" labor,
they are likely to take`strong actions to avoid it One aisociate noted that
"unions affect the local manpower office in two ways. They push to get
laid-dff union members reemployed in PSE-slots. They also keep the mane
power office 'on its toes'- with respect to displaCement."
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Believing that PSE is likely to be around for some time, some groups
are making fairly elabOrate arrantements for its a'ccofnmodation. For ex-
ample, in one large city a public employee union has feached an extensive
agreement with the CETA prime s sor that applies to all PSE employ-
ees in the jurisdiction. The four "ain provisions of the agreement are
(1) PSE positions are not incl ded in the seniority and promotion list;-
(2 )'all positions are entry- level, d a less than union scale; (3). PSE

.

employees are not.union members, but they must pay a tee to the union
for grievance representation; and (4) the availability of PSE' participants
shalt in no way place constraints on the expansion Of the regular work
fofce. ,

The agreement is an attempt to permit the development of a jo) cre-
ation program for the unemplOyed and disadvantaged while protecting
regular employees. With the 1978 amendments to CETAin 'force, the

. development of such agreements may be critical to the success of PSE;
especially to the highly valued aspect of service provisigh, At the same
time, such agreeihents strike directly at the local opportunity to use PSE
funds for displacement, since strict adherence to item 4 would prevent the
use of fundS for that purpose. This' suggests that there is local as well' as

federal pressure to use PSE as a true job expansion program.

Personnel and Civil Service Systems

Although the' local government may have more control over personnel
and civil service system regulations than over union contract prdvisions,
their operating rules may also constrain PSE activities. In some sample

,

jurisdictions even the entry wages for a few occupations exceeded the
maximum allowable PSE -wage. According to a report-from one large city -
"the civil service pay scale iitoohigh wallow PSE employees to Workfor-7.---
the city.in some categories under the prevailing w4ge requirement"

Civil service regulations may also impede the implementation of PSE
by requiring tests and qualifications of new employees. Many
in the, PSE: target pdpulation have, difficulty meeting the employment
standalds. Local officials are sometimes ;reluctant to propose that these
entrance requirements be relaxed for PSE participants since this may be
taken as evidence that the requirements are not really job related. Some
officials hive defended their entry requirements in the face of discriniina-
tion charges, and they may see real danger in arguing for temporary
change.s to accommodate PSE. x.-
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_Civil service rules, entrance requirements, and pay rates by, occupa-

tional classification generally have been developed over many decades.
Where they have- resulttd in a workable system; workers as well as civil
service mangers resist sudden. Changes in these rules. While efforts to
accommodatc PSE are developing, the more dominant picture is one of
trying to fit a program into a local institutional setting that may not be
flexible enough to handle it. The associate in one large city described a
situation that.illustrates the difficulty:

The civil service system is too inflexible. Departments and agencies can't de-
-velop, new tasks, new titles, ornew.activities within the system. All positions,
PSE and otherwise, must fit into an existing job eassification. Consequently,
if you give totally different tasks to a PSE employee than you have given to a
regular employee with the same job titre, you' demoralize your regular staff.
Tic effort to do something new, different, or imaginatis,thus greatly
hindered by civil service. I

The effects of unions and civil service systems are most evident in the
1large cities where the rules have a longer history and tend to be more

rigid. Public employee unions are also more influential in these cities,
especially in the eastern metropolitan areas. There probably are no juris- .

dictions where local institutional constraints` area absent, however. One
great strength of decenti'alized programming, such as that for CETA pro-.

gfanis, is that it allows loeal officials to alter programs to meet the dc-.

mands of their !peal institutions: Federal overseers may not always feel
that the results help attain federal goals, but these local institutions can-
not be assumed away. In the next phase of the field study more attention
will be given to potential institutions and historical_ relationships in an
attempt to further ascertain how local institutionsinfifience PSE.

Summary and Conclusions

)
When the provision of public services is seen as an important local pro-

gram objective, it follows that it is important in shapingthe types of jobs
created and the participaTits hired. The field studrcilia-show thaLP_SE
positions are heaVily concentrated in the services. That is particu-
larly true for the positions retained by local governments andthose in the--,,

sustainMent portion of,-PSE: Even so, participants in all categories usu:
ally.hold low-pay, low-skill jobs.

Some of the services provided through PSEr-arc apparently quite im-
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portant to the community as well as to local officials. If that is so, the
benefits from PSE may be considerably understated when PSE is seen as
only Countercyclidal or structural poricy. But the analysis of publiC ser-
vices is doubly important because the incentive to maximize those services
promotes local cooperation in .the program. Attention to public services
may also promote some of the structural objectives of the program. When
the output, is highly valued, the jobs are more like "real" jobs, where
training is-promoted :and transition is likely.

Two sets of forces limit the opportunity fr.:r local areas to use PSE for
local services, however. First, governments must comply with federal re=
strictionS, particularly the wage limitations. Second, governments must
implement the program within the existing local institutional framework,
including the rules of public cmployee organizations and personnel sys-

% tems. As wage restrictions become more stringent, some way must be
found to accommodate the local restrictions or the program may be dras-
tically.altered. EVen though the local"program is and will continue to be
"bounded" by federal and local constraints, governments must maintain
some choice within those bounds. An important lesson from observing
the PSE System is tliat the objectives are interdependent:Sit-ice implemen=
tation-of PSE is a local responsibility, local incentives and objectives, in-
cluding public service provision, must be 'considered in program design
and analysis.



THE PUBLIC job Creation component of the Carter administration's eco-
nomic stimuli's package in 1977 was the first federal effort to use extra-
governmental agenciesnonprofit organizationst)r job creation on`
large scale.1 In, administering the stimulus package, the Labor Depart-
ment instructed its regional 6ffices that prime sponsor& to allo-
cate one-third of their title VI funds to nonprofit organizati ns.z Data col--
lected from the second round, of the public service employment field study
show that as of December 1977 the sample governments, on the average,
were exceeding this goal. Althoughthe study did not produce data on the

proportion of funds goingk to nonprofit agencies; it did find that such
agencies had 10 percent of the PSE sustainment positions and 43 percent
of the project position&

While large-scale participatiOn of nonprofit organizations in PSE was
new in 1.977, their involvement in employment: and training programs was
not. The war-on-poverty ideology of the 1960s had already. fostered the
use of nonprofit organizations in poverty policy, including employment

THIS CHAPTER is based on, data from field resealch'f?r Brookings and on other re:,
search on the PSE proliam in ,San Francisco conducted by. Michael Wiseman, The
authors are, respectively, Research Associate at the Woodrow Wilson School of
Public and International Affairs at Sinceton University and Associate Professor
Economics at the University of California at Berkeley.

1. The designation "nonprofit organization" is conferred by, the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service to a \.ide variety of organizations qualified as exempt from federal .

income taxation under the provisions of section501 of the Internal Revenue Code.
of 1954::' -

2. U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Adminrstration, Field
MemorOndum No. 316-77 (Department of Labor June 17, 1977).
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and training efforts, A primary objective of the war on poverty was to use
organizations outside traditional geovernitental structures in

li
develo ing

borhood-based community action agencies to involve the poor in aking r,
poverty-related pocy. Designers of antipoverty strategy expected igh-

political decisions and in allocating federal poverty funds. This approah; ---""
its designers hoped, would make-federal programs more effective and
more responsive to community needs. Similarly war-on-poverty advocates .

claimed that community-based organizations (CBOs) were best suited to ,
locating appropriate target groups and conducting effective training pro-
grams. By the late 1960s organizations providing these services had grown '''
in size, experience, and lobbying capability. Indeed, in many jurisdictions
these agencies were virtually the only contractors available for providing
certain types of training-related-seryiceAdditional importance%as de-

.

rived by some from affiliation Withhatioritforganizatioris of ,coiisiderable-
l...

political influence. These circumF.tances-gave them an in? e track even
though the Comprehensive Emplbyment and Traiiiing'Act of 19, 3 shifted
most policymaking authority to the local level. Cor?giess suppo ed this
special access by encouraging the i.se of-CBOs asiproviders of " mpre-

ensive manpower services" and by referring to several prominen agen-
cies by name in defining the term "community-based organization. 4 ' i

Although they were active in training-related programs, CBOs- and
other nonprofit agencies were only Margin/lath/ invOlved in job creation

..

etisies, before Congress passed the Emeney Jobs Program Extension
Act in 1976 For the most-part, pankipition of nonprofit agencies in job
creation programs had not been of major conceal to Or local IA-
cials nor, for that matter, even to the nonprofit organizations themselves.
As funding for PSE became larger relative to funding for the training.
titles, however, the interest of nonprofit organizations increasyd.-

The greater attention to PSE by nomat organizations coincided with
growing congressional concern about the targeting of PSE bn the disad-
vantaged and the problem of displacementthat is, the use by local gov-
ernment officials of subsidized jobholders in plaae of persons who would
otherwise have been hired using local.mohey. Those who wished to im-

. .
3. For a brief historical suxmary see MauCce A, Dawkins, The Role of Corn-

munity.Based Organizations in 1anpower Pqfcy :Programs," in National Commis-
sicin for Manpower Policy, Community .131-Sed ganizations in Manpower Programs
and Policy, Special Report 18 (NCMP, 1977) pp. 71-94.

;4.,Sections 101 and 601(a ) (1), PL. 93-203 Decembef 28,1973..

,
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prove the targeting and job creation impactof. PSE cited several reasons
for greater use of nonprofit organizations, especially CBOs. They argued
that community -bsed nonprofit organizations would be better able idtget
subsidized jobs to people most in need. They contended that by pricing
subsidized jobs in nonprofit organizationi th t were already doing train-

_
ing and job placement, the government would make it easier for partici-
pants to acquire skills and ultimately permanent jobs. They pointed out
that eventually the opportunitieS for.local government employment ex-
pansion would be exhaustediasthis point was approached, more might be

putting the jobs in the nonprofit sector. Moreover, they rioted'
that nonprofit organizations might be more flexible in designing jobs and
using PSE workers thk fatal governments, especially those constrained
by rigid' civil service systems. Advocates of using nonprofit organizations
argued that many of these agencie provide useful services to the com-
munities or groups from which PS sparticipants are to be drawn. Subsi-
dizing employment Nyi- thin these org nizations would increase the flow of
such services. I

Even though some government officials_had reseryations about giving
up PSE-jobstO nonprofit organizations, few local government repre\senta-.
tives objected to the use of such agenCies while Congress was debating the
1976 extension act. The silence of. opponents probably testifies more 'to
the politic',.; influence of the nationwide CBOs that had participated in
training programs in the 1960s and of `community:action agencies than
to the intrinsic strength of the case for theiiTarticipation. Certainly`ln
1976and at the iime the stimulus package was funded, the usefulness of
additional employment in-the nonprofit sect& and the ability of these,
organizations to meet the needs of the Comprehensive Employment and

'Training Act target groups was very much an open question. The principal
argument used by proponents of nonprofit-agency participation, includ-
ing the-agencies themselves, was that the national 'organizatiOns already

'listed in the original CETA legislation as preferred providers of training
services.had a record of "demonstrated effectiveness" in employment-anti'

No one could be certain in advance, however, that
effectiveness in providing training is thesame thing as, or is even related
to, effectiveness in providing jobs. Despite its importance, this issue *as
rendered largely irrelevant by subsequent developments. Few ofthe trin-
ing organizations that lobbied sohard to expand PSE's outreach .to the

. nonprofit sector actually obtained PSE-furided employees.



/National and Local Orgahizations

Table 5-1 shows that 25 percent of the 61,828 positions included in all
PSE titles in the field sample were allocated to nonprofit organizatiOns as
of December 1977.5 Differences by title reflect the groxiing importance:,
of nonprofit Organizations ift PSE job creation, since all of the. project
(title VI) hires occurred in 1977.

We use the term "national nonprofit organization" for two types of
agencies. The first includes all agencies,affiliated with a national organiza-
tion that exerts some control over its local affiliates' management and op-.
eration.6 The second is made up of nonprofit organizations that have been
designated "community action agencies" and' receive support from the
Comniunity Services Adniinistration, the,successor to the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity. Although community action agencies are quasi-
independent, they are represented, on the national level by the CSA
The organizations explicitly'recognized in CETA legislation as CBOs are
Service, EMployment, Redevelopment (SER) Jobs for Progress; Oppor-:
tunities Industrialization Centers (OIC); Urban Leagues; and commu-
nity action agencies:. They fall in the general "national" category:7

Classified in this way national nonprofit organizations played, only a
minor role in the economic stimulus program expansion. Although norl,.-
profit agencies as a whole provided a large ghare of the jolis 'created in
the 3977 program expansion, the national group accounted for less than'
one-tenth of such jobs. The national CBOs were very poOrly represented. I. 6
Only 5 percent of total sustainment positions and 3 percent of project

.
S., The study sample could understate the degree of participation by nonprofit

oiganizations,undef CETA. The data'are drawn from a sample of governments, not
prime sponsors. In areas in which the sampled government was .not also the 'prime
sponsor, the data will not include positions directly allocated to nonprofit organiza-
tions by the prime sponsor unit. This effect is likely to be ilight, however, because
twenty-two of the forty-one units sampled were'prime sponsors. These twenty-two
prime sponsors.account for 97 percent ofi all emploYment,covered,by the sample:
When the tabulations are confined to the subset of data from prime sponsori only
the results do not change.

6. Designation of national, organizations was based on citation inMargaret Fisk,
ed., Encyclopedia of ,,ssociations, 11th ed. (Gale Research, 1977), vol. 1.

7. Units of local government designated community action agencies are not in-
,

-eluded as nonprofit agencies. IU some cases designation of agetzcies wag' based on the
authors' judgmeht, given fragmentary evidence in the'associate reports.
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I . .Table 5-1. . Nonprofii Orgahization Positions in Public Service 4

Employment in. Sample Jurisdictions, December 1977

National
Non- non.-iv.. profit profit

e . organ(- organi-Total public
zations ,service

Positions in nrnproft organizations a 'asType of employment percent pt. rceniposition positions All LOcal . .National of total of total .

Sustainment 33,785 .3,417 2,944 .473
Project 28,043' .12,044, '9,994 2,050All. 61,828 15,461 12,938 2,523

10
43
25

Source: Authors' calculations based on dati repotted by Brookings field associates.

positions went to nonprofit organizations from t)xis group of experienced
derverers of employment and training services. The _Major role wasplied by a diverse collection of bit plhyers ranging in character from the
Coalition of Concerned Women in.the War on Crime to Gay Community
Services, Inc. OnejurissdictIon reported allocations to 267 different non-:
profit organizations in the projects 1 urtion of the prograin alone.

These data indicate that the stimulus package pushed PSE into un-
charted territory for employment policy. Although the experienced train=
ing organizations claiming "demonstrated effectiveness" have created an
image of what nonprofit organizations are like, the track record and clar-
actet of new organizations, or for that matter the older organizations un-
der PSE, are not well established. In this chapter we investigate some
issues in evaluating these developments, using data from one of the sam-
ple cities, San Francisco. We.then compare results for San Francisco with
reports by field associates on nonprofit performance at other sites. Our
evidence on the consequence of relying on nonprofit organizations is not
condlusive. It does, however,,pose serious questions about the usefulness
of nonprofit sector as an instrument for PSE expansion.,

1

I

The Role.of Nonprofit Organizations in CETA Job Creation
. ,

Subsidized employment is a means to three ends: redUcing joblessness
among certain groups of workers, enhancing their skills, and producing
public services. The various types.of job programs share these objectives
but differ in emphasis. A purely "countercyclical" PSE program has as its
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piiinary objective hiring workers who are least likely to compete for other
jobs. This minimizes any inflationary effect. on wages. A "structural" PSE
program is oriented more toward enhancing skills and improving the earn-
ings of disadvantaged workers..For botEtypes of policies the value of the
services provided may be an iinportapt consideration in weighing the
costs and benefits of the program: Whatever the mix of objectives, evalu-

. ating nonprofit organizations in job creatfon programs involves compar-
, ing their success in attaining these objectives with that of the local gov-

ernments that are the mainstay of PSE.
In assessing the outcomes of PSE in the nonprofit sector one must

examine the quality of targeting jobs on preferred recipients, the net lin-
pact Of the subsidies on agency employment and services, and the long-,
run effects on the well - being, of jobholders. These outcomes are affected'

.

by three components of the CETA process: selection of agencies, con-
tract specification, nd agency implementation..The selection process in-
volves the procedtAes followed by prime sponsors or other units of
government-in choosing nonprofit organizations for participation under
CETA. The contract defines the terms of this participation. Implementa-
tion covers whayhe nonprofit organization does with the money given
in the contract. By changing selection and contracting procedures, a prime
sponsor could possibly change the outcomesand, the relati've perfor-
mance of nonprofit organizationg as job creators. Thin the purpose of
evaluation is not primarily to Make "up or down" judgments about nsinT
nonprofit organizations but to identify ways to improve the program at
the selection or contract stages.

Categorizing the Nonprofit Agencies

A designation by the InternalRevenue Service of tax-exempt status is
no guarantee that and organization will respond to PSE in ways consistent
with federal goals. The range of nonprofit organizations is quite broad:
from comMunal religious societies qualifying under section 501 (d) of
the Internal Revenue Code to "religious, educational or charitable Orga-

-- nizations" qualifying under section 501(c) (3), and from "labor, agri-
cultural, and horticultural organizations" qualifying tinder section 501
(c) (5) to the "black lung benefit trusts" cited in section 501(c) (21).
Over 650,000 such organizations have received tax-exempt status Not

8. Burton Weisbrod, The Voluntary Nonprofit Sector (Heath, 1977), p. 20.

O
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all these organiiations participate in programs authorizet.by CETA, but
the list of participating agencies reported by the field associates suggests
that those that do are quite varied. Th Us the list of participating agencies
must be divided into categories that are related to how the agenciei he-"'
have in using their PSE subsidies.-If some types of agencies do better, the
government can channel more funds into such organizations.

If the PSE contract ere completely specified and fully monitored, the
characteristics of the .organization crealig the,subsidized jobs would, be
irrelevant. That is, in return for the CETA subsidy, nonprofit Organiza-
tions would agree to create a certain kinclof job with a certain amount of
training ervices for a certain type of worker who would provide a swell- --
(:"fined service. Nonprofit organizations failing to deliver,could be sued,
lose their contracts to other organizations, or both.

Li practice, PSE objectives and contracts are incompletely specified,
and it is not "always possible to observe with much precision what joh-
creating agencies do with the money once they get its Two agencies may
do slightly different things even When both are .observing the rules. FOr
example, the costs, of Supervising hew workers must come from the
agency's own resources, So one agencY-may provide close supervision
While another may supervise ifs PSE workers only as-Closely as its regular
workers. To find out how nonprofit organizations implerhent the PSE .

programs, then, one must Yook at their actual behavior, not at written
promises. We therefore sought a theory that would iddntify chai-acteristic(-
of nonProfit organizations that wquld help predict their behavior When
given aCETA employment subsidy.

We have found three-such characteristics: (1) the extent to which the
agency's principal output is a "public," or "collective," good; (2) the
cqnstituency and target group of the organization's normal activities; and
(3) the agency's normal function.

4Ive

The Collective Nature of the Agency's Missiori'ond Output

PSE is intended to benefit the worker as well as the generafpublic. The,
transfer of income to those on whom a PSE job is targeted as well as some'

9. For adiscussion of the CETA-PSE contract and its deficiencies see Harry
Katz and Michael Wiseman, '=An.Essai on Subsidized Employment in the Public
Sector," in An Interith Report to iheCongress of the National Commission for
Manpower Policy, lob Creation Through Public Service Employment, vol. 3: Com-
missioned Papers (NCMP, 1978), pp. 151-234.
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of the public services many PSE jobs promise are "collective-consumptive
goods." That is, the activity benefits a wide range of people, and the re-
ceipt of benefits by one person does not significVy diminish the benefit
enjoyed by another. For example, the fact tharroAt person can, enjoy a
clean street does not reduce die satisfaction bnjoyed by his or her neigh-
bor. The transfer of income and the provision of skills associated with
PSE jol? are collective goods to the extent that other people benefit when
the disa&antaged are assisted. *

Nonprofit organizations differ in the degree to which their basic pur,
Pose is to produce goods and services ihat have collective consumption

,..,

aspects.1° Some have no collective aspects at all. An artists'marketing ,
collective, a trade union, or-a 'burial society might provide services only
to its members:Tor other organizationS, collectiye goods are the 'central

...

- part of outputthe Salvation Army takes care of derelicts for all of ut
various ecological otganizations are unable to exclude nonmembers from
the dean air they help maintain; and if Zero Population Growth lowers
the birthrate, all Americans will be affected.

Adherence to federal goals in the uself CETA employment subsidies
.

would appear to impose a greater 6urd n on agencies with little orienta-
tion toward collective goods than on agencies traditionally producing
such services-. th prtitfilar, the former may be more prone than others
to displace regular employees with those paid, or through CETA to free

1 funds for the benefit of then- membership. Likewise, an agencY that is
oriented toward pfivate goods maybe less inclined to hire the most dis-
advantagedPSE workers, because its concern is to provide the best pos- .
sible-s"ervice to its members. In doing so such agencies may use the funds
in ways at variance with the basic CETA goal of serving the most disad-
vantaged people and,to the extent pogsible,.providing useful public ser-
'vices.

The Agency's Constituency and Target Group

We define the ccinstituency.of A nonprofit organization as the group
external" to management having the greatest influence on the agenc'y's
goals and day-tofday, operations:one agency's target is the group or

10. See Burton A. Weisbrod, "The Private Nopprofit Sector: What Is It?' Wi-
veiiity of Wisconsin at Madison, Institute for Resiarch on Poverty, Discussion Paper
41.6-77 (1977). ' .

N .
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groups deriving 'greatest benefits from its ,principal services. A central.f
assumption behind CETA regulations is that' -those community-based

*organizations with service targets related to the groups intended by Con-
gress to receive CETA services are likely to be most effective in achieving
CETA goals. -

Community-based nonprofit.organizations are not the only agencies;
. hoWever, that sersv the needsof the disadvantaged. An agency regularly

serving the targets of. CETA legislation would appear more likely than
others to use the subsidies efficiently' nd in accord with CETA goals.

It is also conceivable that the emphasis on funding local nonprofit or-
ganizations, whether community based or not, is inappropriate. Organi-
zations of any 'type with national affiliation may more rapid:y identify
with the national objectives impliCit in CETA employment programS.
Moreover, the,publicity'associated with inappropriate use may be more
costly to national organizations. For either reason such agencies may be
more likely than others to use CETA subsidies- in a manner consistent
with national goals.

1

The Agency's Normal Function

As discussed above, the CETA regulations emphasize some national
Organizations because Congress believed that agencies experienced in
providing employment and training services were likely to do a-superior
job with PSE. Thus if the normal function 01. an organization is to provide
employment and training services, the agen6ymay be more likely, than
others to use CETA subsidies in a manner consistent with national CETA
goali.

CETA.. and the Nonprofit Sector in San Francisco

This round of the PSE field study sample was notdeSigned to evaluate
o

th role of nonprofit organizations in CETA, and as a result the reports of
field associates for now are probably more useful as a source'of

a
hypoth-.

eses than as fource of conclusive judgments. However, for one city, San
Francisco, the data collected were sufficiently detailed to investigate some
of the issues raised concerning the use of nonprofilOrganizations. This
section summarizes what these data reveal about the consequences of the
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use of nonprofit organizations in this major jurisdiction." The next sec-
tion presents a comparison of the use of nonprofit organizations in San
Francisco to what assvciates reported for other cities..

Background

San Francisco is at CETA prime sponsor, and CETA programs in the
city are operated by the Mayor's Office of Employment and Training
(MOET). Some San Francisco PSE participants have been "outsta-
tioned'' in nonprofit organizations *Since as early as 1971. Before the eco-
nomic stimulus expansion, these illocations/were Alone on an informal
basis. The stimulus package. brought the city two problems. First, the city

- had trouble finding the 2,528 subsidized jobs was required to provide
under title VI sustainment before it could start to use the projects-money.
,Obviously city departnients could not absorb the number of slots con-
templated by the stimulus expansion. Second, some officials feared the
projects nionev would turn out to be a political liability. This concern was
based on the expectation (which weolustified) that demand for the funds
would exceed supply and that therefore smite _groups would be disap-
pointed and, rightly or wrongly, would blame the mayor. In addition, it
was unclear in 1977 just what "projects" amounted to If the peciple
picktd up.in these jobs were soon to be laid off, the political benefits from
their employment would be lost. MOET decided to isolate the allocation
of PSE slots from the mayor's office and to make the process as objective
as possible. -

'On FebrUary 23, 1977, MOET published a Request for Proposals in-
viting nonprofit agencies, along with city departments and other units of
government to apply for PSE project slots, The proposals were to describe
the activity for which CETA support was requested, the jobs to be funded,
and the agency's normal functions and budgetaMOET received 896 pro-
posals, of which two-thirds'were from nonprofit organizations. Table 5-2
shows the distribution of project applications by type of agency.

11. This section draws on and extends materials first discussed in Michael Wise-
man, ''Studies in Public Service Employment: Project Report," report of the Welfare
and Employment Studies Project, Institute of Business and Economic Research (Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley, 1978). A much more detailed study of the behavior
of San Francisco's CETA. bureaucracy will appear.in a forthcoming dissertation by
Fritzi Reisner of the Graduate School of Public Policy at Berkelerr.The authors ac;"
knowledge Reisner's substantial contribution to the analysis that follows.
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Table 5-2. Project Applications for Support under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act by Agency.Type; San FranciscO; March'
1977

Item

1
Agency type

City and Other Nonprofit
county,' Public govern- organi-

government schools mem nations Total
Number of applying agenci 16e 314 362
Number of proposals 161 96 32 667 '896

Source: Mayor's Office of Employment and Training, San Francisco.
ii. City departments counted as separate agencies.
b. Federal bi-ancbes counted as separate agencies.

?le

MOET ranked each-proposal on a series Of sixteen criteria (to be dis-
cus ;ed below) and recommencted funding 375 to the Bdard of Super-
visors. After some slight changes the board approved the list in late June.
MOET 'immediately began negotiating contracts with the participating
agencies. Hiring started in September. By December 31, 1977, the ob-
servation date for the field study; 'employment had reached the levels -
shown in table 5-3. As the table indicates, the nonprofit sector played an
important role in the stimulus expansion.

The Applyind Agencies

When a nonprofit organization applies for tax exemption under section
501(0 (3) of thg Internal Revenue Code, the Internal Revenue Service
asks it to choose terms that "describe or most accurately identify'; its "pur-

k
Table 5-3. Public Service Employment Positions-Filled in San Francisco
as of December 31, 1977

0 -
Job location

City and -State Federal Nonprofit
county Public . govern- govern:. organi-

Program government' schools ment mem zatlons Total
Title II 284 65 2 1 ... . 352
Title VI sugainment I,6?2 153 70 47 200 2,162
Title. VI projects .191 48 6 13 709 1,073.Total 2,273 266

1_
78 61 909 3,587I

Source: Unpublished participation data provided by the San Francisco Mayor's Office of Employmentand- Training.
a. I ncludca city housing and redevelopmeni agencici-

p

05-
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Table 5-4. Type and Percentage of Nonprofit Organizations Applying for
Public Service Employment Grants, San Francisco, 1977

Principal of Principal activity of
nonprofit organizations Percentage nonprofit organization Percentage

Religious activities

Schools, colleges, and
related activities

CultUral, historical, or other
educational activities

Other instruction and
training activitiesb .

Health services and related
activities

business and professional
organizations

',Mutual organizations'

Employee or membership
benefit organizations

Sports, athletic, recreational,
and social activities,

Youth activities

1:9 Conservation, envirimmental,
and beatitification activities 2.9

7.0 Housing activities 4 1.0
-4

'inner-city or community
15.2 activities 9.9

1.6\.

3.8

8.6

7.6

2.2

1.3

I . 3

1.6

14.3

Civil rights activities

Litigation and legal aid
activities

Legislative and political
activities

Other activities directed
toward individ alsd

Activities direr ed to other
organizations

Other purpose and activities 1.6 .

.?
Insufficient in ormation to

. classify 2.2

Source: Systetri of classifications from U.S. Internal Revenue Service:. authors have assigned each or-
gailization to an IRS r-lassification. '

a. Internal RevenuE Service classifications.
b. Includes ';job training. %counseling. and assistance" from IRS "activities directed to individuals"

classification. ' . .
. :.3

c. For example, credit unions, mutual insurance companissi, and mutual irrigation or electric companies.
d. Exchides "job training. counseling and assisiarce" and "day fare center." -

e. Includes "day care center" from IRS "activities directed to individuals" classification.

poses, activities, operations, or type of organization" from a list supplied
by the IRS. As the instructions indicate, these descriptors confuse orga-
nization fypes with activities, but they provide a' useful instrument for
describing the range of organizations that applied to MOET for PSE al-

_

locations. Table 5-4-tabulates the nonprofit,organizations that applied for ,

San Francisco's PSE more on- the basis of the IRS codes. Apparently
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Table 5-5. Four Project Proposals, San Frantisco, 1977

Response of°
t .Mayor's Office

Number of EmploymentApplying agency It Iyoject i of jobs. and Training
Travelers Aid Tenderloin Center for Children in Crisis: 3 . Accepted

a child care center for children of families
newly arrived in San Francisco and/or
,living in the tenderloin district.

Mental Health Mental Health and the People: PSE em- 3 RejectedAssociation ployees to assist in (1) providing
opportunities for community education
abogt mental health, (2) assessing com-
munity health services, and (3) influencing
public policies forimprovement of
mental health services..1 ,

Civil Service Asso- Public information and Service Program:
ciation, Local 400 PSE employees to assist.in gathering

and divoninating information of city
and county fiscal operations to benefit
employees and _tavayers.

Chinese Culture Neighborhood Arts Services: PSE em-
Foundation , ployees to assist in coot dination of

foundation's neighborhood arts
services program.

Rejected

Source: Project descriptions submitted to Mayor's Office of Employment and Training. San Francisco.

there isa broad range of nonprofit oirganizations in the,city. Total expen-
ditures for fiscal 1977 for these applying organizations was $102 inillion;
total overall city-county government outlays was $900 Million.

Most of the nonprofit organizations' proposals involved only a few po-,
siti_. (the average was slightly under four) and they vere at least as
varied it, character as were the sponsoring agencies themselves. The proj-
ects were predominantly related to social services: 76 percent of the pro-.

posals were for health, education, or other social. services. Table 5-5.sum-
mariies four of the proposals.

Besides using the 1R$ categones, we classified applying nonprofit agen-
cies on the basis of the behavioral factors cited earlier. The principal
activity of about 15 percent of the agencies, was producing private goods
that is, services for members of participating organizations that did not

1
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have a c011ective-good aspect." Most of the agencies. were not comrnunity
based here defined as having a well7defined geographic or demograPhic
constituency; indeed only about 11 percent were identifieg with.particu-
lar neighborhoods and only abpq 14 .perceriiwere associated with parz,T

.ticular demographic groups. About 31 percent of the applying organi-b
zations had CETA-type_ training or employmeuGrelated services as
principal futiction. Only 17 percent Of the applying organizations were
nationally,affiliated.

The Selection and Contract Process
0 0

The sixteen criteria that MOET used':to evaluate,proposals; were di-
vided into hto groups: those covering minimum requirements and those
related .4) less tangible of effectiveness, and. quality. MOET
scored each prOposal on,each criterion with a.nurnber from-1 (best) to 6 ,
(disqualification). Officials then ranked the p- roposals on the basis of the

1-
,;'; sum of= the scores of all criteria.

Althotigh MOET officials triedt0 take into accountboth CETA regu-
. lations-and qualitative considerations in selecting projects, in practice the -,

"minimum requirements" criteria most heavily, for there was
/

much more variance in the ratings given on them. Partly because of pres=--.

:.- P sure to speed the evaluation process M0Ear daluators placed crider-/.

ably .more weight on routine requirements of forth-and organization than'
they placed 'on those qualitative factors4-placement commitment, quality
of training, and Market demand for skills imparted--critical to the,Suc-
ceSs of structural policy.,

THE CORRELATES OF SUCCESS. To identify the type 61 himprofit orga-
=nization that was able to obtain funds tinder MOET's Selection procedure,
we devised a simple model showing: what determined whether a proposal

.

was likely to be successful.13 We found that the MOST criteria favored
.project proposals that were, small relative to oVerall agency budgets. In_

12:--Weidentified agencies as not providing collective goods if more thin 75 per=
cent of their operating revenues. were derived from the sale of services and if the
beneficiaries of theirservices_cduld not practically prevent persons who did not pay
from using the agency's output. ^

13. The model and estimation results are described in Janet Galchick -.and
Michael Wiseman,-"Background Data, Research on Use of Nonprofit OrganizatiOns

-- in Job Creating in San Francisco, Welfare and Employment Studies Project Di-
cussienTaper 79-3 (University of California at Berkeley; Institute ofJ3usiness,and.

Vig
Economic Research, 1979). cf.
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general the'prwcts creating jobs with relatively high salaries were ,pre-0

ferred over projeCts with low salaries, possibly because high-salary jobs
tended to have other desirable qualities. Also favored were nonprofit
Projects targeted' toward the city's 4sian residents and projects providing
social, edueational, or health services. /

-MOEI.'s choices reveal definite preferences for-certain types of agen-
cies. Nonprofit organizations. with a specific geographically defined con-
stituency were less likely to be successfuithan werethoge whose constitu-.

ency was nott identifiedovith any specific geographic area On the other
hand agencies with a demographic constituencythat is, those associated
traditionally with certain racial or ethnic groupswere more likely, to be
successful.14 There was no relation between the collective-good orienta-
tion of the agency's normal functipns' and the likelihood that a project it
proposed would obtain funding.

To be sure, these results are perfectly consistent with-the interpretation
that Asian-oriented organizations and organizations with, city-wide con

lte
-

stituencies turned-in better proposals than did others.lgardless of the
interpretation, the important point is that the criteria applied by MOET
did direct money toward certain types of projects in certain types of non-
profit organizations. If these agencies are exceptionally bad or exception-
ally good in their PSE performance, the overall effect of nonprofit use in
San Francisco will differ from what occurs in the other ities in which
different' criteria were applied.

THE coNTRA.cy:Once the Board of Supervisors accepted the project
MOET officialsbegan signing contracts with the agencies that had

been selected. Like most CETA contracts, the MOET agreement was
weakened by the ambiguity of impossible-to-police requirements such as
"participants are . . . [to perform] meaningful and necessary public ser-
vice work at all times." This lambiguity plus the preoccupation of the
MOET staff with other matters...made-enforcement of the contracts some-.,

14These results were not unwelcome to MOET. At the time projects were being
selected the agency, along the rest of city government; was undergoing criti-
cism for excessive emphasis on blacks in its affirmative action programs. The strong
showing of Asian groups in the project allocations helped counteract this criticism.
In addition;.the voters had just approved a charter amendment that changed the
method of electing the Board of,tiperNlsors,from "at large" to district election% In
this context allocation of grants to oiganizations with .a specific .geograpilic con-
stituency is tantamount to allocations to, the' cdristituents of b. particular member of
the Board of Supervisors: If ihis had occurred toxa significant, extent, Mr0ET would'
have faced more problems with the board than was the case giyen the criteria actu-
ally employed.i..



Table 505. Public Service Employment Participant Characteristics, San Francisco, December 1977

Sustainment positions ' Project positions

Participant
charactelstics . All city

City,.
1977 hires City.

Nonprofit
organizations"

/
Female (percent) 36'

038 35 48*,

Years of education (mean 13.9 13.8 14.1 15.2*

Less than 30 years old /
(percent), 53 61 59 // 58

0
Nonwhite (perdent) 75

,
75
..,....,..

71 55**

Weeks employed at time of
entry (mean) 44:4 35.7 57.4* 52.9

Receiving public assistance
(percent) 16 7 12* 10

,Reported number of de-
pendents (mean) 1-14 ; 0.86 0.75* 0.44**

Addendum:
Number of observations 1,989 :.978 260 693

Nonprofit organization projectse.

Trainingd j .Nationale.,' Community' .

47

15.1

57*

16.9*

49

14.6**
e

65** 61 50**

63** 47** 75**

50.8 43.2** 50.1

4**, 11

1

0.41 .0.37 0.53.

230 78 186,.

Source: Authors',..abulations of participant data, provided by the Mayor's Office of Employment and Training. San Francisco.
a: Tests of significance are for difference from ;di city sustainment hires. .
b. Tests of significance are for difference from city project hires.
e.. Tots of significance are for difference from projects not of indicatcd organization type.
d. Nonprofit organizations providing employment preparation and training services.
C. Nonprofit organizations ffiliated with national organizations-
1. Community-based organizaticos with-demOgraphically or geographically defined constituencies.

Significant difference at 0.10 level of confidence. \
Significant difference at 0.05 level of confidence.
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what lax. But it should be pointed' out that many of the ambiguous re-
strictions were lifted verbatim from the Federal Register. By December
1977, the reference date for the Brookings field study, the city had 1,073
people -employed in projects; two-thirds of these were working for noft-- '
profit organiiations.

The Outcoren

No data are available that are suitable for evaluating the ultimate ef-
fects of the stimulus money on the incomes of PSE participants in San
Francisco At the time this chapter was written (fall 1979), many of the
persons hired in 1977 had not left the program. Useful data dd exist on
intermediate outcomes: cheracteriStics of persons hired and an inde-
pendent evaluation of project implementation done by San Francisco's
Board of Supervisors,

.PARTICIPANT cHARAcTERrnics. Data on education, age, ance, sex,
and other characteristics for PSE participants are not an infallible indi-
cator of the degree of targeting of _.SE programs, because some nonrni-"
nority, well-educated persons are eligible for and nred subsidized em-
ployment. However, if government, agencies hire people' who are
noticeably different fro".1 those hired by nonprofit agencies at the same
time for the same program (and in the same labor market), it is reason-
able to attribute the discrepancy toMifferenees in -agency-objectivesond
possibly to differences in the kinds-of jobs created and the skills req0ired
to fill them. . '(/

To evaluate the targeting of PSE in th-es)ionprofit sector in San Fran-
cisco, Ave tabulated eight characteristics of participants for various types
of employing agencies. Four of the variables related to demographic in-
formation. These include sex (identified by percentage-of participants
who are female), age (identified by percentage of participants less 'than
thirty years old), education, and race (identified by percentage,.who are
nonwhite, including Hispanic persons). Tie remaining three variables are
related to economic status and are measured as of the time the partici-
pant entered the program. These include weeks unemployed, whether the
participant is from a household thai 'received public assistance through
aid to families with ',dependent children or general assistance programs,
and number of repdried dependents.

Table 5-6 shows the characteristics of San Francisco's PSE partici-
pants enrolled as of December 31, 1,97.7, by CETA title and employing
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agency.15 _Characteristics of persons hired 'during 1977 are separately
identified for city sustainment positions. For projects, characteristics of
employees in nonprofit organizations and city. government are separately _

tabulated. All project employees were hifed during '1977.
The.following conclusions seem to be supported, by the data iatthe first

four columns of table 5-6:
PSE workers _hired by nonprofit orianizations are more likely than

those hired by regular citYdepartments to be white females with college
educations..Persons filling project,jobs in nonprofit agencies showed a
high level of education; in fact; MOET data show that four out of five had
educations beyond high school. Nonprofit organizations were significantly
less likely to hire members 9f minority grOups than were city government
departments.

Other tabulations show that among minority groups the projects pro-
vided more jobs for Asians than for blacks, and this differs significantly
from hiring ratios within city government. Moredvere the propoition of

.welfare recipients hired by nonrofit organizations was significantly lower
than the proportion of welfare recipients among all 1977 hires in city sus
tainment positions.

When they enter the program, PSE participants are asked to report the
number of dependents they have, not including themselves. These reports
provide some information on the effect of PSE wages on the well -being of
persons other than the participant The average PSE participant in San
Francisco city government reports about one dependent. The mean for
1977 hires in city government (see table 5-6) is less-0.86 in sustain-
ment positions and 0.75 in project slots. For project jobs in nonprofit or-
ganizations the average number of dependents per participant is less than
half the overall PSE city government average, Almost eight out of ten
(78 percent) of public service employees in nonprofit organizations re-

.

ported no dependents at all.
These dependency ratios may simply reflect the greater proportion of

women in nonprofit organization employment. When the number of de-
pendents by employing agency was analyzed for women only, however,
the result wa$the same.

The differences in participant characteristics between government and
nonprofit agencies may have been due to differences in the type of posi-.
tions offered by each type of employing agency. For this reason the char-

.,

15. PSE workers in the school district or other government; are not included.
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acteristics of persons holding secretarial-clerical positionsa relatively
homogeneous occupationwere.tabulated by agency..Once again there-

.suits were the same: 90 percent of persons holding PSE jobs of this type
in nonprofit organizatiOns reported more than a high school education,
while _only 48 percent of city PSE jobholders in this classification did.
Thirty-seven percent of secretarial-clerical PSE jobholders in the non-
profit agencies were white%only 21 percent of city jobholders were white.
Nonprofit agencies in S4an Francisco appear to target their hiring less
than do regular city governmenekes..

It is also possible to investigate the-characteristics 01 participants in
projects "on the margin?' As employment expansion continues, does tar-
geting deteriorate or improve? The answer appears to be neither. No sig-

, nificant difference could be idenfied between hires in the best projects
by MOErs criteria and those tha are closer to the margin of acceptabil-

- ity. The more marginal projects tended to hire more blacks and fewer
Asians or. whites.

Although these results strongly suggest that nonprofit organizations
have a comparatively poor record in targeting, these particular data may
be influenced by the unusual nature of San Francisco itself. Although the,
city shares many characteristics with other cities, the magnitude of its
problems may be overstated by igdicators meant to be applicable to the
full range of American cities. Some features of San Francisco make it a
desira. ble place to live. Young, better-educated persons with limited work
expfrience maybe attracted to the city and as a result may be disprOpor-

----, tionately represented as PSE workers in nonprofit social service agencies.
--The results reported so far are for 'all participating nonprofit agencies

combined:It is useful to disaggregate the participant data along the lines
that we earlier suggested might have behavioral iignificance. We classi-
fied organizations into three types for this purpose: (1) agencies with a
community-based (demographic or geographic) constituency, (2) agen-
cies whose Principal function is to provide training and job-related ser-
vices, and (3) agencies with a national affiliatibn. The disag,gregation
accomplished by this classification is modest, but it is a step in the direc-
tion of identifying whether and how 'certain types of agencies affect the
outcomes of CETA policy. Data classified in this way appear in the last -
threecolumns ot table 5-6.

.The disaggrefated nonprofit participant data support sever/al conclu-
sions.Agencies with a formal orientation toward training appear to em-

,a ploy younger workers and workers who. are from minority groups more
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frequently than doothers. Like-other nonprofit organizations, these -agen-
'Cies do not target PSE jobi on welfare recipients or on workers with de=
pendants as well as the city did with its sustainment slots. The lower
dependency ratio could be due to the'empliasis.on youth, however. Not
surprisingly, community-baSed organizations do hire more minority wink-.

ers than do other nonprofit organizations; on the average, the workers '-
they employ appear more disadvantaged, reporting less education anh
more dependents and greater frequency of welfare receipt than do par-
ticipants in other nonprofit organizations. Only the difference in minor=
ity proportions and education is statistically significant, hoWever. Finally,
the table speaks strongest on the issue bf home-based versus national
affiliates. On the average, targeting was much worse for nationally affili-,
ated Organizions. Note that the categories ardnot mutually exclusive:
some nationally affiliated 'organizations' do employment and training
work, and these agencies tended to hire in the same. manner as other
training-oriented nonprofit agencies.

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS EVALUATION PROJECT. In the fall of 1977 the
San.Francisco\Board of Supervisors asked its budget analyst to study PSE
implementation the nonprofit organizations that had received project
allocations from the stimulus funds. The study was undertaken with staff
hired with PSE riiney:The analyst's report was issued on February 6,
.1978.16 The style of the evaluation was zealous and explicitly patterned
after those of the General Accounting Office. The report is used here to
provide elements of a study of PSE outcomes.

The board's analysts made on -site visits to 202 of the projects funded
by MOET and evaluated each on the basis of five criteria: (1) source of
referrals for PSE hires, (2) maintenance of separate bank accounts for
CETA funds, (3) compliance with record-keeping and reporting require-
ments, (4) appropriate use of CETA-subsidized personnel, and (5) re-
sources and organizational support provided PSE jobholders. Criteria
one through three relate to compliance with routine requirements. Cri
terion four was intended to get at the displacement issue. An agency was
cited for inappropriate use if it was "using CETA participants to carry.
out routine agency functions or . . . not 'addressing the project goal and
activities specified by the contract?'" Criterion five related to the quality

. -. .

16. San Francisco Boardof Supervisors, Monitoring Report of the Comprehen-
sive Employment and 'Mining Act (CETA) Title VI iiblic Service Employment
ProjeCts Operated by Private Nonprofit Organizations' k February 1978), p. 14:

17. Ibid.
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of the CETA jobs and whether sponsoring agencies provided adequate
supervisidn, facilities, and training for the participants. The analysts sim-
ply gave each project a "problem's: or "no problem"- ranking on each item.
Thus it was pOssible for a prujektoressivetip.to five "bail marks." Most
received, one, since very, few- agencies hired from, employment service
referralsthe test for bad marks On criterion one. The analysts'. rating
can be used to invesligate three questi7s;

To what extent did MOET's proposal evaluations detect, shortcom-
ings that were related to problems ide tified by the board's monitoring
team once projects were in place?

Was there any identifiable relation between "bad" rankings bS the
Board of Supervisors and those agency characteristics hypothesized above
to affect behavior?

Was there any identifiable relationlbetween "bad" rankings by the
Board of Supervisors and the characteriitics of ,the people hired by the
project ?.

.

To answer these questions, we,analyzed the board's evaluators' judg-
ments about whether the agency's use of PSE workers was appropriate

riterion 4) and whether its resources were sufficient (criterion 5). Al-
ough deficiencies in all five categories could be attributed to the newness

f the project approach, the speed at which / projects were to be imple-
mented, and the early stage at which the projects were evaluated, the two
categories we chose seemed the most likely to reveal fundamental agency
shortcomings.

Using these two factors, we compared/ participant characteristics in
problem projects to those in others. We a soill 'tried to detect relationships
between the probability of a "problem" classification and certain agency
and project characteristics. We found no significant correlation between
the board's evaluation results and MOET's overall project ranking. Some
of the individual criteria used by MOET; however, proved good predic-
tors of .the .outcome of the board's investigation. FOr example, those
projects that involved activities certain to be completed within a year and
were scored- well on this 'characteristic by MOET were, exceptionally
likely (compared with others) to fall into the-hoard's "bad" category.
Apparently the more,discrete and separable the projects activity was from
the agency's day-to-day functions, the more likely it was to be ill-managed
in the opinion of the board's analysts.

MOET's advance evaluation of the quality of training and supervision
expected for a project was borne out by the board's' results. }Ile found a
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significant' relation between the way MOET rated a project on these cri-
teria and the likelihood that the board's team would,cite she project for
providing insufficient resources and organizational - support for partici-
pants. In general both the MOET and the Board of Supervisors evalu-
ations gave projects low, marks on quality of training and supervision.
The average MOET rating bf project proposals from nonprofit organiza-;
tions was 4.1 on a scale of 1 (best) lo-5 (Ikorst). The board's monitoring
team reported that for half of the projects examined the sponsoring
agency had ,"not committed sufficient resources to provide new CETA
participants with adequate organizational support."

As was the case for MOET's ranking, we detected no significant rela-
tionshiP between the characteristics of persons hired for problem projects
and the characteristics of persons hired foi other projects. We can infer
that in San Francisco, at least, attention to management standards need
not imperil the flow of CETA income to disadVantaged households.

The sample of agenCies evaluated by the ,Board of Supervisors team
was quite small, so it was difficult to relate eValuation results to agency
characteristics We' did find, however, that agencies whose normal func-
tions focused on Pioviding "private, goods" were more likely than others
to be cited by the board's monitoring team for "inappropriate personnel
utilization." The same holds true for projects within agencies that have
employment and training as a normal function. A significant positive re-

.' lationship was also detected between the number of positions assigned to

the agency and the likelihood of citation for inappropnatejob-use.2°
These relationships and the characterization on which they are based

are quite crude. Nonetheless, the results support the contention that there
are systematic differences among different types.of nonprofit organiza-
tions in response to PSE.subsidies, and that the outcomes may be related
to factors, such as size of Project, over which the agency has some con-

,

ttol. More work is needed on models of nonprofit, agencies to help plan

the best ways to subsidize their work.

\1. Ibid., p. 11.1.13

9. Ibid., p. 14.
The conclusions cited in this, paragraph are based on results of estimation of

a logit equation relating the 'probability of citation of an individual project by the
Boail of Supervisors evaluation project for the problems cited in the text to project
and sponsoring organization characteristics. A complete description of these esti-

matio results is available in Galchick and Wiseman, "Background Data."

Y\
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'Summary

',We .can draw the following conclusions from out study of the use of
nonprofit organiiations for PSE in San Francisco:

-=--Prime sponsor preferences had a significant effect on the selection
of nonprofit organizations that applied to participate in PSE. Different
preferences would have substantially changed.the character of the em-
ploying agencies. If agencies of diffeierirtypes use PSE differently, this
means that the outcomes from the use Of nonprofirorganizatiOns in CETA
will depend on prime sponsors.

r. : Nonprofitn organizations in San Francis.co targeted less than did local
government departments. /

--Some evidence was found of differences among nonprofit organiza-4
tions in their commitment,to federal goals for PSE that could be related
to the character of their normal function.

/
--San Francisco's /evaluation criteria appear to have discriminated

against nonprofit organizations with national affiliatiops. The results of
the participant-characteristic tabulations appear to. this preference.

`-''' The margin for additional expansion of PSE in the nonprofit sector
- is considerable. We found no evidence that targeting deteriorates as,out-
reach into th onprofit sector increases, but this may be a result of ther:1
ordering of nprofit*brganizationg' in!posed by San Francisco's evalu-

___,

ation criteria. Some evidence was found in the Board of Supervisors'
evaluation results that, all other thing being equal, larger projects were
more likely to lead to inappropriate job use than were small ones. This is
important, f9r MOET, like other prime sponsors, is likely to emphasize
large projels because they economize on agency effort.

Both MOET's bwn evaluation of the nonprofit project proposals
and the study done after implementation by the Board of Supervisors sug-
gest that nonprofit organizations, used in San. Francisco do not excel in
providing the kinds of training needed for a structural PSE policy..

The San Francisco results.do not provide information ort the effect of
possible variations in the CETA contract, and no information was avail-
able on the effect of PSE on nonprofit organization service delivery..Be-
cause of the procedures MOET used, this countercyclical program took
a long time to startClose to eight months. Some of the delay, however,
was caused by special 'circumstances unlikely to be present in the future.

117
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Nonprofit Public Service Employment Elsewhere

AlthOugh the data about nonprofit organizations in San Francisco pro-
/

vide ,important clues to the role of these organizations in other prime
sponsor jurigclictions, by itself the evaluatimi muted 1.-,ccausc may

not apply anywhere outside San Francisco. Federal..rules and regulations
are the same for everyone. Yet ,these rules and regulations are interpreted
by prime'sponsor officialswho have different attitudes about the program
and who are subject to a variety of different local constraints. In this sec-
tion we analyze nonprofit data for other prime sponsors in the field study
sample.-Although these data are imperfect at best, we can combine them
with the San Francisco data and draw some tentative conclusions lbolit
nonprofit effectiveness in the PSE program.

PUBLIC SEItNICE EMPLOYMENT

Attitudes and Policy Choice

Federal policy and regulations generally fail to distinguish the different
roles that nonprofit organizationsPan play in employment and training
programs: By contrast, the field associates' reports for prime sponsor jur-
isdictions suggest that local officials apparently have clear notions about
What should be expected from nonprofit agencies within their jurisdic-
tions.

We tried to classify the prime sponsor jurisdictions included in the
sample by the most prevalent attitude the jurisdiction's officials had to-,
ward organization involvement in the project portion of PSE--the part of
the program in which the federal government encouraged greater use of
nonprofit agencies. Although it is not always easy to identify any single
rationale for using or not usintnonprofit organizations, three major atti-.

tudes seemed to predominate among prime sponsors adopting a positive
,. attitude toward their involvement. :

As might be expected, officials who favored using nonprofit organiza-
dons felt,they had a commitment to serving the long-term unemployed or
other disadvantaged target groups. For example, the associate in one
.large city reported: "The selection of coMmunity-based organizations as
subcontractors under project PSE insures the continued targeting of funds
towards the minority disadvantaged."

Because the project approach also was to be implemented as part of a
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Caiintercyclical program, officials in a number of jurisdictions (including

San Francisco) saw the use of nonprofit organizations as the best way to
hire- a large number, of persons quiCkly. For these governments the coun-
tercYclical strategy became the most important consideration in the use of
nonprofit agencies. As one associate put it:

,The city and Other governments were not hiring nearly enough title VI par-
ticipants to achieve hiring goals by the end of 1977. The PSE managers de-cided to sharply increase the number of slots to nonprofit organizations.
Fortuitously, the Department of Labor was also calling for substantial non-
profit involvement in PSE. The city far exceeded the national policy target forn profits:

A third reported reason for involvement of nonprofit agencies was po-
litical: some nonprofit organizations were viewed as having the necessary
local political influence to ensure a role for themselves. For example, in
one city the associate maintained that the city council was "aware of the
political clout of some CBOs."

.

Although these three attitudes favor a larger role for nonprofit organi-
zations, a fair proportion of. prime sponsors would not have used these
organizaticins without the federal requirement. Moreover, no associate
reported that local officials viewed nonprofit agencies as a primary means

- of meeting local public service needs. Apparently governmental jurisdic-
tions--not nonprofit organizationsare considered to be more important
when public services are emphasized under PSE. Governments that put
more emphasis on public services and also are less likely to use nonprofit
agencies in many cases ate fiscal:y distressed jurisdictions that need PSE
to provide essential services. But a.sirrillaCtendency was evident in rela-
tively well-off suburban jurisdictions that were attracted to PSE by the
possibility of enhancing the level of public services. -

The differences in attitudes reported by field associates are to some
extent reflectedin the proportion of project positions that the prime spon-
sor actually allocated to this sector. Table 5-7 shows that prime sponsors
whose officials had a "countercyclical strategy"those who wanted to fillP
many positions quicklytended to involve nonprofit agencies most fre-

. .quently. Almost twice the percentage of project positions on the average
were going to nonprofit organizations in these jurisdictions than the De-
partment of Labor required. The association of nonprofit organizations

. with target groups also ensured a slightly larger than mandated role for
such_orga'nizations. Prime sponsors that did not want the involvement of

nonprofit organizations did not use them-as much as did others_ with more
positive attitudes.
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Table 5-7. Allocation of Project Positions to Nonprofit Agencies by
Reason, Sekcted,Samplurisdictions, 1977

J

Gt/

Reported reasc.1 for use of
nonprofit agencies.

Mean percentage of
positions allocated to

nonprofit agencies

To serve target groups (n = 37

To fill many positions quickly (n = 5) 59

Agencies have political influence (n = 2) 28

Prefers not to use nonprofit agencies (n = 5) 19

Source: Datiiseported by Brookings field associates, nineteen jurisdictions included.
a. Unveeighted: includes some positions allocated but not yet filled as of Dezember 31. 1977.

Political influence alone was not enough to ensure a large role for non-
profit organizationS during the economic stimulus expansion of program&
One reason is that they had not been large employeis of participants be-
-fore that time Some associates reported, however, that the stimulus ex-
pansion did establish an important precedent for nonprofit izations,

and these associates predicted more competition foi funding it, future. .

Project Evaluations

The analysis of San Francisco data suggested that both thc, project pro-
posal evaluation criteria per se.and the act of rating project proposals on
the basis of these criteria affected the kinds of nonprofit organizations
likely to receive project funding. How similar was this evaluation proce-
dure to that used by other prime sponsors? How useful are these kinds of
evaluations in filtering nonprofit agencies?

In the regulations governing the administration of the project portion
of PSE,. the Department of Labor required all prime sponsors to solicit
and evaluate project proposals for possible fund1ng. In doing so prime
sponsors were required to ensure that federal law would not be violated;
for example, jurisdictions had to maintain their local level of tax effort,
and private profit-making organizations could not receive /funds. Other-
wise prime sponsors had some latitude in designing and using an evalu-
ation system.

Point systems similar to San Francisco's appeared to be a popular
/

method of ranking proposals. But other jurisdictions were more likely to
separate "minimum project requirements" from criteria that were more
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comparative in nature. In these cases the minimum requirements were not
extensive and did not become part of the relative rankings that-were ulti-
mately used to choose among proposals.

Aside from the differences in the treatment of minimum requirements
and weights attached to individuill criteria, the evaluation criteria of the
different jurisdictions generally dealt with similar issues. Most jurisdic-
tions set criteria having to do with structural aspects of the program--the
targeting training, and transition of participants. Yet these criteria-were
almost always broadly) stated,, and they were, seldom accompanied by
`guidelines to help proposal evaluators assign points in a uniform way. For
example, several jurisdictions gave more points to projects that had a
commitment to hiring the unskilled. But virtually none of these jurisdic-'
tions provided guidance as to precisely bow many participants in what
types of occupations constituted. such a commitment. Moreover, some cri-
teria concerned "serving the target groups." Yet few evaluations stipu-
lated exactly which target groups should be given priority.

The general lack of specificity in the rating of project proposals has
several yesults. First, the evaluation.procedure loses some ability to dis-
tinguish between project proposals that meet federal requirements and
explicit local objectives Old those that do not Second, as demonstrated

/ in San Francisco, lack of specificity in evaluating goals may lead 'evalu-,
. atorsio'gjve exceptional weight to mere procedural matters as they alio-! "2

-cate funds. Third, ambiguity in the selection process reduces the likeli-
hood that the contract between the prime sponsor and the nonprofit
organization will be tightly specified and properly implemented.

We emphasize. that the project approach was a new and large-scale
venture for both the prime sponsors that evaluated proposals and for the
nonprofit organizations that submitted and implemented them. Nonethe-
less, many of the problems identified in these kinds of evaluations maybe,
inherent in the process itself and may reappear should federal counter-
cyclical policy once again mandate a massive buildup in the number of
PSE jobs.°

The Participating Organizations

The field data do not allow us to describe in detail the process by which
the project evaluations result in the_choice of nonprofit organizations for
funding. But we can compare in a general way the choices in other prime
sponsors with those of San Francisco.
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We have already seen that both in San Francisco and in all prime
sponsors in our sample national nonprofit organizations received fewer
PSE positions-than did local organizations. The national training organi-
zations that had their roots in the poverty prograins of the 1900s and
whose influence was a key factor in the expanded role for nonprofit agen-
cies under PSE received even fewer positions. There are several possible
reasons for this development., First; the number of local organizations
available to apply for PSE allocations far exceeds the number of available
"nationals."21 On the average, however, national organizations would
tend to be larger in size and would be more likely to meet at least the mini-
mum requirements for receipt of PSE allocations. Second, it is possible
that-many national nonprofit organizations simply did not apply-for PSE
funding. But eVidence from the field reports suggests that it was no n-

common for prime sponsors to solicit individual organizations for pr ect

proposals. Given this practice, it is unlikely; that suitable national organi-
zations would have been ignored. Third, some'Observers have suggested
that local affiliates of national organizations may' not have the flexibility
to deviate much from the policies set at headquartersand tailoring job
requests to the needs of the prime sponsor may require a considerable de-

gree of flexibility.
A fourth possible reason for the relatively poor showing of national

ormnizationr, as PSE employers is that they may have been of greater
' value in an alternative role. For seven of the prime sponsor jurisdictions

,
in our sarnple, national organizations were used as "Umbrella organiza-
tions." In most instances these umbrella organizations handled the alba-

.

cation of positions among other nonprofit agencies. They also played a
key role in PSE implementation in the nonprofit sector by coordinating
participant selection and referral, by keeping enrollment .and payroll rec-
ords, and by providing technical assistance to other nonprofit organiza-
tions.

There seem to be two basic reasons for using such umbrella_organiza-

tions. The first is a matter of competence. In some jurisdictions the urn-.
brella organization helped the prime sponsor administer a much expanded

program, especially by giving technical ,and administrative- assistance to

the new players in PSEthe smaller,:local nonprofit agencies.. The sec-
ond is a matter of politics. The use of umbrella organizations to allocate

214. Approximately 14,000 national organizations zre listed in Fisk, Encycgapedia
of Associations. This amounts to slightly over 2 percent of Weisbrodi estimate of
the number of existing national and local nonprofit organizations. .
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positions or to administer the program, or to do both, reduced political
pressure or theprime sponsor.

These national nonprofit organizations therefore tend to have their
greatest impact in program administration rather than 'in directly provid-.

ing employment and training.. Prime sponsors apparently preferred to use
national organizations in this was,. Whether this "guidance" func,tion led
to the provision of more or fewer jobs to the disadvantaged than would
otherwise have been the case is not clear.

The Contracts
,

, An important aspect of the contract between' prime sponsors and non-
profit organizations is the specification of how much money will be allo-
cated for administrative purposes. The CETA' regulations allowed up to
15 percent of the grant to .be used for administration and related mat-
teri.22 These allowances are used for two primary purposes: hiring staff
to handle enrollment and payroll records, and hiring staff to supervise
and train participants.

Evidence from the field reports suggests that the actual proportion
allotated has ranged fromxpro to the full allowable amount. An across-
the-board allocation of an administrative allowani e to all PSE subcon-
tractors is more the exception than the rule. Several jurisdictions, includ-
ing San Franaisco, provided no administrative allowances to nonprofit_
organizations. In some governments the reason for keeping administrative
costs low was quit straightforward: the less spent on administration, the
more would b to pay participants. In other jurisdictions partici-
pants in a f nonprofit organizations were considered to be out-
stationed e es of either the prime sponsor or an umbrella agency.
Whether outstationing was done for administrative convenience or politi-
cal considerations, a common result was that the nonprofit employer's

.
grant covered only, the wages and fringe benefits the Workers were paid.

When prime sponsors do not provide administratiire allowances to non-.
profit organizations, these organizations can only provide extra super-
vision or training for PSE workers if they commit non-CETA funds to do
it Under this circumstance the nature of the employing nonprofit orga-
nization itselfthe agency's normal function and objectivesbecomes

22. Allowable federal costs for the PSE, stimulus expansion are described in
"Allowable Federal Costs," Federal Register, vol. 42 (Ociober. 18, 1977), pp.
55763-66.



`Table 5-8. 'Characteristics of Public Service.Employment Participants by..Class of Jurisdiction, Agency, and Program Type,
=Selected Prime Sponsors in the Study. Sample; December 1977
Unweighted, average percentages

Large distressed cities
(n = 8)

Other is rge cities
(n = 8)

Small ?ties and
suburban counties

(n = 6)
Government Nonprofit Government Nonprofit Government Nonprofit

Participant characteristic. S P S P S P S P ,S P S
Male' 'A 70 66 62 65 65 41 57 54 52 38 42

Nonwhite 60 71 452 70 62 66 48 49 24 23 31 25

Less than 22 years old n 20 22 25 15 24 22? 11 13 21 18 9 10

Less than 12 years of schoolihg 28 28 27 22 15 15, 4 13 27 25 23 16

Unemployed_15 of more of previous 20 weeks 54 88 62 .94 58 77 77. 76 39. 58 47 65

Unemployed less than 15 of,previous weeks 42 5 38 2 18 21 "42 24 34 24 20 9

Family receives AFDC 18 35 4 28 6 8 12 9 7 4 13 5 t
Family income less than 70 percent of

"lower living standard" 45-, 75 55 85 67 75 66 '15 36 38 56 W. 68

Econornically,disadyantaged 63 87 55 90 67 81 76 79 62 65 80,
-Source: Authors' iialculations based on slant reported by Brookings field associates.

. a. Characteristics are defined as of the timc.of the participant? entry into the program.
S Sustainment positions.
P Project positions.
AFDC g Aid to families with dependent children.
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an important determinant of whether it provides additional supervisicin
and training.

Outcomes: Targeting, Training, and Transition

Analysis of participant characteristics in San Francisco raised serious
doubts about the ability of nonprofit organ- ns,'especially national
organizations, to be more effective than gove mental units in targeting
on the Structurally disadvantaged. The questio remains, however: Is San
Francisco an unusual case, or does this interpretation hold up in other
prime sponsorsas,well?

The field associates collected data on`participant characteristics of en-
rollees as of December 1977 (see table 5-8). Although these data may
be biased because the characteristics reported in the larger jurisdictions
reflect particular agencies selected for sampling, this information dOes
provide important points of comparison with the San Francisco

,ion

The most striking finding-relates to the age, race, sex, and educational
attainment of the participants. In all types & jurisdictions, larger per-
centages of participants in nonprofit organizations are female, white, rela-
tively old; and well educated than are participants employed. in govern-
ment agencies. This appears to be true for both the sustainment and the
project portions of the program. The notable exception to this tendency
occurs in suburban prime sponsors: Nonprofit organizations in these juris-
dictions employed a greater percentage of minorities than did government
agencies.

That demographic characteristics are skewed in favor of older, more"
highly edpcated females may reflect the general cultural and social ser-
vices orientation of the majority of nonprofit agencies. This orientation
offsets the kinds of PSE jobs created on a large scale in government and
traditionally held by menthose in public works and sanitation, for ex-
ample. At the same time, the nonprofit agencies may create jobs requiring
more skills than those normally needed on governmental street crews, and
to fill them they select females who are more well off in terns of age and
educational attainment. N. .

Interpreting information on employment history and income is much
more difficult because the data do ndt allow us to control for the,length
of time that the participants had been enrolled in the program. The rules
of PSE participant eligibility had undergone several changes sihfe the
start of CETA'programs, and this may partly explain why nonprofitgen-
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cies were reported to be 4erving the more disadvantaged in the sustain-
ment portion of the program. Because nonprofit organizations as a whole
were not large PSE employers until,the stimulus expansion, the income
and eMployment characteristics of their sustainment hires would be ex-
pected to be like those of project participants. Half of the new sustain
ment hires were to meet the stricter eligibility criteria required for all
project participants.

Likewise, explaining the pattern of income and ernployment character-
. istics for nonprofit and government agencies in the project portion is more

complicated because local 2Ncials had the flexibility to impose eligibility
standards in addition to federal requirements. One finding that does
emerge; however, contrasts somewhat with- the findings on demographic

' characteristics. With some exceptions, nonprofit organizations targeted
on the basis of income and employment history as much as or more than
.

did governmental units. -
On balance these data partly support the San Francisco conclusions

about theiargetEigiffectiveness onprOfit organizations. Such organi-
Zitions do as well as governments in eeting the eligibility requirements
set up in the lawrequirement i avi to do with income and employ-
ment status. If targeting on fe ales, minoritiea,.youth, and less-educated
individuals is also intended,to e part of the commitment of CETA, the
record of nonprofit organizatio s looks less favorable. Aside from x-
ceptional employment of wo , such agencies appear to be less likely to
serve these groups an are governments.

Although many amsider targeting to be the most important factor call-
ing forinvolving nonprofit organizations in PSE, training is also impor-
tant in measuring nonprofit success in carrying out structural objectives.
Although the field reports do not allow us to compare the training taking,:
place' in governments with that in nonprofit organizations, we can evalu-
ate in a general way the importance of training for all types of employing;
agencies and then make some general observations about training in non-
Profit agencies.

The amount of training varies a great deal from jurisdiction to jurisdics
tion. Field associates for only five of the twenty-two sample prime spon-
sors reported that their jurisdictions provided good training opportunities
for their participants: Seven more prime sponsors provided moderate
levels of training, and ten prime sponsins provided few,training oppor
tunities.

The level of training provided is apparently not related to the use of
nonprofit organizations as employersiof PSE workers. When governments
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were put into high, moderate, and low training categories, the mean level
of participants in nonprofit organizations,was approximately the same-
25 percentfor each. Two tentative conclusions can be drawn as a result.
First, it be that a large commitment to nonprofit organizations
neither promotes nor impedes training opportunities 'for participants.
Second, although prime sponsor allocation criteria usually include train-
ing objectives, in practice evaluators apparently do not take such criteria
seriously. Otherwise the "high training" sponsors would have had a dis-
proportionate number of jobs in nonprofit organizations.

The field reports also do not allow us to draw strong conclusions about
the relative effectiveness of nonprofit organizations in PSE transition ef-
fortsa third important structural objective. It appears, however, that
transition opportunities were not being encouraged for governments or
nonprofit agencies. This lack of emphasis was due to the federal.counter-
cyclical strategy. The field observations occurred at a time when the fed-
eral government was encouraging both structural and countercyclical
policies simultaneously. The result, intentional or not, was that prime
sponsors emphasized the hiring rather than the structural goals of PSE.

Even though local officiali were rapidly building up PSE levels, we -still
found evidence that some of.these officials were also reluctant to depend
on nonprofit organizatiOns for PSE transition because the nature of the
services the agencies provide may not offer. a good opportunity for it.
Data from San FranCisco and from the other prime sponsors show_ that
while the purpOses of nonprOfit organizations in PSE maybe variedk these
organizations are, largely confined to social service and cultural activities.
This conCentiation limits the types of occupations that-can be developed
to perform needed tasks. Moreover, by their very nature nonprofit agen-
cies may engage in activities that neither the government nor the _private
sector will,Undertake. If participants gain skills and experience that are
specific to their jobs in nonprofit agencies, they might not be able to use
those skills elsewhere. Innovative uses of PSE participants in nonprofit
organizations may therefore ultimately work to the disadvantage of the
participants themselves.

Summary

Field associates' reports generally support the conclusions drawn from
L the San Francisco analysis. In'particular, the following points may be em-

phasized:
-

Because federal PSE policy does not clearly distinguish among struc-.
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tural, countercyclical, and public service objectives, the attitudes and
preferences of local prim: sponsors are important determinants of the
extent and character of participation by nonprofit organizations. Al-
though many local' officials equate nonprofit organizations with a com-
mitinenttd serving target groups, actual involvement of nonprofit age'',
cies in 1977 tended to be greatest when local government policy was, itself
oriented'toward countercyclical objectives.

The project selection procedures used during our observation period
were not specific enough to predict what kinds of nonprofit organizations
receive funding and what .results funded projects will actually produce.
Contracts between prime sponsors and nonprofit organizations generally_
did not specify how an organization must meet federal requirements or
loeal objectives.

Locally based nonprofit organizations employ far more PSE work-
ers than do national organizations.' Nationally affiliated organizations
were occasionally used by prime sponsors to coordinate PSE in the non-
profit sector'. But the nonprofit organizations seen in Washington are not
by and large the agencies that get the job allocations.

Data from the sample jurisdictions generally support the conclusion
based on the San Francisco evidence that nonprofit organizations do not
achieve the targeting objectives of PSE as well as do local governments.
Whether nonprofit organization training and transition capabilities are
better or worse is still debatable because our evidence indicates that these
goals were not emphasized in either sector'. Fragmentary comparative evi-
dence suggests, however, that thelederalligovernment should not change
the mix of PSE toward greater placement in nonprofit organizitions if it
wants to pursue structural objectives.

Implications,

The results presented in\tfis chapter have implications for both re-
search and policy. These implications are weak because, as has already
been pointed out, they are drawn.from data that were collected for other

ends.
On the research side, the San Francisco data suggest that there are in-

deed behavioral differences among different types of nonprofit organiza
tions and that these differences affect performance under PSE. These
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results need to be verified at Other sites, and much more study is needed
on the behavior of nonprofit organizations.

On the policy side, if ail nonprofit organizations behaved the same way
and if the data presented here were the best available for guiding policy,
the clearest implication would be that nonprofit agencies have a substan-
tial potential for creating jobs, but the jobs they create are unlikely to be
targeted very well. Some degree of targeting is desirable to achieve both
structural and countercyclical objectives. Thus these considerations argue
either for no involvement of nonprofit organizations at all, highly "selec-
tive involvemencOr involvement only in a tort-term emPloyment pro-

. gram that hires workers of any kind who are made jobless by an economic
downturna countercyclical program. .

Recent changes in PSE regulations have strengthened the'-structural
emphasis of the prograM. Targeting and training provisions are more sub -`
stantial, the wage limitation has been tightened, and maximum. tenure
limitations have been imposed. These changes have in many jurisdictions
made-placement of PSE jobholders more difficult and consequently have
increased prime sponsor attention to nonprofit organizations for job cre-,
ation. The field study.data show that unless prime sponsors pay more .at-
rention to contract specification and monitoring, the shift to the nonprofit
sector will diminish the impact of thenew legislation.



Epilogue

TEN MONTHS after the observations reported ,on in tiiis study were com-
pleted, Congress passed the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act Amendments of 1978, which reauthorized all CETA programs and

required recipient jurisdictions to give greater emphasis to hiring eco-
nomically disadvantaged persons. The amendments also imposed new
limits orethe length-of time a participant could stay in the public service
employment program and on al:: use of local funding to supplement fed-

eral PSE wages. These changes were intended to shift the program toward
serving the most needy individuals and to discourage local governments
fro using PSE for displacement. Congress also reduced appropriations
for PSE. Enrollment, which reached 'a peak of 755,000 persons in April-
1978, dropped to 534,000 in December 1978 and to 397,000 in Decenr:
ber 1979.

ThePSE program that emerged after the 1978 amendments treated
local officials' interests differently than did the program the field associates
reported on in-1977. Congress was no longer as interested in helping local

governments expand and maintain public-servicesices or in creating large
numbers of jobs to counter unemployment: Congress placed more empha-

sis than before on the st7uctural objectivehelping long-term unen
ployed persons find jobs and gain skills. (Most of the decline in enroll-

ment was in title Vi, the countercyclical portion of PSE; enrollment m

title II, the structural portion, almost doubled between December. 1977

and December 1979.)
Local governments found that they were expected to administer a pro-.

gram in which low-skilled persons.would make up a larger, proportion of
the participants than before. Af the saint time, local jurisdictions were
expected to, make do with fewer participants in general and to comply

with new restriction's on eligibility, wages, and tenure. They were told

that their compliance with federal 'rules would ,be more rigorously -.

scrutinized.

118
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To local officials, the changes in the law and the i-edu. ction in program ti

size meant they had to change the kind of prograrraey_were-operating
,,---- -..,,and the way they administered it. As the effects-of the 1978 amendments

came to be felt throughout the program, a number of agencies absorbed
*their PSE slots and cut back or eliminated their participation; they made
it clea t they were disappointed with the program. In brief, they stated
that the was no longer anything in PSE for them.i

Early in 1981 the Reagan administration, as part of its effort to reduce
federal spending, proposed to eliminate the PSE program by the end of
fiscal 1981. This proposal met with relatively little resistance. We think
the reason for this is that the 1978 amendments significantly reduced the
value of the program to local operators. State and local governments
seemed to .be momsconcerned about proposed redubtions in other fcrms
of federal aid. Nonetheless, if the program is ended, several fiscally dis-
tressed cities will be forced to make painfUl adjustments because they have
been more likely than better-off cities to assign PSE workers to basic Ser-
vices. This fiscal flow has also become a major lifeline for community-
based nonprofit organizations. They too will be especially hard hit if the
PSE program is ended or sharply reduced. .

1. For a detailed report on the local reaction, see- Robert, F. Cook and others,
Public Service Employment in Fiscal Year 1980, Office of Program Evaluation, Em-
ployment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor (USDL; April
1981), a report based on a round of field obsei-vations conducted in December 1979.
A fourth and final round .of field observations was conducted in December 1980. A
report to the Department-of Labor is inwrepar'ation.

...



Sampling Technique for Field
Observations in Large Jurisdictions

IN THE FIRST round of the stud we determined that the size of the pro-
gram and the number of agenci s
employment workers in the larg r jurisdictions made it difficult to care-

t and projects employing public service

fully examine the activities of al -participants and to interview the heads
of the agencies in which they art employed. However, we felt it was im-

, k.
portant to observe the activities of PSE participants. Thereftire we
adopted a sampling procedure in the second round for juris,dictions with
more than 1,000 PSE participants. We recognized in planning the sam- i,
pling procedure that there would be no advantare in selecting individual
PSE participants for study, because such a large number of agencies and,/

projects would then have to be (!)bserved. As a result, we used a sampl
i

,

ofagencies-for the second observtion.
For all the juiisdjetions with more 'than 1,000 PSE participants7-

which included all the large cities and one suburban countythe associ-

ates initially told. the central staff. at Brookings how many persons were
enrolled under title II and title ,VI and how many were enrolled.by,each
type of employing -organization, that is, the local government/itself,
another government agency, a nonprofit agency, and so on. From this in-
formation the central staff determined how many positions should be
sampled in each of these large jurisdictions. Once the number of positions
to be sampled was calcpliied for each jurisdiction, jobs were distributed
proportionally to actual enrollment of workers in the jurisdiction, first by
title andrthen by employing agencies within, each title. Specific agencies

were thn selected for observation to meet the sample requirements.
In some cases the number of participan's in a particular agency ex-

ceeded the sample requirements, as when 300 participants were perform-
ing cleanup operations in the streets department. In these cases we did not
allow one agency to account for the entire sample in that category, nol

' \
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did we excltide it because of its size. Instead, the agency was included in
the sample and was'actually observed. The associate, however, reported
the results as the proportion of the sample that the agency represented
in the universe for that title and type of aency in the jurisdiction. In this
way it was possible to sample a number of agencies even where the num-:
ber of participants in each agency was quite large. This procedure im-
plies that the number of positions actually examined is greater than the
sample numbers reported here. .

In the jurisdictions where the procedure was used the sample covers
5,434 participants, or 10percent, of all the positions in those jurisdictions.
Combined with the number of participants in the jurisdictions where sam-
piing was not.needed, the data presented in chapter 2 are based on the ,.

examination of 9,368 positions; or roughly 1'5 percent of all the positions
in all of the jurisdictions studied.

To calculate the percentages shown in the tables in chapter 2, we mul-
tiplied the proportions for sampled positions by the total-number of par-
ticipants,for each title and for each type of employing agency within each
jurisdiction in which a sampling procedure was used. This procedure was
designed to pro uce an estimate of displacement in each jurisdiction and
for the sample as whole.

.
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